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ABSTRACT 
Within the context of interactive Numeracy lessons, active participation of pupils is 
encouraged. For example, questioning may be used to stimulate thinking skills and pupils 
may explain their methods of calculation to the class. Problem-solving is an area of 
Numeracy that offers an opportunity for pupils to discuss their methods and it has been 
highlighted as an area for development in Key Stage 2 mathematics. However, despite an 
emphasis on interactive lessons, research has shown that lessons tend to be teacher-
dominated, with the teacher as questioner and evaluator, and pupils as respondents. I feel 
that if pupils are to be regarded as active participants in Numeracy lessons, then they 
must be engaged participants who willingly contribute to discussions, perhaps by asking 
questions, reflecting or sharing misconceptions. Indeed, I believe that, given the 
opportunity, pupils are capable of engaging in the questioning process, both as questioner 
and respondent. 
Consequently, I have examined the nature of interaction and discourse in the classroom, 
in order to determine when pupils are explicitly engaged during whole-class problem-
solving sessions. I collected data primarily in the form of audio-tapes, which were 
transcribed in order to facilitate analysis. I applied models of discourse analysis 
developed by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) and Archer (2005) in order to categorise 
speech. Additionally, I utilised Bloom's Taxonomy of educational objectives (1956) to 
highlight the range of thinking skills being used in response to questioning. 
The key findings indicated that when pupils were encouraged to pose their own 
questions, they readily responded to this opportunity to act as questioners. Pupils 
demonstrated a willingness and capability to question methods of calculation. There were 
instances of pupils using sustained questioning to examine alternative methods or 
misconceptions. The findings signalled that pupils were capable of engaging in the 
questioning process by considering and questioning methods of problem-solving, and 
responding to questioning from their peers by providing explanations and comments. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis seeks to examine the nature and extent of pupil involvement in classroom 
discourse during Numeracy lessons. I question whether effective methods are being used 
to engage pupils in this activity. Such methods include pupil demonstration of calculation 
procedures and the provision of opportunities for questioning and querying by pupils. 
The research aims to explore whether pupils are effectively engaged in the questioning 
process applied during Numeracy problem-solving lessons and examines the significance 
of pupil contributions to discussions. The thesis draws on prior research including 
interpretations of interactive whole-class teaching and pupil engagement. It explores the 
development of questioning by pupils in Upper Key Stage 2 (Year 5 pupils, aged 9-10). 
The impetus to explore these areas is outlined in the following sub-section. 
1.1 Rationale 
An important element of teaching is the process of asking questions as a means of 
gauging knowledge and also as a means of signalling the expectation of a response from 
pupils. Research has shown that teachers ask a variety of questions and these can be 
categorised in a number of ways. Andrew Trott for instance, provided examples of 
lower, middle and higher order questions (Trott, 2002). These ranged from questions 
which require the recall of a fact, e.g. "when was the Battle of Hastings?" to questions 
involving analysis, e.g. "why is the job of a police officer an important one?" (Trott, 
2002: 9). 
The Handbook for Leading Mathematics Teachers (DfES, 2002) emphasises the 
development of the skills of questioning. The objectives indicate that questioning has an 
important role in the development of children's learning in maths and that there should be 
consideration of, 
the role of questioning within the planning, teaching and assessment of 
mathematics (DiES, 2002: Objectives, session 3). 
It also makes clear that pupils should be involved in discussions or dialogue, regardless 
of ability, stimulated by the use of a variety of questioning styles. However, the 
Handbook does not clarify whether the questions were to be used by teachers and pupils 
or by one group. This is an important point because during their review of the importance 
of developing thinking skills in the classroom, the Qualifications, Curriculum and 
Assessment Authority for Wales (QCA for Wales, 2006) emphasise the importance of 
encouraging learners to ask questions. Unfortunately, there is insufficient time to fully 
examine what may be meant by "thinking skills" in detail. However, I would suggest that 
thinking skills could mean the ability to reason, sort, analyse or draw conclusions from 
information. That is to say, these skills are employed during activities such as problem-
solving. The QCA for Wales concludes, 
There is well-documented and substantial qualitative and quantitative evidence to 
show that the use of [thinking skills and assessment for learning] with learners in 
the classroom raises their motivation and performance (QCA for Wales, 2006: 4). 
In other words, in order to raise pupil motivation and standards, pupils should develop 
their thinking skills through, for example, questioning, talk and explanation. In spite of 
this, Baumfield and Mroz, (2002) acknowledge that there is a shortage of research which 
focuses on pupil responses. Consequently, there appears to be a need to research the 
importance of pupil contributions during classroom discourse. In light of the suggestion 
that pupil involvement in discourse is important and under-researched, I will seek to 
assess the effectiveness of methods used to engage pupils in dialogue during the 
questioning process in this thesis. In particular, I will focus on Numeracy problem-
solving lessons. 
1.2 Why Numeracy problem-solving? 
During my career as a primary school teacher, I was introduced to two important 
changes: 
(i) the introduction by the Department for Education and Employment (DfEE) of 
the National Numeracy Strategy (NNS) Framework for Teaching 
Mathematics (DfEE, 1999) 
and 
(ii) the opportunity to undertake school-based research. 
The NNS emphasises the importance of a two-way interactive process of teaching, as 
indicated in the following extract from the NNS Framework, 
During each lesson you should aim to spend as much time as possible in direct 
teaching and questioning of the whole class, a group of pupils, or individuals. 
High-quality direct teaching is oral, interactive and lively. It is not achieved by 
adopting a simplistic formula of 'drill and practice' and lecturing the class, or by 
expecting pupils to teach themselves from books. It is a two-way process in which 
pupils are expected to play an active part by answering questions, contributing 
points to discussions, and explaining and demonstrating their methods to the class 
(DfEE, 1999: II). 
This suggests that pupils should actively participate in the teaching process and any 
activity should include the opportunity for pupils to share their ideas or methods. Notice 
that the quotation presupposes that teachers and pupils will understand the meaning of 
"interactive" and that pupils will not seek to ask questions. The former change led me 
towards a specific interest in the processes necessary to gain mathematical skills, while 
the latter introduced me to the concept of practising such interactive methods of 
discourse. I began to explore alternative methods of tackling neglected or unpopular areas 
of Numeracy such as problem-solving and, having realised that my teacher-talk often 
dominated the lessons, I gave pupils the opportunity to question their peers' methods and 
to demonstrate their own methods. Put simply, lessons became more pupil-centred. That 
is, pupils proposed alternative methods of solving problems and aired their doubts or 
queries. Misconceptions and various alternative methods were aired and proposed. Pupils 
were active learners who tackled problem-solving with more confidence than earlier in 
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the school year. Contextual knowledge indicated that pupils had become engaged 
problem-solvers. This situation was seemingly in contrast with findings from other 
research, 
\Vhile 'interaction' is promoted, it is found to be essentially teacher-centred; 
teacher-talk dominates. The whole class interaction exemplified in NNS video 
materials supplied to schools does not show examples of interaction that go 
beyond the teacher-centred Initiate-Respond-Evaluate/Feedback model (... 
Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975): significantly children are never seen to explore a 
misconception, develop their argument or engage in conflict and reflection 
which ... are seen to be so productive for learning (Ryan, Kassem and Sarland, 
2003: 1). 
The research by Ryan et al. (2003), indicated that far from being a two-way process 
whereby pupils are engaged in sharing their ideas, pupils are simply respondents in a 
teacher-dominated lesson. I will aim to explore the form of pupil discourse during 
Numcracy lessons focusing specifically on problem-solving sessions. There are several 
reasons for this particular focus, 
(i) Analysis of pupil performance following Standard Assessment Tasks (SAT5) 
identified problem-solving as an area for development (QCA, 2005) 
(ii) Problem-solving offers an opportunity for pupils to contribute and discuss 
their methods of thinking. This form of interaction is a requirement of the 
National Numeracy Strategy (NNS). 
(iii) On 20 May 2003, the Secretary of State launched "Excellence and Enjoyment 
- A Strategy for Primary Schools" (DfES, 2003). The Department for 
Education and Skills (DIES, formally known as the DIEE) aimed for 85% of 
Key Stage 2 (KS2) pupils to reach the standard of level 4. 
This level in maths expects that, 
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Pupils are developing their own strategies for solving problems and are using 
these strategies ... They present information and results in a clear and organised 
way. They search for a solution by trying out ideas of their own (DfEE, 1999: 9). 
These factors suggest that problem-solving is an area of Numeracy which is ripe for 
investigation and development, whilst at the same time offering an opportunity for 
encouraging pupils to develop their thinking skills during interactive engagement, 
including exploration and discussion of their methods of calculation. Consequently, there 
are valid reasons for selecting this area to research. However, it is important to consider a 
number of contextual factors when studying classroom discourse, for example, teaching 
and learning styles or curriculum pressures. They are all of significance but due to time 
constraints, I am unable to examine these in detail as part of this thesis. I do, however, 
examine them briefly here. Clearly, numerous and possibly wide-ranging mathematical 
and thinking skills are required in order to attain the expected level 4. Pupils need to 
possess the capability to express their thinking when sharing their mathematical ideas. 
The NNS publication "Mathematical Vocabulary" (DfEE, 2000) states that by utilising a 
breadth of question-types e.g. from those that recall knowledge to those that require 
analysis or interpretation of information, children could learn to understand mathematical 
ideas (DfEE, 2000: 4). The publication goes on to list examples of questions that may 
extend children's thinking. There is a particular point of interest however; the 
publication, which was circulated to schools mentions, "a higher level of thinking" 
(DfEE, 2000: 4), but does not explicitly define what is meant by this. Similarly, an on-
line article aimed at teachers states, 
Everyone uses a range of thinking skills. Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy of 
educational objectives (1956) has been widely used to define a hierarchy of these 
skills (QCA, 2006: 8). 
This seems to be a cursory mention of taxonomy of skills and presupposes that it is 
familiar to the audience. It is questionable whether the DIEE assumption that the term 
"thinking skills" is a familiar and understandable term. Perhaps it would be beneficial to 
provide a clear and explicit definition of what is meant by "thinking skills" prior to 
emphasising methods of developing such skills? This thesis will highlight the need for a 
clear definition of thinking skills, including higher levels. In fact it is my belief that there 
is a need to clearly define key vocabulary or terminology such as "interactive" or 
"thinking skills" so that teachers are able to consistently apply their professional 
capabilities when planning. With this in mind, I am seeking to define my understanding 
of "engaged" or "engagement" (based on contextual knowledge and reviews of literature 
which imply the meaning of engagement) and to review definitions of "interactive" and 
"interactivity". Additionally, the conditions necessary to stimulate dialogue between 
pupil and teacher or pupil and pupil may not be present in all classrooms. Such conditions 
may include an ethos of valuing and respecting contributions to discussions, or a 
willingness to transfer responsibility for posing questions from teacher to pupil. 
Regarding the latter, Skidmore (2004) concluded in his study of the Literacy Hour (i.e. 
daily primary school lesson to teach literacy skills) that the teacher dominated talk, asked 
questions where the answer was already known and decided the order of turn taking. 
Consequently, Skidmore argued for pupils to "play a more leading role in shaping the 
topic of conversation" (Skidmore: 2004, 1). If effective questioning is to take place 
during Numeracy problem solving sessions, then the teacher may need to review their 
control of the discussion and allow the child who is describing their methods to invite 
questions and queries. Also, it is necessary to consider additional curriculum and 
professional constraints to utilising interactive methods to engage pupils, for example, the 
pace of Numeracy lessons, timetable pressures, trust and confidence. Although these are 
considered in more detail in a later chapter, it is important to recognise that teachers are 
expected to meet prescribed objectives within a given time and to a given minimum 
standard. Equally pupils are expected to achieve in a potentially fraught atmosphere of 
time limits and boundaries. These factors may serve to constrain effective methods of 
engagement. Finally, it is important to note that there are various learning styles preferred 
by pupils and some may or may not involve overt, active participation. I have focused on 
active participation as an element of engagement because this can be more readily 
observed and noted, but I value the importance of concealed pupil engagement whereby 
pupils do not explicitly signal their engagement. 
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To summarise, within the context of interactivity during Numeracy problem-
solving lessons, 1 will examine potential methods of engagement and question whether 
interactive methods necessarily promote engagement. Indeed, I will suggest that given 
the opportunity, capability and awareness of the importance or value of asking questions 
and therefore using a range of thinking skills, pupils will be engaged and active 
participants in the Numeracy problem-solving process. However, there are likely to be 
implications, such as training needs or changes in expectations or values of teachers and 
pupils. This hypothesis is explored in the following chapters which are outlined below. 
The next chapter reviews literature associated with the research topic. It identifies 
common themes and contrasting ideas which helped to guide the direction of the 
research. This is followed by Chapter 3 "Methodology" which states the selected research 
methods. 
Data is in the form of transcripts produced from ten sessions of audio-recording of 
whole-class problem-solving Numeracy lessons. Summaries of each lesson are provided 
in the appendices. The data is analysed using three systems of categorisation (including 
discourse analysis) in order to determine whether engagement was taking place and to 
determine the nature of the interactions. The application of and findings from each 
system are described in Chapter 4 "Application of and findings from Sinclair and 
Coulthard's system of discourse analysis", Chapter 5 "Application of and findings from 
Archer's systemic approach to context identification and analysis" and Chapter 6 
"Application of and findings from Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives". Then, 
Chapter 7 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each of the systems of analysis 
and emphasises their main findings. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the strengths and 
weaknesses of the research process, clarifies the findings following interpretation and 
analysis of the data and suggests a proposed way forward regarding further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In this chapter, 1 examine literature relating to key elements of my work. In particular, I 
examine literature stemming from Government bodies that was circulated to teachers and 
Head teachers. This literature focuses on Numeracy standards and pupil achievement; I 
also examine literature in a bid to find a consistent description of engagement. 
Additionally, there is a review of literature concerning questioning and thinking skills. 
These reviews act as introductions to research findings. Subsequent chapters contain 
more detailed analyses and discussions where appropriate. The review of literature 
focuses on the following areas: 
Recommendations of DIES and QCA 
Interpretations of terminology regarding "interactivity" and "engagement" 
Thinking skills 
Developing questioning skills. 
2.1 Recommendations of DJES and QCA 
On 20 May 2003, the Secretary of State launched "Excellence and Enjoyment - A 
Strategy for Primary Schools". The Department for Education and Skills (DIES, formally 
known as the DIEE) set a target of 85% of Key Stage 2 (KS2) pupils to attain the 
standard of level 4. The expectation was that by this level, pupils were able to develop 
and use their own strategies for solving problems, as well as clearly organising their 
method of calculation. Supporting the DIES is the Qualifications and Curriculum 
Authority (QCA). The QCA has the responsibility of reviewing the National Curriculum, 
including pupil performance, and suggesting areas for development. For example, 
problem-solving was cited as an area for development during the 2005 Implications for 
leaching and learning from the 2005 national curriculum tests report (QCA, 2005). 
Additionally, a DIEE booklet Mathematical Vocabulary (DIEE, 2000: 4) stated that by 
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means of questions children can learn to understand mathematical ideas. Yet, in both 
publications, questioning by pupils was not explicitly suggested as a means to improve 
performance. The use of questioning was in line with the key aims of the National 
Numeracy Strategy Framework for Teaching Mathematics (DfEE, 1999) which 
emphasised interactivity, including pupils providing explanations and answers. 
Interestingly, this suggests that pupils are to be assigned an answering role rather than a 
questioning role, and so they are seemingly not expected to engage in the questioning 
process other than as a respondent. Similarly, the Basic Skills Agency (which works with 
Local Education Authorities to ensure good standards of literacy and numeracy teaching) 
emphasises the importance of pupil participation in the questioning process and has found 
that mathematical talk leads to raised achievement. That is, schools which combined 
thinking skills, questions and reflection with an ethos of valuing mathematical discussion, 
noted that pupils reinforce their ability to think and reason mathematically (Basic Skills 
Agency, cited in QCA, 2005: 9). However, it was unclear whether mathematical talk was 
to include pupils participating as questioner or respondent or both. 
2.2 Interpretations of terminology regarding "interactivity" and "engagement" 
The National Numeracy Strategy (DfEE, 1999) emphasises and encourages the use of 
interactive whole-class teaching in order to raise standards of achievement. However, 
teachers and pupils have sometimes interpreted the meaning of "interactive" teaching in 
different ways, for instance, listening is viewed as more important than talking, and this 
may have implications for the quality of learning (Pratt, 2003). 
Indeed as a result of the implementation of the National Nutneracy Strategy, Grainger 
(2000) was motivated to research examples of best practice in maths teaching from the 
Czech Republic and to implement the processes in selected Nottinghamshire schools. 
Reference was made to OFSTED (Office for Standards in Education: the inspectorate for 
children and learners in England) who had highlighted interactive whole class teaching as 
being important for effective learning (OFSTED, in Grainger, 2000: 2). This primarily 
involved sharing misconceptions and using effective questioning. These methods were 
employed in the Czech Republic. Pupil thinking was made explicit and students were 
used to presenting their working out to the rest of the class. Additionally pupils were 
expected to fully participate in lessons and challenged to attempt difficult mathematical 
ideas with tasks at an appropriate level. This interpretation of "interactive whole class 
teaching" and its related effectiveness corresponds with my understanding of this method 
of teaching, in that pupils are encouraged to actively participate by showing their 
methods of calculation to the rest of the class and by sharing any misconceptions through 
discussion. However, Grainger's work is seemingly a rare practical example of effective 
whole class interactive teaching using explicit guidelines. 
There has been much research regarding the nature of interactivity. Pratt (2003) 
explored children's perceptions of whole-class interactive teaching (as required by the 
NNS) and particularly their view of the roles of speaking and listening in the classroom. 
Pratt learned that children perceived listening to be more important than talking and 
talking was not seen by pupil or teacher as a tool for learning. Similarly, Hardman, 
Smith, Mroz and Wall (2003) concluded that teachers were unclear as to what constituted 
interactive whole class teaching and had received insignificant amounts of advice in 
respect to the latter e.g. less than a fifth of the sample of teachers said they had seen DIES 
training materials. Hardman et al. (2003) based their findings on teacher responses to 
questionnaires regarding their understanding of interactivity and compared these findings 
with observations of teachers in the classroom during "interactive" lessons. It was 
determined that there was a disparity between the findings. For instance, teachers 
suggested that they encouraged or extended pupil contributions, but in practice, this was a 
rarity. Bums and Myhill (2004) supported this belief that there were divergent 
interpretations of "interactive" teaching. They concluded that teachers had been left to 
interpret "interactive" and dominated the discourse in order to meet objectives 
documented in Government teaching frameworks. As a result, pupils played a generally 
passive role in the proceedings with few opportunities to explore their ideas. However, 
Thornborrow (2002) disputes that teachers have all the power in the classroom. That is, 
Thornborrow learned that pupils are capable of collaborating and of regulating 
discussions; thereby becoming engaged as participants and the teacher then becomes a 
less dominant regulator of the proceedings. I would agree with this conclusion, but I 
would suggest that pupils are more likely to actively participate or engage if they are 
given the opportunity by the teacher. Yet Anderson (2000) argues that pupils may 
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actually become disengaged if they felt that their peers or teacher were scornful of their 
contributions. Anderson explores whether pupils felt anxious during whole-class 
questioning and whether this impacted on their school-life. It transpired that pupils 
became anxious and withdrew from participating during periods of whole-class 
questioning if they felt they had made a mistake. Therefore, Anderson's work highlights 
potential implications regarding whole-class interactive teaching and engagement, 
including the need to be aware of pupil anxiety resulting from teacher questioning. 
2.3 Thinking skills 
Department for Education and Skills (DfES) literature, for example, Mathematical 
Vocabulary (2000), recognises the importance of stimulating thinking skills. As such, 
guidance was circulated to teachers regarding the use of questions to promote higher 
thinking skills. The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority for Wales (QCA for Wales), 
whose role it is to maintain and develop the national curriculum and regulate tests and 
standards, has researched the importance of developing pupils thinking skills, such as the 
ability to analyse information, problem-solve, evaluate and reflect. The QCA for Wales 
(2006) suggest that there is substantial evidence to show that the use of thinking skills 
and self-assessment could lead to increased motivation and achievement. The work 
features specific guidelines for developing thinking skills, including giving pupils time to 
talk, explain and/or question. Similarly, McGuinness (DfEE, 1999) has reviewed research 
into the role of thinking skills and suggests that a clear definition of what is meant by 
"thinking" is necessary. She further suggests that the development of thinking skills 
should not only equip pupils for better learning, but also necessitate a change in training 
for teachers due to the potentially more active role of the pupil. 
It is worth noting that a taxonomy of thinking skills was developed by Bloom 
(1956). The aim of the taxonomy was to define thinking skills for educators and to 
categorise them in hierarchical order. The Taxonomy was cited on the QCA web-page 
KS2: Mathematics optional tasks for the more able (QCA, 2006: 7) and applied to 
examples of questions that could be used by teachers to stimulate higher level thinking 
skills. These examples include the following: what is the general rule? How would you 
change ...? What would happen if ...? (QCA, 2006: 9) However, the responsibility for 
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posing questions seems to belong to teachers rather than pupils. That is, the web-page 
focuses on questions to be used for assessment purposes in order to stimulate higher level 
thinking from pupils. This implicitly suggests that the teacher will be assessing by asking 
questions. 
The development of questioning skills is explored in the following section. 
2.4 Developing questioning skills 
Classroom discourse was analysed during the 1970s using a system developed by Sinclair 
and Coulthard. The system is described further in the Methodology chapter and is 
evaluated in Chapter 7. 
Talk is still regarded as important for engaging pupils in the process of learning. 
For example, the National Numeracy Strategy Handbook for Leading Maths Teachers 
(DfES, 2002) was intended to be used by leading maths teachers in order to clarify key 
points of good practice to classroom teachers: it makes clear that all abilities of pupils 
should be involved in discussions and that their involvement should be stimulated by the 
use of a variety of questioning styles. However, it can be assumed that the questions were 
to be used by teachers rather than pupils because an overt distinction was not apparent. 
That is, the Handbook emphasises the use of a variety of question types, but goes on to 
highlight the importance of giving pupils time to form their responses and then listening 
closely to their answers. Indeed this covert distinction of the teacher as questioner and the 
pupil as respondent seems to be a prevailing view in Government literature. Teacher-
dominance of classroom discourse is identified by Skidmore (2004) who concludes that 
during dialogue, the teacher dominates talk, asks questions where the answer is already 
known and decides the order of turn taking. Although Skidmore's area of interest is 
related to the teaching of Literacy, his comments are applicable to Numeracy, particularly 
in the sense that he summarises the artificial nature of talk in classroom when compared 
with everyday conversations e.g. that pupils wait their turn and raise their hand to 
indicate their willingness to contribute. Skidmore also concludes that government 
guidance regarding teacher-led discussions (in the Literacy Hour) should be changed in 
order to give pupils the opportunity to develop their thoughts or ideas. This change may 
include giving pupils an opportunity to develop their questioning skills, but this is not 
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explicitly proposed by Skidmore. Another potential change to classroom dynamics is also 
proposed by Coles (2001), who studied different forms of "listening" used by teachers. 
The forms of listening described by the author are: (1) evaluative, whereby contributions 
are judged as either right or wrong; (2) interpretive, whereby the response is likely to be a 
check for clarification; (3) transformative, whereby ideas are considered and incorporated 
into responses. Coles (2000) determined that, when the teacher's type of listening 
changed, pupils began to ask their own questions about complex mathematical 
procedures. I felt that this was an interesting point because the form of listening may 
possibly act as a constraint to pupils wishing to engage and pose their own questions. 
Coles commented upon particular transcripts in his work. In respect to one transcript (3), 
he highlights how: 
The participatory nature of discussion is even more evident in Transcript 3 
[teacher and pupils discussing lines of symmetry in a rectangle]... the listening is 
also transformative [whereby ideas are considered and incorporated into 
responses]. The teacher here is not running the discussion (e.g. posing questions 
for students to respond to), It is the students who are asking questions: e.g. 'What 
would just a straight line be?' Students are now talking directly to each other and 
extending each other's ideas (Coles, 2001: 5). 
In other words, Coles is commenting on a change in classroom dynamics whereby pupils 
engaged in the questioning process (by asking their own questions), apparently as a result 
of the change in the form of listening undertaken by the teacher. 
As indicated in the previous paragraphs, a review of literature has revealed 
common and sometimes complementary themes and views. It has served to extend my 
understanding, in that it is apparent that research has centred on the role of the teacher as 
the questioner and methods of interactive teaching have seemingly neglected to actively 
involve pupils as questioners. Also, the review has guided the direction of the thesis, in 
that there is an examination of the nature of interaction and discourse during Numeracy 
problem-solving sessions, in an effort to discern whether "interactive" teaching 
necessitates pupils to become questioners capable of developing their thinking skills. 
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
This thesis aims to assess the most effective methods of engaging Key Stage 2 (in 
particular aged 9-10) pupils in the questioning process during Numeracy problem-solving 
lessons. I believe that, given the opportunity and recognising the value of asking 
questions, pupils would be engaged and active participants in the Numeracy problem-
solving process. In turn, I believe that pupils would recognise that they are capable of 
posing questions which enable them to actively interact during the learning process. 
Due to the context of the research, the strategies for data-collection have been 
carefully chosen. That is to say, the research focuses on the discourse and interaction 
between pupils and their teacher and so it was important that my presence as a researcher 
in the classroom caused minimal disruption and distraction. A class of 28 Year 5 pupils 
(aged 9-10) was chosen from a school which represented a wide range of ability and 
backgrounds. Parental permission for participation was sought and gained. I approached 
the Head teacher regarding my aims and agreed that I would collect data in the format of 
audio tapes and observations during the Spring Term, by which time the pupils had 
settled into their classroom routines. Initially, I made two visits to the class so that 
members would become familiar with my presence in the classroom as an observer. 
Similarly, I had met with the newly-qualified class teacher prior to becoming an observer, 
in order to allay any possible nervousness on her part and to reassure her of my motives. 
During previous school-based research, I had used questionnaires as a means of 
gathering data effectively and time-efficiently. Macintyre (2000) identified the pros and 
cons of questionnaires. The "pros" included the speed of administration, anonymity of 
respondents, numerous replies, questions can be standardised, not necessary to interact 
face-to-face. The "cons" included the large amount of time required to design and redraft 
the questions, descriptive rather than explanatory responses, responses lacking detail, 
difficulty in following up note-worthy responses (Macintyre, 2000: 84). Pupil capability 
and willingness to respond can be problematical and I agree that some resultant responses 
might be deemed "superficial" (Macintyre, 2000: 84). Permission to use questionnaires as 
a means of collecting data was granted, but this method was not utilised during analysis 
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because there was sufficient applicable data collected from observation and audio-
recording methods. 
Regarding audio-recording, the major benefit according to Macintyre was that this 
method recorded not only what was being said, but also how it was being said. The 
author determined that such information captured on tape was invaluable, e.g. the main 
benefit of audio-recording was that tapes could be replayed and/or transcribed in order to 
access detailed data, or to enable participants to evaluate dialogue or behaviours. But it 
was necessary to be aware of procedural bias associated with the research method, e.g. 
teacher or pupil behaving differently than usual due to the presence of the recorder. 
However, I was also aware that clarity of recordings was critical and this point was 
emphasised by Macintyre (2000: 64). Furthermore, transcription of tapes could be a 
lengthy process and this would be prolonged if tapes were difficult to decipher. 
In order to assess the nature of the classroom interaction, I made audio recordings 
(c. 45 minutes duration) of the interactions between the pupils, their peers and their 
teacher during weekly Numeracy problem-solving lessons over a period of 11 weeks. The 
tape recorder remained in the same position throughout the period of the lesson when all 
pupils were gathered together as a means of participating interactively during the 
teaching process ("whole-class" session). I focused on recording this part of the session 
because I wanted all pupils to be present in order to provide a fair basis for data 
collection. The teacher was not asked to position the pupils any differently than usual in 
order to maintain a sense of normality, which I felt was important for recording purposes. 
In order to allow for repeated close analysis of the content of the tapes, each session was 
transcribed. That is, all audible interaction taking place during the whole-class 
introductory session was transcribed. This stage of the Numeracy lesson involved the 
main teaching input and pupils were expected to be involved "interactively" by 
questioning and by contributing to discussions, e.g. by offering their methods and 
solutions to problems. 
An audio device was used because the teacher preferred not to be video recorded. 
Unfortunately, the device was not sensitive enough to record all discussion, e.g. lower 
volume voices and voices from a certain distance away from the microphone. 
Presumably, a more sensitive recording device would have recorded asides and low 
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volume utterances. Also the tapes used were of variable quality and consequently the 
recognition of individual words during the lengthy transcription process was difficult at 
times. Yet, overall, audio recording was beneficial because I felt it provided improved 
accuracy over paper-based observation records, namely, because the tapes could be 
repeatedly checked after the session. However, I believe that video recordings could have 
proven useful for recording facial expressions and gestures which may have acted as 
potential indicators of enthusiasm or engagement. 
Observation as a means of gathering data was explored by Macintyre. The author 
stressed that it was a difficult skill to master but was valuable for gaining objective 
information, e.g. "The recordings can tell "when" and "where" as well as "how often" 
and so provide a valuable source for reflection and evaluation" (Macintyre, 2000: 66). 
And "several [observation] schedules spaced sequentially... can show the progress that is 
being made...(Macintyre, 2000: 66). 
I agree that observation is probably necessary to "supplement" or support other 
forms of data-collection methods, mainly because notes taken during periods of 
observation can serve to highlight "small" details which may go unnoticed but may be 
relevant, such as facial expressions, peer responses or seating positions. In an attempt to 
avoid bias or false impressions during potentially subjective observations, it would be 
necessary to perhaps design a clear structure for recording notes or tallies. Such a 
framework for observation was designed and it focused on talk according to role (pupil or 
teacher) and form of interaction, e.g. questioning, answering, reflection. I observed the 
class while the audio tape was recording. I noted anything of interest that could not be 
audio recorded, e.g. facial expressions, seating organisation, use of easel or interactive 
board, general location of teacher, whether pupils took their whiteboards, pens, pencils 
andlor exercise books into the teaching area. I thought that these factors may have been 
of relevance during later analysis. (The key points arising from each session form 
Appendix I). 
Initially I was a non-participant observer. The reasoning behind this was that I wanted 
to be as unobtrusive as possible in order to encourage pupils and teacher to behave as 
normal and therefore to provide an accurate basis for data collection. For a similar reason, 
I chose to sit in the same seat each week. This was positioned near the front of the 
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classroom and therefore I was sitting amongst the pupils during the whole-class session. 
As pupils became familiar with my presence, individuals would ask for support during 
whole-class teaching time. I opted, at this point, to become a participant observer by 
supporting pupils during the whole-class session and circulating during the non-recorded 
individual or group activities so that I could assist pupils who requested support with 
their work. 
From the outset of the data-collection period, the class-teacher was using interactive 
methods to engage pupils, for example the use of questioning to stimulate pupil 
responses, including descriptions of their methods of calculation. The whole class could 
view the chosen method as the teacher repeated the pupil's steps and recorded their 
working-out on a whiteboard easel. The question and the answer would then be erased in 
preparation for the next questionlanswer. Pupils did not seek to ask questions to clarify or 
to extend the possible method of calculation, nor were they encouraged to do so. 
However, in order to extend the potential opportunities for pupils to engage in the 
questioning process, I proposed the introduction of additional interactive methods. The 
class teacher responded positively and was willing to instigate gradual changes. 
Applicable to the whole-class section of the lesson, I suggested the following methods: 
(1) The use of the interactive whiteboard to enable pupils to write and explain their 
methods of calculation to the whole of the class, 
(2) The display of the questions on the interactive board so that pupils were able to 
physically underline the key points for example, 
(3) The introduction of the opportunity for pupils to ask questions to their peers, for 
instance regarding methods of calculation. 
The first two methods enable pupils to view the questions and refer to them where 
applicable, and allow pupils to view the steps involved in solving a problem and to 
potentially offer an opportunity for highlighting areas of difficulty for instance. The latter 
method enables pupils to participate in the process of problem-solving by addressing any 
misconceptions or by investigating alternative methods of calculation for example. 
The characteristics of each lesson, including the introduced changes to pedagogy, 
are outlined in Appendix I and include the focus of the lesson, dominant voice and 
utilisation of resources. Importantly, the analysis of the nature of classroom interaction, 
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including the use of thinking skills for example, aims to show the effects of these 
changes/interventions on engaging pupils in the questioning process. 
3.1 Methods of data analysis 
The following models of discourse analysis offer a means of explaining the content of my 
sets of data and they contain elements which are applicable to my area of interest, e.g. the 
categorisation of thinking skills and speech in order to determine the nature of interaction 
during Numeracy problem-solving discourse. 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) focused on the discourse taking place in primary 
schools during whole-class sessions, and between pupil and teacher. They developed a 
framework for analysis which was considered to be suitable for teacher/pupil interaction 
within the classroom. The framework included acts (the label given to categories of 
speech such as questions or replies) which helped to describe the detail of the discourse. 
It was expected that questions from pupils were generally regarding administration of 
tasks rather than to elicit explanations or to query methods of working out. Sinclair and 
Coulthard were aware of difficulties associated with language, such as the constantly 
changing topics within a conversation or when a question acted as an instruction. They 
chose to focus on, 
a more simple type of spoken discourse, one which has much more overt 
structure, where one participant has acknowledged responsibility for the direction 
of the discourse ...and. . .a situation where all participants were genuinely trying to 
communicate and where potentially ambiguous utterances were likely to have one 
accepted meaning (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975: 6). 
Consequently, they were interested in analysing the discourse that took place in 
classrooms. Whereas Sinclair and Coulthard's system of discourse analysis examined 
teacher/pupil discourse, I am interested in investigating both teacher/pupil and pupil/pupil 
discourse. Nevertheless, the system is seemingly appropriate to employ because its 
categorisation of talk in the classroom can serve to highlight the nature of interaction. 
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Furthermore, their model of discourse analysis involved the designation and annotation of 
acts within a turn. The categories which were immediately applicable to classroom 
discourse included, 
lnformative= a statement that provides information 
Elicitation = a question that requests a response 
Prompt= expecting a response 
Nomination= choosing someone to respond 
Reply= an answer appropriate to the question 
Accept= indicates that the response was appropriate but not necessarily correct 
Evaluate =a comment on the quality of a reply that lets someone know if they are 
"right" 
Based on the above, Sinclair and Coulthard recognised a common pattern of initiation 
(e.g. a question or instruction) by the teacher (I), followed by a response from a pupil (R) 
and evaluative follow-up or feedback from the teacher (F). For example, a typical IRF 
pattern was, 
Teacher: A group of people used symbols to do their writing. They used pictures 
instead of words. Do you know who those people were? I'm sure you do. Billy? 
Pupil: The Egyptians 
Teacher: Yes. The Egyptians (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975: 71). 
Although this demonstrates a level of "interactivity", I do not feel that it necessarily 
indicates engagement, because the role of the pupil is passive. That is, the pupil 
participated by replying to a teacher-initiated question. However, the pupil did not go on 
to provide a supporting comment or to pose a question for instance. In other words, their 
role seemed to be that of a respondent replying to a question to which the teacher already 
knows the answer. The pupil's answer would enable the teacher to gauge recall of 
knowledge but does not serve to develop a discussion point. This IRF pattern of 
interaction is nevertheless relevant in my view. Indeed, I reasoned that Sinclair and 
Coulthard's system would help me to highlight such patterns in my own data and 
therefore facilitate the interpretation of the nature of contemporary classroom discourse 
and interaction, including instances of pupils asking questions (to their peers) and 
occasionally providing feedback (to their peers). In fact, I want to determine whether 
Sinclair and Coulthard's system is as applicable when exploring such interaction between 
pupils. This necessitates an examination of each transcript and the annotation of every 
turn taken by a pupil or the teacher, in addition to the calculation of the total number of 
each act. This data is then analysed in order to determine the emphasis or under-emphasis 
of those acts which indicate participation or engagement during the learning process. 
A similar system to Sinclair and Coulthard's has been devised by Archer (2005) 
to study discourse taking place in the courtroom. Archer's systemic approach to context 
identification and analysis classifies questions and answers according to their form, 
function and interactional intent, for instance who was the question directed towards, in 
what context and in what form, e.g. whether it was a request, an inquiry or a query. This 
level of detail potentially allows for more specific distinctions to be made, for example, 
were pupils engaged in the questioning process as questioners or as respondents or both? 
Archer's linguistic-based system contains the category of "Response-initiation" 
(Stenstrom, cited in Archer, 2005: 122-125) and this precisely relates to the instances 
when pupils respond to a question or instruction and then pose their own question or 
query for example. Archer's (2005) system relates to the speaker and hearer at the 
utterance level. As such, we can distinguish elicitations (e.g. questions, requests) and 
responses that are used by teachers and elicitations that are used by pupils to be 
categorised and counted. That is, Archer's system contains the "Interactional Intent" 
fields (Archer, 2005: 121) which categorise the organisation of talk. Using Archer's 
categories as a model (see below), I have added two categories which are compatible 
with classroom talk, in order to assist in the gathering of further applicable data. These 
categories are, 
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(I) "Re-initiate" categorises instances when appropriate responses were not 
forthcoming perhaps due to reinforcement of skills being required and so 
necessitated a change in the approach to questioning for example 
(2) "Re-word" categorises occasions when the same intention was worded in a 
variety of ways in order to extend to differing ability levels. 
Table I shows Archer's categories of Interactional Intent for use during analysis. 
Table I Categories of Interactional Intent 
Archer's systemic approach to Brief 	 definition 	 of 	 each 
context 	 identification 	 and category 
analysis  
Initiation an eliciting device such as a 
question or query requiring a 
response 
Report an 	 explanation 	 or statement, 
not directly elicited 
Follow-up initiation feedback/evaluation 	 plus 	 an 
eliciting device 
Follow up feedback/evaluation 
Response a reply such as an answer 
Response-initiation a reply plus br acting as an 
Archer's "Interactional Intent" terminology already captures interactivity and 
participation e.g. "Initiation", "Response", "Follow-up", but I am particularly interested 
in using the system to determine engagement. I believe that the category of "Response-
initiation" can provide an important indication or feature of engagement. This is because 
it may signal that a pupil is not only listening to their peer's method of calculation, but 
also considering or analysing it in order to query or question it or occasionally to advise 
or make a request. Such an occasion may be when a pupil is disputing the reasoning 
behind a method or because they require more information. 
Each transcript is then examined by initially assigning each teacher and pupil 
utterance a categorisation symbol e.g. IN! (initiation), or RES (response). Totals for each 
category of teacher and pupil utterance are recorded and the data analysed (see Appendix 
2). 
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Both of these systems highlight the nature of interaction between the teacher, pupils and 
their peers, and the data serves to indicate the dominance of certain forms of discourse, 
for example the teacher as the chief questioner or evaluator, or the pupils as active 
participants in the questioning process. 
A third system of analysis to be utilised, is based on levels of thinking skills rather 
than discoursal analysis. I believe that engaged pupils demonstrate a range of thinking 
skills that involve explanations, interpretations and comparisons for example. When 
pupils respond to or ask questions, evaluate methods or query calculations, I reason that 
they are using a range of thinking skills which can be identified and categorised. I feel 
that Bloom's Taxonomy (1956) is a valuable tool for assisting my analysis because it 
focuses on the categorisation of thinking skills. Following categorisation, it may be 
apparent which level of skills are being used and to what extent. If pupils offered 
questions and comparisons for instance, I would suggest that they are actively engaged in 
the learning process. Alternatively, if they generally respond to teacher questioning with 
simple recall responses, then I would suggest that they are "participating" rather than 
"engaging". 
The system is considered to be a useful tool for teachers because it enables them 
to identify learning goals that are disproportionately represented during a lesson; for 
example, asking the listener to recall facts, but rarely using question types that require 
interpretation of results. QCA cited Bloom's taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1956) 
in their web-page KS2: Mathematics optional tasks for the more able (QCA, 2006) and 
provided examples of questions based on Bloom's categorisation system, which could be 
used to develop higher thinking skills. The system is also used when planning 
assessments in order to encourage pupils to use the full range of thinking skills when 
answering questions. However, in theory, certain categories have proved difficult to 
understand or place in context, perhaps due to the taxonomy dating from the 1950's. 
Based on Bloom's Taxonomy, I have produced a simplified list of categories of thinking 
skills (see Appendix 3). For instance, instead of dividing the skill of knowledge into nine 
sub-sections as Bloom did, I have simply categorised the skill as "remembering". In this 
way, I feel able to analyse the data in simpler terms. 
It is worth noting that Buxkemper and Hartfiel (2003) state that, 
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It has been observed that Bloom's taxonomy does not provide a good fit with 
mathematics. Analysis and synthesis are often done together and those, together 
with evaluation, are often used in application. So we reorganize these tasks, 
adding a bit of our own, for a better fit (Buxkemper and Hartfiel, 2003: 2). 
I agree that it may be difficult to distinguish between thinking skills which, by necessity, 
may be combined in order to tackle problem-solving questions for instance. 
Unfortunately, Buxkemper and I-Iartfiel do not elaborate any further, but they do provide 
a useful summary of the Taxonomy: 
(I) Knowledge—a student should be able to recall and recognise material from 
memory. 
(2) Comprehension—a student should be able to give literal meanings of 
material. 
(3) Application—a student should be able to apply general material to new 
situations. 
(4) Analysis—a student should be able to break down material, identify 
significant pieces and their interrelationships to see how the pieces fit to form 
a whole. 
(5) Synthesis—a student should be able to put material together in order to create 
new material. 
(6) Evaluations—using a sense of the whole, a student should be able to make 
judgements about what is important and what is efficient. 
The levels of thinking skills are hierarchical in nature and simpler behaviours form part 
of more difficult behaviours. 
I use two methods of analysis utilising Bloom's Taxonomy. The initial analysis is 
qualitative and provides an overview of thinking skills used by the teacher and pupils 
during each weekly session of problem-solving. This initial method is followed by a more 
detailed examination of the transcripts using the major elements of Bloom's 
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categorisation system. From this data I make a qualitative analysis combined with a 
quantitative interpretation. 
Each transcript of the taped Numeracy problem-solving lessons is analysed for 
examples or evidence of thinking skills and forms of questioning. This initial method aids 
recognition of forms of pupil and teacher thinking and their associated interaction. A 
framework based on Bloom's Taxonomy of thinking skills has been produced and is 
divided into two main sections: teacher as a model (e.g. providing questions that should 
lead to a variety of thinking skills being employed by the pupils) and pupil as an active 
participant (also demonstrating a variety of thinking skills). The sections are sub-divided 
into questioning style, skills and form of interaction (see Appendix 3). Examples of skills 
are matched to categories from Bloom's Taxonomy. For example: 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary? 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out)? 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills? 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because ... )? 
It is envisaged that Sinclair and Coulthard's system, together with Archer's 
system, may indicate the nature of interaction taking place, and Bloom's Taxonomy may 
demonstrate the thinking skills being used at the time. 
Another analysis system familiar to educationalists is Flanders Interaction 
Analysis Categories (FIAC). Indeed Croll (1986) cites FIAC as the most recognised 
systemic observation system. This system contrasts with the former systems, mainly 
because it involves a method of coding which classifies interactions between teacher and 
pupils. Interestingly, one category encompasses, "Talk by pupils which they 
initiate... freedom to develop opinions and a line of thought, like asking thoughtful 
questions...(Croll, 1986: 40). 
This is of interest because unlike Sinclair and Coulthard's system and unlike 
certain DIES and QCA literature, there is an assumption being made that pupils are likely 
to pose "thoughtful" questions rather than administrative questions. Importantly, Croll 
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highlighted that it was possible to note trends, for example the "two-thirds" rule which 
demonstrated that two-thirds of classroom-talk was dominated by the teacher. This 
system offers a potentially valuable method of categorisation, but due to time constraints, 
it is not used during this study. 
I intend to analyse the data using both qualitative and quantitative methods 
involving observation and three data analysis models (Sinclair and Coulthard, Archer and 
Bloom). Observation aims to provide an initial, general and qualitative overview of each 
session. This includes noting potentially relevant points, such as, when are pupils 
enthusiastic or willing to voluntarily contribute points to the discussion, and who 
possesses the dominant "voice" throughout the discourse: teacher or pupils? The data 
resulting from the application of systems of categorisation is largely quantitative. It is 
hoped that one, some or a combination of categorisation systems produces findings that 
indicate occasions when pupils are engaged in the questioning process. In other words, 
data analysis aims to highlight which are the most effective methods for engaging pupils. 
The following chapters explore the data using systems of analysis: 
Chapter 4: Sinclair and Coulthard 
Chapter 5: Archer 
Chapter 6: Bloom 
Each model is applied and the main findings are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 4 APPLICATION OF AND FINDINGS FROM SINCLAIR AND 
COULTHARD'S SYSTEM OF DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
In order to determine the nature of interaction taking place between teacher and pupils 
during Numeracy problem-solving sessions, I chose to utilise Sinclair and Coulthard's 
system of discourse analysis (1975). The application of their system is discussed in this 
chapter, along with findings. 
4.1 Application of Sinclair and Coulthard's system of discourse analysis 
I used Sinclair and Coulthard's terminology regarding the categorisation of acts, as these 
indicate interaction between pupils and teacher. That is to say, interaction could have 
taken various forms, including teacher as initiator of questions and pupil as respondent or 
perhaps as nominator of the next participant in the discussion and as initiator of 
questions. I determined that certain acts or categories indicated elements of active 
participation or engagement. For example, if pupils were asking their own questions 
(elicitation) or providing feedback (evaluate) then the likelihood was that they were 
motivated sufficiently to actively contribute to the discussion rather than by simply 
answering. Also, I limited my application of Sinclair and Coulthard's analysis system to 
the lowest level of discourse, e.g. acts, rather than attempting to apply their whole system 
of analysis. This was because the system is so fine-grained, it would be difficult to 
quantify data in a way that suggested meaningful results. 
I examined each transcript according to my understanding of Sinclair and 
Coulthard's categories. I have produced a simplified list of definitions to assist my 
categorisation decisions. (Appendix 4) I annotated each turn taken by a pupil or teacher 
with a set of acts. For example, the following extract from transcript 2 (see Appendix 12: 
203) demonstrates the IRF form of interaction recognised by Sinclair and Coulthard, 
Teacher: C. how did you work it out then? 
	 (n, el) 
Pupil: I did 5 times £1.50 and then 4 times 50 
	
(rep) 
Teacher: so you've done 5 times £1.50 yes 
	 (e) 
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It can be seen that the teacher initiated a question (nomination and elicitation), which was 
followed by a pupil response (reply) and ended with teacher-led feedback (evaluate). 
This process of categorising turns was continued for each whole-class session of each 
transcri pill esson. 
I counted the total number of each act which took place during each session. 
Totals of acts were calculated according to gender and role (teacher or pupil) because this 
served to identify an emphasis or under-emphasis of those acts which indicate 
participation or engagement; for instance, reply (Rep), elicitation (El), comment (Com), 
evaluation (E). Table 2 "Data showing teacher and pupil acts from Transcript 6" shows 
an example of a table of data from lesson 6. Nineteen categories of acts have been 
utilised for both teacher and pupils, including those which indicate participation or 
engagement. The table also shows the percentages of acts within each turn. Similarly, I 
counted acts according to gender in order to ascertain whether engaged pupils were 
generally male or female. (However, at this point it is important to reiterate that pupils 
had various preferred learning styles and, although engaged, they may not have overtly 
appeared to demonstrate all the elements of engaged behaviour. For the purposes of this 
study, the learning styles were valued but only overt engagement has been identified). 
Appendix 5 contains data tables for each transcribed lesson and the symbols are 
explained in Appendix 4. 
Clustered column charts and scatter charts were created from the data because 
they allowed the comparison of values across different categories. The reader will 
encounter these forms of graph in the Findings section 4.2 (nb the form was chosen 
according to its visual impact). It is important to note that there are varied maximum 
percentage levels for each chart (y axis) and the transcripts are numbered in 
chronological order (x axis). Also, regarding reliability of data, it was necessary to take 
into account that, due to the nature of Sinclair and Coulthard's fine-grained system, there 
were several acts per turn, so for example there could be 38 teacher turns in one session, 
with 195 corresponding acts. Finally, I had aimed to indicate the total number of turns 
taken by pupils by gender and by the teacher. Unfortunately, due to the similarity in the 
nature of certain pupil voices, a number of pupil turns were unable to be assigned as 
being either male or female voices (md?). This ranged from an additional 0.1% to 64%. 
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Table 2 Data showing teacher and pupil acts from Transcript 6 
Transcript 	 6 
613/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher Marker=27 M12.3 
Total= 71 Starter 	 5 S=2.3 
Nomination 	 31 N14.2 
Elicitation=33 E115.1 
Directive 	 9 0=4.1 
Accepts Acc=2.3 
Comment= 29 Com13.2 
Replr2 Rep=0.9 
Conclusion5 Con2.3 
Acknowledgel Acle0.5 
Cuel Cu0.5 
Clue= 1 Cl 	 0.5 
Check=6 Ch=2.7 
Prompt= 19 P= 8.7 
Evaluate= 36 E= 16.4 
tnformative=4 1=1.8 
Bid=0 B=0 
Loop=4 L=4.8 
Meta-statementl M-s0.5 
Total =219  
Pupil Male M=6 M5.8 
Total= 82 47 S= 0 S0 
N=1 N=1 
(+25m1f?) E113 E112.6 
9=0 0=0 
Acc2 Acc1.9 
Female Com18 Com= 17.5 
35 Rep53 Rep51.5 
ConO ConO 
Ackl Ackl 
Cu0 Cu0 
CI= I Cl=I 
Ch=0 Ch=0 
P=0 P=0 
E=0 E=0 
1=3 1=2.9 
B=5 B= 4.9 
L=O L=0 
M-s0 M-s0 
Total =103 
Therefore I categorised acts as "Pupil acts" rather than male or female when I made the 
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charts. Indeed, this difficulty highlighted why video recording would have been 
beneficial, however, the class teacher preferred the use of audio to video recording. 
The charts were interpreted by searching for patterns and significant changes over 
time and the findings are described in the next section. 
4.2 Findings 
I employed elements of Sinclair and Coulthard's system of discourse analysis and 
scrutinised the resulting percentages of pupil and teacher acts. I focused on those acts 
which I felt were indicators of interaction and possibly could be interpreted as indicators 
of engagement. For example, I am interested in the nature of pupil participation and so I 
examined acts which indicated interaction e.g. elicitation, reply, evaluation and comment. 
As a result of counting according to act and role (i.e. teacher, pupil) using Sinclair and 
Coulthard's system of discourse analysis, a certain amount of "counter-evidence" was 
exposed. That is, during whole-class sessions, there was evidence of: 
I. Pupil initiated questions 
2. Pupil initiated feedback 
3. Pupil:pupil interaction 
To be fair, the latter forms of interaction were not intended to be highlighted by Sinclair 
and Coulthard, mainly because their system was designed to examine teacher/pupil 
interaction. However, each finding was an indication of the nature of contemporary 
classroom interaction and these were seemingly contrary to the pattern of discourse 
recognised by Sinclair and Coulthard. For example, their system of discourse analysis 
categorise questions requiring a reply as "elicitations" and I recorded the following 
examples of pupil talk as "elicitations," 
How have you got 10 minus 3 equals 6? (Appendix 17: 249). 
How would you check your answer? (Appendix 17: 246). 
Why did you do subtraction when you could have done adding? (Appendix 17: 
246). 
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How did you change metres into kilometres? (Appendix 16: 241). 
It is apparent that these pupil "elicitations" are similar to those expected from a teacher, 
e.g. 
OK, so how would you go about working this out? (Appendix 14: 226). 
So how are you going to calculate it? (Appendix 15: 234). 
Similarly, I categorised the following examples of feedback as "evaluation" acts (pupil 
category), 
Well done! (Appendix 18: 253). 
You've lost meD. (Appendix 18: 253). 
D! D! Look at where it says 13 and it'll tell you! (Appendix 18: 254). 
That's a weird method. There's a lot easier way... (Appendix 17: 250). 
Again, these evaluations or offers of feedback are from pupils yet appear to be teacher-
initiated, e.g. 
That's a good question (Appendix 16: 241). 
OK so she's got 66 take away 43. That's a good way of doing it. (Appendix 14: 
227). 
It was necessary to refer back to the transcripts of the lessons in order to provide these 
word-for-word examples of acts, and findings indicated discourse that included questions 
("elicitations") posed by pupils, plus occasional instances of evaluative comments 
("evaluations") from pupils. 
Regarding responses to "elicitations", the chart showing "Percentage of teacher 
and pupil replies" indicated that there were few teacher "replies" during the data-
collection period. (see Figure 1) 
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That is, the meaning of a "reply" according to Sinclair and Coulthard's system 
was a linguistic response to an elicitation such as a question. So the data suggested that 
few questions were directed to the teacher for her to respond to. Indeed, it is interesting to 
note that the overwhelming majority of pupil acts during the data-collection period were 
"replies" (c. 80%). That is to say, until lesson 5 onwards (with the exception of the final 
taped lesson 9) during which there was a steady reduction in the total percentage of pupil 
"replies". This suggests that, although up until lesson 5, there was interactive discourse 
taking place, e.g. pupils were providing "replies" to "elicitations", they were rarely 
participating using other linguistic devices such as evaluations, comments or questions. 
This may have been because they were not offered a clear opportunity to question their 
peers until lesson 6, at which stage we saw almost a 20% reduction in the number of 
pupil "replies" compared with the previous week. (At the point of lesson 6, the teacher 
introduced the opportunity for pupils to question their peers, in an effort to develop 
interactivity). At the same time, data shown in the chart "Percentage of teacher and pupil 
comments" mirrored the results of the "replies" chart (see Figure 2). 
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A "comment" was described as a statement or question which adds to a response, such as 
"it's difficult isn't it?" Therefore, perhaps when the percentage of pupil "comments" 
overtook the percentage of teacher comments from lessons/transcripts 6 to 9 inclusive, 
this implied that pupils were providing additional information (e.g. reasoning) rather than 
a minimal response. For example, the following replies included a supporting evaluative 
comment: 
Pupil: you don't need to borrow because that doesn't work (Appendix 18: 257). 
Pupil: well she has the £3, then she takes away the 60 so it makes that easier 
(Appendix 17: 247). 
Sinclair and Coulthard's method of categorising these examples of talk as "comments", 
serves to highlight occasions when pupils were providing supplementary information to a 
reply. A more detailed review of transcript 8 reveals further signs of critical comment 
from pupils, as demonstrated by the following: 
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Pupil: she's too quiet I can't hear her (Appendix 18: 258). 
It could be suggested that pupil "comments", including critical "comments", are 
indications of pupils who are keen to listen to methods of calculation and to provide their 
peers with more than a minimal "reply". I would argue that in such instances, this signals 
engagement. 
Interestingly, the scatter charts with connected data-point lines often mirrored one 
another and so indicated parallel behaviours. For example, I produced a chart to compare 
acts and it indicated that (see Figure 3) transcript 8 contained the highest percentage of 
pupil "evaluations" (c. 10%) and the lowest percentage of pupil "replies" (c. 30%). 
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A small number of pupil responses have been categorised as "evaluations." There were 
two reasons for this 
I. The responses were evaluative in content 
2. They did not follow on from a question. If they had done so they would have been 
categorised simply as "replies" 
The following extract provides an example of an "evaluation" act from a pupil: 
Teacher: (nominates next contributor to discussion) 
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Pupil: the method's alright but I wouldn't do that for time because, I don't know 
(Appendix 18: 257). 
This interaction involving a pupil evaluation is interesting because it demonstrates that a 
pupil had been motivated to consider a peer's method and comment on it. Indeed, the 
pupil had participated by offering an opinion and feedback regarding the calculation of a 
problem involving time. 
Regarding pupil elicitations, which potentially indicate engagement, the data 
showed an increase in the percentage of pupil elicitations and this corresponded to a 
general reduction in the percentage of teacher elicitations (see Figure 4). Similarly, the 
ratio of teacher:pupil elicitations changed from 26:7 during lesson or transcript I, to 
16:11 during lesson 8. 
Figure 4 Percentage of teacher and pupil elicltations 
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The rise in the percentage of pupil elicitations was evident from the point of 
transcript 6 onwards. This change in the pattern of questioning coincided with the 
introduction of opportunities for pupils to question their peers. For example: 
Teacher: any questions for E? (Appendix 18: 258). 
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Teacher: any questions about that? M was itching then. M? (Appendix 18: 256). 
The data indicated that the teacher continued to ask questions (elicitations) and these 
included questions that acted as prompts or encouragement to respond with a question or 
query. This therefore signalled an opportunity for pupils to engage with their peers in the 
questioning process. Correspondingly, the data presented in Figure 1 (page 31), showed a 
significant rise in the percentage of pupil replies during transcript 9. This correlated with 
a rise in the number of teacher elicitations during the same period and possibly indicates 
interaction but not necessarily engagement. 
4.3 Summary 
Findings from the application of elements of Sinclair and Coulthard's system of discourse 
analysis indicated that interaction had taken place and this included elicitations from both 
pupils and teacher, in addition to feedback and comments. As Sinclair and Coulthard's 
system does not distinguish between the possible forms of elicitation, it was necessary to 
refer to the transcripts in order to check the discourse. For example, "elicitation" 
categorised questions ranging from administrative (e.g. can I sharpen my pencil please?) 
to queries concerning a method of calculation (e.g. how did you estimate it?). The latter 
form of pupil question is a likely indication of an engaged participant because it shows 
interest and an expectation of extended dialogue. 
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CHAPTER 5 APPLICATION OF AND FINDINGS FROM ARCHER'S SYSTEMIC 
APPROACH TO CONTEXT IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 
Although Sinclair and Coulthard's system of discourse analysis highlights the forms of 
interaction taking place during Numeracy problem-solving, I decided to use a system 
which further categorises classroom discourse, in particular, questions and answers. 
Therefore, this chapter discusses the application of and findings from Archer's (2005) 
system. 
5.1 Application ofArcher 's system of discourse analysis 
In order to gauge the nature of pupil/teacher interaction occurring during Numeracy 
problem-solving sessions, it was necessary to closely examine the content of each 
transcribed lesson. Archer's "Interactional Intent" fields were applied to categorise the 
organisation of talk (see Appendix 2 for definition of terms). Categorisation symbols 
were assigned to each utterance. I counted the total number of times each type of 
utterance took place during each lesson and recorded the totals in a table (see Appendix 
2). See example below (Table 3), 
Table 3 Example of categorisation of utterances based on Archer 
Transcript Utterance type  
6 Initiation Report Follow- Re- Follow- Response Response- Re- 
up word up initiation initiate 
initiation 
(total) (total) (total) (total) (total) (total) (total) (total) 
Teacher: 24 1 35 0 8 0 1 2 
Total 
number of 34.8% 1.5% 50.7% 0% 11.6% 0% 1.5% 2.9% 
utterances 
=69 
Pupils: 5 4 0 0 0 57 12 0 
Total 
number of 6.4% 5.1% 0% 0% 0% 73.1% 15.4% 0% 
utterances 
=78  
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Resultant data from each transcript was then used to form charts for ease of 
interpretation (see Appendix 6). Clustered column charts and scatter charts (with data 
points connected by lines) were formed where applicable, because they allowed the 
comparison of values across different categories. The charts were interpreted by, for 
example, searching for patterns and changes over time. The main findings from the 
interpretation of the data are described in the next section. 
5.2 Findings: interpretation of charts 
In this part of the chapter, I report on my attempts to indicate engagement, using Archer's 
(2005) systemic approach. In particular, I focus on her "Response-initiation" category 
(inspired by StenstrOm, 1984), which captures utterances that contain a reply immediately 
followed by a question, query, request or requirement. The two following examples of 
"Response-initiations" are noteworthy because the pupils are engaged in the questioning 
process, 
Pupil: why did you put 2 noughts because it's half...and you could have just put 
4.5? (Appendix 16: 241). 
Pupil: how did you change metres into kilometres? (Appendix 16: 241). 
These utterances were in response to an eliciting device such as a question or request 
from the teacher and yet initiated another response. It can be seen that these pupils are 
directly and actively involved in the analysis of peer methods of calculation and they are 
capable and willing to seek further information from their peers. Additionally, a striking 
feature of the "Percentage of teacher and pupil Response-initiation utterances" chart (see 
Figure 5) is the sharp increase in the percentage of pupil "Response-initiations" at the 
point of Transcript 6 (c.15%). 
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At this stage, the teacher introduced pupils to the opportunity of questioning or querying 
their peers regarding methods of calculation. This was in an effort to encourage 
interactivity and was possibly precipitated by my presence and interest in the questioning 
process. Although there was a slight reduction in percentages following transcript 6, the 
figures remained much higher than pre-introduction (0-1%) of pupil-questioning of peers. 
Therefore the forms of the interactions during the questioning process were clear, that is 
to say, pupils were acting both as questioners and respondents. 
Interestingly, the Interactional Intent category of "Response" (e.g. a reply) also 
pointed towards interactive activity. This was presented in the "Percentage of teacher and 
pupil Response utterances" chart (see Figure 6). 
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It was evident that the percentage of pupil "Responses" fell from over 90% (transcript 3) 
to 70% to 80% after transcript 6 and the associated introduction of questioning by pupils. 
So this suggested a continued response by pupils to eliciting devices such as questions, 
but at reduced levels, possibly because they were "extending" some of their responses 
into questions or queries, for instance, and therefore their utterances have been 
categorised as "Response-initiations". A comparison of data (see Figure 7) shows the 
proportion of pupil "Response-initiations" to pupil "Responses" was c. 1:5, and remained 
at c. 1:8 for the remainder of the data collection period. The data therefore suggests a 
changing pattern of pupil replies. 
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Additional important elements in a two-way process of interaction or engagement 
could be questions, requests or requirements and these constitute Archer's category of 
"Initiation" (Archer, 2005:122). The resulting percentages of "Initiations" were 
interesting because the connected data points in the scatter chart entitled "Percentage of 
teacher and pupil Initiation utterances" produced a mirror image of pupil and teacher 
"Initiations" (see Figure 8). 
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By lesson 5 (the mid-point of the data-collection period) teacher and pupil "Initiation" 
totals were almost equal at c.20%. Teacher "Initiations" reached their lowest level and 
conversely pupil "Initiations" reached their highest level. This may have been due to 
pupils "calling out" (e.g. they had not been directly elicited to participate). Examples of 
"called out" pupil "Initiations" were as follows: 
Pupil: underline the important bits (Appendix 15: 233). 
Pupil: I know! (Appendix 15: 231). 
The former "Initiation" instructs or requests a peer to highlight key points in a problem-
solving question. The latter supposes that the pupil will be asked to reveal or explain 
what they know and this would be likely to involve the use of the interactive whiteboard. 
Indeed, the rise in pupil "Initiations" from lesson 3 onwards coincided with the 
introduction of the use of the interactive whiteboard to describe their working out rather 
than the teacher acting as their scribe. This behaviour indicates engagement because the 
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pupils had been seemingly monitoring the progress of their peer's calculations and then 
felt the need to request the opportunity to show their own, perhaps more effective, 
methods of calculation. Additionally, data from transcript 6 and beyond showed a 
reduction in pupil "Initiations" at the same time as an increase in teacher "Initiations". 
This was likely to be due to a number of reasons. For example, the transcript provided 
evidence of the teacher regularly reminding pupils to ask questions and rephrasing pupil 
questions or queries and directing them to the pupil demonstrating their calculation, for 
example: 
Teacher: OK anybody else got a question about what K's done there? (Appendix 
19: 261). 
Pupil: you've got the right answer, but if you didn't know that answer and you 
were working it out, how else would you do it? 
(rephrased by Teacher): have you got another way that you could have worked it 
out C? (Appendix 18: 256). 
Both examples feature Archer's category of "Initiation" and serve to encourage 
interaction. That is, during the second example, the pupil evaluated their peer's answer 
and then directed the lesson by requesting further information. This was followed by the 
teacher re-phrasing the pupil's comment and seeking confirmation (teacher "Initiation"). 
Additionally there were examples of the teacher sustaining a pupil's explanation or 
description: 
Pupil: 2009 ... take away 75.. what I would do first... 
Teacher (interjects): where did you get 75 from? (Appendix 19: 264). 
In my opinion, the likely reason for this "Initiation" was in order to continue the 
momentum of the calculation whilst dispelling any likely confusion from the outset. Later 
the teacher re-opened the discussion so that the remainder of the class were encouraged to 
question their peer. 
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Interestingly, the data showed a marked reduction in the teacher's percentage of 
"Follow-up initiations" (i.e. an evaluative comment followed by an eliciting device) from 
c.70% during lesson 5 to c.20% by lesson 9 (see Figure 9). 
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The likely reason was that the form of interaction during discourse had altered because 
the teacher's role of initiator of questions followed by feedback and another question, 
was changing. Comparisons were consequently made between the data belonging to the 
categories of "Follow-up initiations" and "Initiations" (see Figure 10). 
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It was clear that the percentage of "Initiations" made by the teacher increased as the 
percentage of teacher "Follow-up initiations" decreased. This supported the altered state 
of interaction, whereby pupils were reminded by the teacher to pose questions 
(introduced at the point of lesson 6) and pupils seemingly responded to this opportunity 
by an increased percentage of "Initiations". Strangely, at the time of lesson 5, data 
indicated the highest percentage of teacher "Follow-up Initiations" and "Initiations", at 
the same time as the highest percentage of pupil "Initiations". Re-examination of the 
transcripts suggested that a number of "Initiations" were attributable to a pupil who 
regularly "called out" the following: 
Pupil: I know! (Appendix 15: 232). 
Here the pupil bid or appealed to participate and so the utterance was not categorised as a 
"Report" because they were not providing a statement or explanation (Archer, 2005: 
122). Similarly, patterns of feedback or evaluations ("Follow-up" fields) were 
problematic to interpret. That is, the "Percentage of teacher and pupil Follow-up 
utterances" chart (Figure II) indicated a wide variation of percentages, 
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Generally, it appeared that data from the pupil and teacher "Follow-up" category 
mirrored one another, with the exception of lesson 7. The data suggested that, as teacher 
evaluative comments increased, the reverse was true of pupil-initiated feedback and 
evaluations. At the point of lesson 7 there was a marked increase in pupil feedback, 
whilst at the time of lesson 8 there was a marked reduction in the percentage of teacher 
"Follow-up" utterances. This data may demonstrate shifts in the nature of classroom 
interaction, for instance, teacher retaining the responsibility of providing feedback, yet at 
times giving pupils the opportunity to dominate the role of evaluator. 
Finally, regarding the additional category of "Re-initiate", the interpretations were 
also cautious. "Re-initiate" was an additional category created in order to be applicable to 
occasions during classroom discourse when a teaching point failed to lead to 
understanding, so a different approach was attempted (see Table 4 for percentages of 
teacher and pupil "Re-initiates" per transcript). 
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Table 4 Percentage of teacher and pupil Re-initiates 
Teacher Pupil 
Re- Re- 
Lesson/transcript initiate initiate 
number % % 
2.7 0 
2 9.1 0 
3 8 0 
4 3.6 0 
5 8.9 0 
6 2.9 0 
7 8.5 0 
8 6.8 0 
9 2.6 0 
I felt that this was a potentially valuable category because it described an effort to sustain 
engagement when there was a likelihood of lost interest unless the point was approached 
differently. However, the resulting data was problematic because there were seemingly 
only instances of teacher "Re-initiates", despite several examples of pupils self-
evaluating their method of calculation, then changing course. For instance, this was 
demonstrated by the pupil in the following extract: 
Pupil (realises she is unable to use that method successfully): I'm not going to do 
that one 1 ... (tries alternative method) . . . the reason I've done that is because 
I've.. (indistinct) (Appendix 17: 247). 
The pupil evaluated her own method of calculation and consequently changed course and 
altered her working-out. Whereas in the next extract, the teacher changed course: 
Teacher: now is there anything really, really important? She's calculated it, and 
knowing it's sensible . . .we know it's kind of sensible, how do we know what is a 
sensible answer R? (Appendix 15: 232). 
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It can be seen that the teacher provides feedback and initiates a different course of action. 
On the whole, my use of this additional category proved to be problematic because I had 
chosen to make use of the level of categorisation that is similar to Sinclair and 
Coulthard 's, rather than utilise Archer's sub-categorisation. 
5.3 Summary 
Generally, Archer's system highlighted features of discourse with sufficient applicable 
detail as to enable interpretation of the data. This resulted in indications of engagement. 
That is, pupils began to actively participate in the questioning process following the 
introduction of the opportunity to question or query methods of calculation. This change 
was highlighted by application of Archer's category of "Response-initiation". Ostensibly 
as a result of the changed state of classroom dynamics, pupils took a more active part in 
the process of learning whilst the teacher fluctuated between roles as an intermediary and 
a major provider of questions or feedback. The data also revealed a rise in pupil 
"Initiations" including requests to contribute to the learning process. This rise began at 
the time of the introduction of pupils' use of the interactive whiteboard to show their 
working-out (introduced at the time of lesson 3) as an alternative method to using the 
teacher as a scribe. 
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CHAPTER 6 APPLICATION OF AND FINDINGS FROM BLOOM'S TAXONOMY 
OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
I decided to apply both Sinclair and Coulthard's (1975) and Archer's (2005) systems of 
discourse analysis in order to identify interactions between teacher and pupils. I also 
needed to identify the thinking skills being stimulated as a result of questioning, in order 
to determine engagement. Consequently, this chapter discusses the application of 
Bloom's Taxonomy of thinking skills (1956) and the resultant findings. 
61 Application of Bloom 's Taxonomy 
I felt that a categorisation system which related to thinking skills would be applicable to 
an examination of an area of Numeracy that requires the use of a variety of thinking 
skills. That is, Numeracy problem-solving regarding "real-life" problems, requires both 
the recall of mathematical knowledge and the application of mathematical skills. Pupils 
must understand what the question is asking them to do and decide which function to 
apply and how to apply it. They must choose the most effective and appropriate 
calculation method, for example 5x2 rather than 2+2+2+2+2. In other words, a wide 
range of thinking skills is required in order to tackle problems confidently and 
independently. Archer's (2005) system indicates the different functions of questions, but 
they are shaped by their usage in the courtroom. However, Bloom's Taxonomy is 
intended to be utilised in the context of educational rather than courtroom settings. 
Additionally, because I felt that engagement is partly signalled by the use of a range of 
thinking skills, I believed that a system of analysis which categorises them hierarchically, 
may serve to highlight the various levels of thinking being employed by pupils. Perhaps 
if it can be demonstrated that pupils were using a range of thinking skills, then this may 
indicate effective engagement? 
Therefore for each transcribed lesson, I highlighted clearly heard examples of 
teacher-initiated questions or instructions which were used to stimulate pupils' thinking 
(Appendices 11-19). I categorised the thinking skills given in response to each example 
roughly according to Bloom's Taxonomy. The teacher questions were categorised 
according to the level of thinking stimulated as a response, e.g. 
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When do pupils give lower level replies? (knowledge, application, comprehension) 
And 
When do pupils give higher level replies? (analysis, synthesis, evaluation) 
I utilised Archer's Interactional Intent categories (defined by Archer, 2005) for each 
utterance in order to provide a basis for further analysis if necessary. Additionally I 
highlighted and counted instances of "multiple" question types whereby the teacher 
maintained the same aim but re-worded the question in order to appeal to all ability 
groups. Similarly, I highlighted and counted instances of "fuzzy" questioning, whereby 
the teacher demonstrated unclear intentions. The reasoning was that I was interested to 
examine whether fuzzy or multiple questioning led to predominantly higher or lower 
thinking or a range of thinking skills. 
The examples of teacher and pupil discourse from each lesson were recorded in tables 
(see Appendix 7). The tables include the following exchanges: 
(I) when the teacher's question and pupil's response were clearly audible 
(2) when the teacher Initiations/Follow-up initiations necessitated or received a 
verbal response 
Interestingly, it became clear that teacher and pupils recognised that rather than 
reiterating the prompt to ask a question, a nomination could be used to initiate a question 
or query, e.g. "Go on E". Therefore, these examples have been included, together with 
those which requested a verbal explanation from a pupil. This is because there was the 
expectation of a thinking skill being stimulated in response, e.g. 
T: OK C, tell us what you're doing at the moment 
P: Well, I'm underlining. I'm going to approximate it (Appendix 16: 239) 
However, I have omitted exchanges where the Initiation was acting as a prompt during a 
pupil's demonstration of their calculation, or the pupil was working silently whilst 
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demonstrating their method of working-out or simply following the instruction by 
reading the question aloud. The reasoning was that they did not stimulate a verbal 
higher/lower level thinking response. 
Table 5, "Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking" provides an 
extract from a table recording data from lesson 6. 
Table 5 Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 
Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 6 
response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRI PTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 
skill used in 
response 
T: 5 would, well done J. FOL/INI 3 RES knowledge 
How many S's would go 
into 15?  
T: 	 3. How many 5's FOL/NI 20 RES knowledge 
into 100?  
T: so then what do you rNl change 	 them RES application 
need to do K? 
 into kg  
T: 	 a 	 I OOg 	 of 	 butter. ff41 is it an eighth? RES application 
What would that be of a 
kg? a lOOg  
T: A 150g, how would FOL-INI is 	 it 	 one RES application 
you write that? who can seventh? 
help K with that one, a 
150g... written as a kg? 
M?No?G  
T: Would you need to FOL-INI oh, 	 I 	 was just RES application 
change 	 the 	 next 	 part saying 	 I 	 don't 
K? ... some 	 people 	 are think you can 
saying you can't really 
have a fraction for that 
one. Now ... J you think 
you can. Go on, what 
would you say?  
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Using the data from the tables (Appendix 7), the total number of exchanges 
leading to higher and lower level thinking were counted. Included in these totals are the 
responses from multiple and fuzzy questioning. Table 6 shows the collated data following 
the application of Bloom's Taxonomy. 
Table 6 Percentage of higher and lower level pupil responses 
Lesson! Number of Number of Total % lower % higher 
transcript lower higher number 	 of level level 
number level pupil level pupil teacher pupil pupil 
responses* responses * INIIFOL- responses responses 
IN! 	 leading 
to 
lower/higher 
level 	 pupil 
responses* 
28 0 28 100 0 
2 28 0 28 100 0 
3 30 3 33 91 9 
4 12 1 13 92 8 
5 23 2 25 92 8 
6 14 11 25 56 44 
7 16 11 27 59 41 
8 9 14 23 39 61 
9 11 5 16 69 31 
including pupil responses from fuzzy and multiple questioning 
Clustered column charts and scatter charts were produced from the data (choice of 
chart dependent on their visual impact) because they allowed the comparison of values 
across different categories. The main findings from the application of this form of 
analysis are described in the next section. 
62 Findings 
A qualitative overview was formed following initial analysis using Bloom's Taxonomy 
(see Appendix 8). Transcripts one and two from the early stages of the data collection 
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period indicate that the teacher questioning style tended to be closed (only one correct 
answer possible), e.g. 
How much would it be, 6 packets at 40p? (Appendix 12: 205). 
This acted to limit responses from the pupils. Pupils did not demonstrate the skill of 
evaluation, and the interaction was teacher-dominated whereby pupils respond to teacher-
initialed questions or prompts, rather than opening the discourse with their own questions 
or queries. 
Towards the middle stage of the data collection period, we can see some 
important changes to the range of thinking skills being actively employed. Pupils had 
been showing their own working-out, rather than the teacher acting as a scribe, since the 
time of lesson 3 when they were encouraged to use the interactive whiteboard to 
demonstrate their methods of calculation. From this point on, pupils sometimes added 
explanations as they described their calculations. For example, the transcript from lesson 
6 contains, 
well, I'm underlining. I'm going to approximate it (Appendix 16: 239). 
Consequently, the pupil is demonstrating application, which is a mid-level thinking skill. 
Also, initially pupils did not ask questions regarding the methodology or reasoning 
behind a calculation, but lesson 6 coincided with the introduction of the opportunity and 
encouragement of pupils to ask questions, and from this point, there was a noticeable 
change in the demonstrated thinking skills of pupils actively participating or engaging in 
the lesson. For instance, following a prompt from the teacher to ask questions to the pupil 
demonstrating their calculation, a peer posed this question directly to their peer, 
I wonder why you put 500 x 5? (Appendix 16: 239). 
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This indicated not only the skill of open questioning, but also perhaps the higher thinking 
skill of analysis by querying the method being demonstrated. The pupil being questioned 
directly responded with, 
because it's 450 approximately near 500 and then .. . (indistinct) (Appendix 16: 
240). 
And, as such, was also able to show the skill of comprehension, because they grasped the 
meaning of the question and summarised or explained their understanding of 
approximation. There were several more instances of pupils asking questions, both to the 
teacher and to their peer, in response to teacher prompts. According to Bloom's 
Taxonomy, the following thinking skills were required in response to the prompts and/or 
questions: 
(1) application (e.g. pupil solves problem using required skills/gives reasons for 
their conclusion): ". . but you could have just took away the 10 'cos you 
know 30 add 30 is 60 which is I hour" (Appendix 18: 254). 
(2) analysis (e.g. pupil identifies a general rule): "say someone in Year 3 didn't 
know how much a kilogramme was and then you put 1500 grammes... (they) 
wouldn't understand" (Appendix 16: 244). 
(3) evaluation (e.g. pupil looking for evidence/giving reasons making their 
decisions): "yes, but if I was doing it to younger... (demonstrating their 
method)" (Appendix 16: 244). 
The teacher used a range of questioning styles (mainly open and some closed), 
Go on, what would you say? (Appendix 16: 238). 
How many S's into a 100? (Appendix 16: 239). 
This encouraged the use of a range of thinking skills from the pupils. For example, higher 
and lower order skills necessary to pose questions, respond, compare etc. 
Generally, it was noticeable in lesson 6 that varied interaction was taking place; 
the teacher's voice was less dominant and the proportion of lower to higher thinking 
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skills was 9:4 (the previous week, it was 20:2). Regarding teacher dominance, the teacher 
acted as an intermediary and this allowed pupils to offer their analysis or understanding 
of methods, e.g. 
Teacher: ah, C recognised that he might have made a mistake. Can anyone else 
see it? E you're quite right. Go on E 
Pupil: well, because he's timesed (multiplied) by 5 he shouldn't have timesed by 5 
because that would mean she would only go to school, but she has to go from 
school, so that's going to be xlO, so it has to be... (Appendix 16: 240). 
It was noticeable that the teacher regularly prompted the pupils to query or to ask 
questions, for example, 
oh, there are lots of people wanting to ask you a question this time, G you ask 
(Appendix 16: 243). 
some people might have a question about this part ... anyone got any questions 
then, M? (Appendix 16: 241). 
These encouraged a range of thinking skills to be used by pupils, ranging from 
comprehension to possibly evaluation. 
Pupils also demonstrated the use of questioning in order to encourage explanation 
(comprehension) or recall (knowledge, remembering) for example: 
how did you change metres into kilometres? (Appendix 16: 241). 
This not only indicated that pupils felt at ease when identifying and voicing their struggle 
in grasping a mathematical skill, but it also indicated the use of analysis for instance, as 
they identified the need to convert units of measure. 
By the end of the data collection period, a pupil seemingly demonstrated the 
higher thinking skill of evaluation, e.g. made judgments about what was important or 
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efficient, (Buxkemper and Hartfiel, 2002). By way of illustration, lesson 8 contained the 
following pupil feedback, 
you've got the right answer, but if you didn't know that answer and you were 
working it out how else would you do it ...? (Appendix 18: 256). 
I felt this showed that the pupil posing the question had recognised that there may have 
been an alternative, perhaps more effective, method of calculation and was keen to 
encourage his peer to think about alternatives. 
Similarly, application of Bloom's Taxonomy of thinking skills indicated that the 
following example may involve the skills of application, analysis and evaluation because 
the pupil had used learned material (partitioning) but in a new situation (adding minutes), 
well instead of making that complicated you could have just done, if you think of 
40 minutes and then knock off the 10 add it on to 3.30 then you get 4 o'clock and 
then you add on the next 10 (Appendix 18: 254). 
The teacher regularly provided opportunities for the pupils to comment, query or 
question, which they readily did. Therefore, the pupils were regularly encouraged to 
actively participate by using a range of thinking skills rather than by simply responding to 
teacher-initiated questions requiring low level thinking, such as recall or comprehension. 
Transcript 9 was the final complete transcript and was from the penultimate 
session. It is worth noting that the session began with a lengthy period of mental maths 
and many pupils were restless, possibly because the teacher had returned to the method of 
acting as a scribe or because the warm-up was longer than usual. However, the pupils 
settled quickly when the whole-class introductory session began and silence fell when a 
pupil began to explain their method on the interactive board. The teacher provided praise 
and encouragement regarding pupil questioning skills, 
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Can I have a volunteer [Pupil: me!] who thinks they could come up to the front of 
the board and explain to everybody else and then the rest of the class are going to 
question you, you've got very good at that? (Appendix 19: 260). 
I believe this served to encourage pupils to think about the question under scrutiny and to 
begin to tackle the question by using the skill of application (using the required skills or 
knowledge), as shown in the example below: 
Pupil: er, 2009 take away 27 (pupil writing on interactive board; remainder of 
class almost silent) (Appendix 19: 261). 
This was followed by pupils offering alternative methods of calculation (analysis, 
application), 
Pupil: I would do 2009 take away just 8 which would be (indistinct) 
Pupil: why do you think 2009? 1 think 2006 
Pupil: what I did was .take away Fred's age ... (Appendix 19: 262). 
The teacher often acted as a discreet intermediary who encouraged pupils to use 
Bloom's range of thinking skills, but at times stifled the questioning process by using 
closed questions which limited responses to low level recall. For example: 
Teacher: anybody agree with him there? (pause) Anybody think they've got 
something completely different? 
[background pupil: his age is 75!] [another background pupil: that's OK, that's 
OK] 
Teacher: OK keep going then J (Appendix 19: 264). 
Initially analysing the transcripts using a simplified version of Bloom's Taxonomy 
provided valuable outcomes. It was possible to demonstrate that pupils used a range of 
thinking skills spanning low level skills such as recall or comprehension to higher level 
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skills such as analysis or forms of evaluation. They were utilising these skills in response 
to teacher questions and prompts, and to pupil questions and queries. 
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the more detailed application of Bloom's 
Taxonomy, data has been presented in tables (see Appendix 7, leading to Table 6) and 
then as a column chart to display the percentages of higher and lower level responses to 
teacher questions and instructions throughout the data-collection period (Figure 12, see 
below). The reason for creating a chart containing this information was to provide a clear 
representation of forms of thinking stimulated by teacher-questioning. I believe that 
engaged pupils demonstrate a range of thinking skills that involves explanations, 
interpretations and comparisons for example. Whereas if pupils generally respond to 
teacher questioning with simple recall responses, then this indicates participation rather 
than engagement. Or rather, the use of lower level thinking skills does not exclude the 
possibility of engagement, but it does not explicitly show it. 
Figure 12 shows the changing pattern of lower and higher thinking skills during 
the data-collection period. 
Figure 12 Percentages of higher and lower thinking: pupil responses to teacher questions 
and instructions 
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What is evident from the column chart is that during the initial stages of data-
collection, there was a disproportionately large number of lower level pupil responses. 
For example, during lessons I and 2, the following questions were posed, 
Teacher: three I Ops are? 
Pupil: 30 (Appendix Il: 199). 
Teacher: add the 6 and the 4. Is it important that some are boys and some are 
girls? 
Pupil: no (Appendix 12: 207). 
According to Bloom's Taxonomy, knowledge and comprehension were the likely 
thinking skills used in response to the questions. (Lessons I and 2 contained no clear 
examples of higher level responses). Unfortunately, Bloom's categorisation of mid to 
higher level thinking skills was difficult to understand at times. In fact, it has been noted, 
no entirely clear lines can be drawn between analysis and comprehension at one 
end and evaluation at the other (Bloom, 1956: 23). 
This suggests that certain thinking skills are sometimes used in combination with others 
making differentiation (other than a binary distinction) problematic. However, with this is 
mind, it is clear that the chart showed a shift in the pattern of thinking skills at the point 
of lesson 6 and the introduction of the opportunity for pupils to engage in the discourse as 
questioners. By lesson 8, the percentage of questions which stimulated higher thinking 
exceeded the percentage of those that led to lower level responses. Interestingly, during 
lesson 9 the percentage of responses categorised as higher level, was almost half that of 
the week before. Yet it was apparent that this amount was still considerably higher than 
earlier in the data-collection period, prior to the development of pupil questioning. 
Therefore, the data strongly suggested that a change in pedagogy had contributed to both 
a marked rise in higher level pupil responses and a more even range of thinking 
processes. 
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To restate, I have provided evidence indicating that engagement of pupils is more 
likely if they have been stimulated into responding to a range of levels of thinking, 
especially if higher thinking responses are proportionate to the number of lower level 
responses. Additionally, higher level thinking offers a challenge to pupils of all abilities 
to develop their mathematical knowledge and skills. For example, the DIEE publication 
Mathematical Vocabulary (DfEE, 2000) states that, 
it is easy to use certain types of questions - those that ask the listener to recall and 
apply facts - more often than those that require a higher level of thinking. If you 
can use the full range of question types you will find that children begin to give 
you more complex answers in which they explain their thinking (DfEE, 2000: 4). 
This serves as "official" backing of the value of engaging the use of a range of thinking 
skills. 
I also examined the usage of "multiple" (i.e. questions re-worded but have the same 
intention) and "fuzzy" (i.e. unclear intentions) questioning in order to further ascertain 
the general pattern of thinking indicated by pupils' responses. I recorded the percentages 
of responses which involved higher or lower level thinking in tables (see Tables 7 and 8). 
Table 7 Percentages of multiple types of question 
Lesson! 
transcript 
number 
Number 	 of 
lower 	 level 
pupil 
responses 
Number 	 of 
higher 	 level 
pupil 
responses 
Total number 
of multiple 
INI/FOL-INI 
leading to 
lower/higher 
level pupil 
responses 
% leading to 
lower level 
pupil 
responses 
% leading to 
higher level 
pupil 
responses 
2 0 2 100 0 
2 0 0 0 100 0 
3 2 0 2 100 0 
4 0 0 0 100 0 
5 3 0 3 100 0 
6 1 0 1 100 0 
7 1 0 1 100 0 
8 1 0 1 100 0 
9 0 0 0 100 0 
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Table 8 Percentages of fuzzy types of question 
Lesson! 
transcript 
number 
Number 	 of 
lower 	 level 
pupil 
responses 
Number 	 of 
higher 	 level 
pupil 
responses 
Total number 
of frizzy type 
INLIFOL-INI 
leading to 
lower/higher 
level pupil 
responses 
% leading to 
lower level 
pupil 
responses 
% leading to 
higher level 
pupil 
responses 
2 0 2 1 100 0 
2 4 0 4 100 0 
3 3 0 3 100 0 
4 2 0 2 100 0 
5 2 0 2 100 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 I 1 0 100 
8 1 0 0 0 0 0 
9 1 2 1 3 67 33 
The quantity of responses was small (see Appendix 9 for categorisation), but application 
of Bloom's Taxonomy revealed that "multiple" teacher questions stimulated wholly lower 
level (knowledge and application) responses. "Fuzzy" questioning initiated mainly lower 
level responses and possibly two instances of higher level thinking. 
6.3 Summary 
Application of Bloom's Taxonomy highlighted which skills were being stimulated as a 
result of the teacher-led questioning process during Numeracy problem-solving sessions. 
The resultant responses included pupil questions and answers, e.g. pupils engaged in the 
questioning process as both questioners and respondents. During the initial stages of the 
data-collection period, there was a disproportionate percentage of teacher-initiated 
questions likely to stimulate lower-level thinking. Interestingly, the teacher stimulated a 
wider range of thinking skills following the introduction of the opportunity for pupils to 
ask their own questions. That is, when the teacher urged or reminded pupils to question 
or query, using questions such as, "does anyone have any questions for B?" This was 
demonstrated by an initial rise in the percentage of higher thinking skills and then a 
general "evening out" of the responses involving higher and lower thinking skills. This 
wide ranging stimulation of thinking skills was indicative of challenge and engagement. 
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CHAPTER 7 EVALUATION OF THE MODELS OF CATEGORISATION AND A 
SUMMARY OF THEIR KEY FINDINGS 
In order to assess methods used to engage pupils in the questioning process during 
Numeracy problem-solving sessions, it was necessary to analyse classroom discourse. 
That is, the discourse occurring between pupils and teacher during the whole-class 
session of Numeracy problem-solving. Three models of analysis were used: Sinclair and 
Coulthard's discourse analysis, Archer's systemic approach to context identification and 
analysis and Bloom's Taxonomy of educational objectives. Each model categorised the 
nature of the talk taking place and the resulting data could be interpreted in order to 
establish whether the interactive teaching process utilised by the teacher equated to 
engagement. 
Each of the above systems had advantages and disadvantages and these are 
discussed in this chapter (see 7.1-7.3). Certain systems contained ambiguous terminology 
or cumbersome categorising features, e.g. an unwieldy number of categories; other 
systems contained categories which were difficult to apply to contemporary classroom 
discourse or they did not differentiate within categories, e.g. overly broad categorisation 
of questions. (For a summary of the key findings from the three models of categorisation, 
see 7.4). However, the overall advantage of applying the systems was that their combined 
usage resulted in a detailed qualitative and quantitative analysis of classroom discourse. 
That is, the data could often be transformed into charts from which emergent patterns 
signalled engagement. Subsequently, it was possible to determine at which points of the 
data-collection period the features of engagement were occurring and therefore which 
methods had been introduced or employed. Additionally, when data was being analysed, 
it was also necessary to consider potential constraints and variations, i.e. the importance 
of the ethos of trust within the classroom, teacher experience, learning styles, curriculum 
pressures, skills and capabilities. These are briefly discussed in Chapter 8. 
7.1 Sinclair and Coulthard 
This system of discourse analysis was particularly relevant because it focused on an 
educational setting and the interaction between pupils and the teacher. Following the 
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categorisation of the discourse from each session of Numeracy problem-solving 
according to Sinclair and Coulthard's speech acts, it was possible to count the number of 
acts and produce percentages for each act (it should be noted that there are often several 
acts per turn according to the model they use). Sinclair and Coulthard's model of 
discourse analysis highlighted the different elements of talk, therefore allowing 
interpretation of the discourse which was taking place. For example, during transcript 3, 
there were 95 teacher "elicitations" from a total of 102 teacher turns, leading to the figure 
of 32.1%, i.e. almost a third of teacher-initiated acts occurring during this session were 
"elicitations" (questions). If we then noted that during the same session, 72.3% of pupil-
initiated acts were replies and 2.5% were "elicitations", then we could suppose that this 
was an interactive session involving many questions and answers (see Figure 3, 
Appendix 10). However, I would suggest that, in this scenario, the questioning process 
was one-sided and the pupil role was that of providing replies to teacher-initiated 
questions. If we compare this with evidence from transcript 8, whereby the percentage of 
teacher-initiated "elicitations" had reduced to 15.7% and pupil-initiated responses 
included 10.8% "elicitations", 25.7% "comments", 10.8% "evaluations" and 28.4% 
"replies", then we could speculate that this was still an interactive session, but it also 
included a wider range of pupil-initiated input that potentially signalled engagement 
(reference was made to the transcribed lessons in order to ascertain contextual evidence, 
such as the form of the reply or the elicitation, in order to gauge the likelihood of 
engagement taking place). The examples therefore indicated that Sinclair and Coulthard's 
system of discourse analysis provided data that could be readily interpreted. 
However, I felt that Sinclair and Coulthard's method of categorising did not 
always differentiate sufficiently within the acts to indicate the depth of thought required 
to form a response. For instance, it was difficult to ascertain what form the replies had 
taken, e.g. recall of facts, explanations, and comparisons and so on. Unfortunately, it was 
difficult to consistently assign certain acts such as "meta-statement", "starter" and 
"comment" because, at times, Sinclair and Coulthard's definitions were unclear. 
To summarise, although Sinclair and Coulthard's system categorised and 
highlighted the diverse elements of classroom discourse and in a form that precipitated 
counting and data analysis, it did not seem to possess the detail necessary to allow close 
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interpretation of the interaction. As a result, it was possible to use the system to 
determine the nature of interaction, but not to determine whether interaction involved 
engagement. 
7.2 Archer 
This system of categorisation was important because it contained categories which 
enabled a more detailed and applicable analysis of classroom discourse. The 
categorisation of utterances was more straightforward than the Sinclair and Coulthard 
system because the fields were clearly described, applicable and fewer in number. 
Importantly, the resulting data was often more meaningful in the context of determining 
interaction or engagement. That is, although it was originally devised for analysing 
discourse taking place in the courtroom, it contained features that were immediately 
relevant to the classroom. For instance, the category (Interactional Intent) of "Response-
initiation" denoted a response that included a question or query i.e. a response that 
initiated another response. For example, in the following extract, pupil C responded to the 
teacher's prompt and followed by pointing out a problem, 
Teacher: . . .put up your hand and ask a question if you're not sure.. er, C 
Pupil: how would you check your answer? (Appendix 17: 246). 
The category "Response-initiation" demonstrated that, 	 in this case, 	 the pupil 	 was 
responding with an answer which was another question. In other words, it could be 
interpreted as a pupil being motivated to extend the point and perhaps draw further 
information from their peer, thereby showing that they were engaged in the questioning 
process. The following example of "Response-initiation" indicated another function, 
Teacher: any questions about that? M was itching then. M? 
Pupil 1: why did you need to that, well, you know on that how you put it ... 3 take 
away 2 doesn't equal 2 (Appendix 18: 257). 
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This exchange signalled to the pupil whose method was being queried (Pupil 2) that they 
were expected to respond, which they did, 
Pupil 2: no but I've added that bit too (Appendix 18: 257) 
These and similar examples supported the idea of a "Response-initiation" also serving to 
extend or elaborate on a point in question, perhaps for reinforcement or consolidation of a 
mathematical skill or knowledge. Referral to the transcripts in order to check wording or 
context aided the interpretation of the resulting data. Therefore, the importance of 
Archer's "Response-initiation" category was that it may have signalled motivation and a 
willingness to pursue a point of interest; something that I consider a key feature of 
engagement. Additionally, Archer's system provided for the possibility of different types 
of "responses", so facilitating data interpretation; for example, "responses" can include 
criticisms, answers, and praise. 
Finally, Archer's system successfully served to highlight the moments when the 
teacher encouraged pupils to question their peers or to demonstrate their methods of 
calculation. Reference to the transcripts showed that, almost without exception, these 
interactive occasions led to motivated and enthusiastic pupils participating in the 
problem-solving process. These teacher initiations contributed towards an effective 
method of engagement. The following examples demonstrate the teacher's willingness to 
encourage pupil participation, 
OKJ tell me what happens (Appendix 12: 208). 
.come and show us exactly what you mean... (Appendix 14: 227). 
Put your hand up if you've got a question for her (Appendix 19: 261). 
According to Archer's categorisation system, these utterances were counted as 
"Initiations" and would require a verbal response. (The category includes the intended 
purpose of the "Initiation", such as an order, a request, a query or a question). Also, it 
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was clear that a response was expected, unlike Sinclair and Coulthard's ambiguous 
category in which an instruction ("directive") was not followed by a linguistic response. 
Archer's system produced concurrent data that signalled a rise in pupil "Response-
initiations" and a rise in teacher "Initiations" (see point of lesson 6, Figure 13, Appendix 
6). Consequently, I felt that this signalled a change in the pattern of interaction and 
indicated engagement in the questioning process. 
Further categories from the Archer system could have been used when identifying 
speech act function, in particular, question-function and answer-function. These have 
been tailored for the courtroom and so I thought it more appropriate to use a system for 
"thinking" that is promoted by government bodies and tailored for use in educational 
settings (see below). 
7.3 Bloom 
Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1964) classified educational outcomes 
and so facilitated the identification of areas which were over-represented and areas of 
thinking which required further emphasis when planning the curriculum. Therefore, it 
seemed appropriate to utilise this system in order to categorise the questions and 
responses presented during Numeracy problem-solving sessions. The categories divided 
the discourse into hierarchical levels of thinking skills used in order to provide a 
response. Consequently, the system could be used to categorise the questions or 
instructions given in order to initiate a response. The six levels were sub-divided, but I 
found the sub-divisions difficult to apply, so I focused on applying the main six 
hierarchical categories of thinking skills. By examining each transcript for examples of 
higher or lower level thinking skills, I was potentially able to use the Taxonomy to 
establish areas which were under- and over-represented during each problem-solving 
session. This was of importance because I believe that regular exposure to and 
development of the range of thinking skills and the associated challenges, extends pupil 
motivation and confidence. Therefore the Taxonomy offered the opportunity to gauge the 
extent of participation during the questioning process. For example, application of 
Bloom's Taxonomy led to the following utterances being categorised as lower level skills 
of knowledge and comprehension: 
rV 
Teacher: three I 0ps are? 
Pupil: 30 (Appendix 11: 199). 
Teacher: add the 6 and the 4. Is it important that some are boys and some are 
girls? 
Pupil: no (Appendix 12: 207). 
The Taxonomy therefore highlighted the level of thinking utilised in response to a 
question. So whereas, at the level of eategorisation applied in this study, Archer and 
Sinclair and Coulthard's models differentiated between the elements of the discourse, 
Bloom's system supported the resulting data by assigning levels of thinking. However, 
the lower level category of comprehension and the higher level category of analysis were 
at times problematical to apply. For instance, in the following example the pupil could 
have simply guessed or he could have understood and identified patterns (therefore an 
indication of a higher skill), 
Teacher: how many combinations do you think that there are? Put your hand up if 
you think that you've worked it out. 0KB how many do you think? 
Pupil: 6 (Appendix 11: 200). 
Consequently, it was necessary to be cautious at times when drawing conclusions 
from the data. However, much of the time the data seemed to present clear patterns of 
change. That is, at the beginning of the data-collection period, prior to the introduction of 
opportunities for pupils to show their methods of calculation or to query their peers' 
methods for example, >90% of the pupil responses involved lower thinking skills. By 
contrast, towards the end of the data-collection period, c.40% of responses involved 
higher level thinking, balanced with c.60% which required lower level thinking. 
In summary, the use of Bloom's Taxonomy enabled the categorisation of many of 
the thinking skills used during the data-collection period. This categorisation system 
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facilitated the interpretation of patterns of thinking and the associated engagement of 
pupils. 
7.4 A summary of the key findings from the three models of categorisation 
Each model served to categorise talk in the classroom and the data that resulted from the 
application of the systems enabled conclusions to be drawn. Ideally a system of analysis 
which combined features of Bloom's Taxonomy and Archer's systemic approach would 
have been utilised because these systems provided the most appropriate and detailed 
results. However, a system that indicated the frequency of forms of discourse would have 
been useful for providing additional information regarding the nature of discourse, e.g. 
proportion of pupil time spent engaged in questioning peers' methods. Unfortunately, 
during this study limited time was available for data collection and analysis. 
It was evident from applying Sinclair and Coulthard's system of discourse 
analysis, that pupils were capable of asking questions and providing feedback. These 
were elements of discourse that were seemingly contrary to the Initiation, Response, 
Feedback (l.R.F.) pattern that was dominated by the teacher and was the general pattern 
that was recognised by Sinclair and Coulthard during their research in the 1970s. Up until 
the promotion of peer-questioning (lesson 6), the major act of pupil discourse was the 
"reply". This indicated that, until this point, classroom discourse had been dominated by 
the teacher-voice and pupils participated mainly as respondents. However, after this 
point, there was a steady reduction in the total percentage of pupil "replies". This 
coincided with a gain in the percentage of pupil "comments" and suggested that pupils 
were expanding their responses to include additional information, including evaluative 
comments. This would suggest, in turn, that pupils were listening to methods of 
calculation and were able to provide their peers with more than a minimal "reply". 
Additionally, at the same time as the number of teacher "elicitations" was showing slight 
rises and falls, the number of pupil elicitations had doubled. These changes occurred 
following the introduction of peer questioning and suggest that pupils were more than 
willing to participate in the questioning process, not just as respondents but also as 
questioners. 
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Archer's category of "Response-initiation" was particularly useful in highlighting 
pupil involvement in the questioning process. That is, data indicated that pupils were 
capable of responding to teacher-initiated elicitations by either making requests for 
further information, questioning methods or by seeking advice, etc. So in response to the 
teacher's question or prompt, the pupils regularly responded by providing initiations that 
would, in turn, require a response. This was a change to earlier discourse because the 
pupils were effectively guiding the direction of the discussion or questioning, rather than 
being wholly guided by the teacher. It could be seen that this change in classroom 
discourse occurred at the point of transcript 6, when the teacher introduced the regular 
opportunity for pupils to question or query their peers. Prior to this introduction of an 
interactive method of engaging pupils, there were negligible instances of pupil initiated 
"Response-initiations". Data from the "Response" category also highlighted changes to 
classroom discourse around this time and thereafter. The percentage of pupil "Responses" 
decreased and this indicated that pupils were offering fewer responses to teacher 
initiations, possibly because they had "extended" their responses to include initiations of 
their own, e.g. "Response-initiations". 
Interestingly, the pattern of teacher and pupil "Initiations" displayed rises and 
falls, but the most striking element was the mirroring of each other's form of discourse. 
This included a rise in pupil "Initiations" and indicated a willingness to actively 
participate by demonstrating methods of calculation using the interactive whiteboard. A 
later reduction in pupil "Initiations" and a rise in teacher "Initiations" came at a time 
when pupils where being urged to query and to question methods of solving problems. 
So, findings from the application of Archer's system of analysis suggest that both the 
introduction of the use of the interactive whiteboard and the emphasis on peer-
questioning were key factors in promoting engagement of pupils. 
The opportunity for pupils to demonstrate their working-out to the rest of the class 
by using the interactive whiteboard was introduced during the early stages of data-
collection. The teacher had previously acted as a scribe who recorded the calculation 
method of a pupil. Up until this time, much time was spent repeating the calculation in 
order to record it and pupils described their method rather than adding reasons for their 
choices or additional comments. The teacher then introduced a change, in an effort to 
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develop more interactivity, which involved pupils being invited to describe their method. 
Not only did this change continue to generate enthusiastic responses to participate from 
many pupils throughout the duration of the data-collection period, but it also seemingly 
led to mid-level thinking skills being applied. For example, pupils would add reasons for 
their choices, when previously they would simply provide the calculation steps. 
The application of Bloom's Taxonomy revealed the regular use of mid- and higher 
thinking skills, when previously they had been infrequently demonstrated. That is to say, 
from the point of lesson 6, the teacher encouraged pupils to ask their peers questions or to 
query any misunderstandings or request further information. The teacher regularly 
prompted and reminded pupils to ask their peers a question or to comment. The teacher's 
voice had become less dominant and the teacher regularly acted as an intermediary who 
facilitated pupil participation in the questioning process. Pupils were stimulated to 
respond using a range of thinking skills, e.g. comprehension, analysis and evaluation. 
Unfortunately, regarding the use of "fuzzy" and "multiple" questioning by the teacher, it 
was difficult to ascertain the effect, if any, on pupil responses or interaction. This was 
because the data comprised of very few examples of each type of questioning style and so 
I felt that it was unreasonable to draw conclusions from such scant data. However, there 
was a clear change evident at the point of lesson 8, two weeks after the introduction of 
clear questioning opportunities for pupils. That is, the percentage of lower level thinking 
skills was outweighed by the percentage of higher level thinking skills. Overall, the 
proportion of higher to lower level thinking skills had become more evenly balanced 
following the change in pedagogy, and the data demonstrated that a range of thinking 
skills was being stimulated. This was in contrast to the early stages of data-collection, 
when lower level skills predominated and higher skill usage was rare. The use of a range 
of thinking skills, as demonstrated by the application of Bloom's Taxonomy, 
corresponded with my interpretation of "engagement" and my understanding of 
"interactive" teaching plus "active participation". That is, engaged pupils are likely to be 
motivated and keen to participate. They would demonstrate a range of thinking skills and 
would enjoy participating. The encouragement or involvement of pupils in the 
questioning process not only invites the use of a range of thinking skills by the 
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respondent, but also necessitates a two-way process of interactive teaching/learning, with 
pupils as active, rather than passive, participants. 
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CHAPTER 8 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
This chapter discusses the strengths of my approach and how, after reflection, I may have 
taken different approaches. This is followed by consideration of the implications of 
encouraging pupils to engage interactively. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion 
of proposed areas for further study. 
8.1 A summary of the study's approach 
Throughout the period of research I have reflected on the approaches and methods which 
have been employed in order to investigate the nature of classroom discourse. There have 
been approaches used which I would feel confident to use again, for example the chosen 
period for data-collection was seemingly ideal. This was because I used contextual 
knowledge to determine the most appropriate time of year to collect data in a Key Stage 2 
classroom. In addition, there was time allocated to meet with the Head teacher, class 
teacher and pupils prior to beginning data-collection. As a result, there was an element of 
openness and trust regarding the purpose and nature of the work. This was necessary in 
order to become an observer and to be able to collect data with minimal disruption. Also, 
I felt that the use of a range of data-collection and analysis systems was appropriate 
because it enabled interpretations to be supported by the beneficial elements from each of 
the systems rather than a reliance on a single method or system. Finally, the work was 
based on prior school-based research and contextual knowledge, and so there were 
elements of familiarity and experience which formed the foundation for the work, 
especially during the initial stages. 
However, after appraising the approaches I felt that, although the class teacher 
preferred the use of audio recording, I would have preferred to have collected data using 
video. That is, the use of video would have been preferable because it potentially would 
have captured gestures, facial expressions, seating arrangements, who was speaking and 
reactions for example. This additional data may have assisted in determining engagement 
and may have been a useful tool for evaluation purposes if viewed with the teacher and 
pupils. Instead I relied on notes taken during observations together with recollections of 
the session when transcribing the audio tapes. A timer device or counter would perhaps 
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have been useful for accurately determining duration of exchanges for instance and for 
marking points of time to assist with the location of key pieces of dialogue. 
Regarding the use of questionnaires, I would aim to ensure anonymity by omitting 
the name of the pupil on the page and I would also request careful completion by the end 
of same day of data-collection. However, I realise that there are potential difficulties 
associated with many forms of data-collection, including the capability or willingness of 
participants to complete questionnaires to a standard that will provide reliable data. 
8.2 Implications 
The research has several immediate implications for classroom practice and the teaching 
of problem-solving. For example, pupils have demonstrated a willingness to share their 
methods of working out the solutions to problems. They have been given opportunities to 
share their misunderstandings and to support their peers by offering explanations. 
Therefore, pupils have taken responsibility for their learning by directing the discussion 
and by engaging in the questioning process as both questioners and respondents. Their 
questions have demonstrated their ability to elicit a range of responses, including 
explanation, analysis and application. They have responded to questioning not only from 
their teacher but from their peers, and so there has been a change in the roles of teacher 
and pupil. In fact, there has been an added change in the expectations of participants, as 
evidence has shown that a simple nomination became sufficient to encourage questioning 
and the demonstration of methods using the interactive whiteboard. In addition, pupils 
have developed their range of thinking skills as they formulated their questions and 
explanations. This, together with an enthusiastic and confident approach to tackling 
problems, soon became an expected and accepted part of Numeracy problem-solving. 
Pupils engaged in discussion, corresponds with the National Numeracy Strategy's 
emphasis of the value of dialogue, e.g. the use of interactive, whole-class direct teaching 
involving questioning and pupil contributions. However, if pupils are to benefit from 
modes of interactive teaching which potentially promote dialogue, motivation, 
confidence, wide-ranging thinking skills and a willingness to learn, then teachers require 
information and training. If there is to be an effectual approach to encouraging pupil 
questioning, then teachers require examples of lessons that include effective methods of 
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engagement. In this way, they could use their professional skills to apply the methods 
within their own classroom. Similarly, pupils require modelling of question-types, 
encouragement to ask questions and, additionally, to explicitly know what interactive 
methods involve (Pratt, 2003). Indeed McGuinness (DfEE, 1999) recognised the need for 
the teacher to create a philosophy of thinking in the classroom. Pupils need to be assured 
that contributions are valued and that they are being trusted to take responsibility for their 
own learning by seeking reinforcement or extension of their mathematical skills. Equally, 
the teacher may need to alter their interpretation of an interactive Numeracy problem-
solving lesson in order to appreciate the value of effective methods of pupil engagement. 
For instance, Hardman, Smith, Mroz and Wall (2003) were interested in determining how 
the official emphasis on "interactive" teaching had affected classroom discourse. 
Although many teachers affirmed that they promoted pupil participation in discourse, 
findings from classroom observations indicated, "that opportunities for sustained and 
extended dialogue by the pupil are rare" (Hardman et at. 2003: 16). 
This suggests, then, that a number of teachers may be constrained from 
introducing active pupil participation in the questioning process, because they require 
more training or support in order to understand the meaning of interactive teaching and 
learning. 
The importance of pupil contributions to discussions is supported by the work of 
Grainger (2000), who observed "interactive whole-class" teaching in schools in Prague 
and noted the respectful, supportive atmosphere where pupils were encouraged to share 
their thinking regarding the calculation of problems. However, even if teachers were 
made fully aware of the value of active participation, it may be that timetable pressures 
are acting as a constraint to encouraging interactivity and engagement. That is to say, 
possibly in an effort to meet many objectives stipulated by the National Curriculum, the 
pace of lessons is quick, leaving little time to explore misunderstandings or alternative 
calculations for example. This view is shared by Bums and Myhill (2004), who suggest 
that teachers may dominate discourse in order to meet objectives documented in 
Government subject frameworks. In other words, in order to "transmit" the intended 
objectives, teachers tended to dominate discourse by asking questions that demonstrated 
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recall of knowledge and by giving facts. Indeed, Basit (2003) recognised that Numeracy 
topics were, 
• . .rarely developed and extended over several lessons. The National Numeracy 
Strategy framework seems to be over ambitious regarding what can be covered in 
the time allocated for each topic (Basit, in Kyriacou, 2005: 177). 
So if teachers wished to promote engagement by encouraging pupil contributions, 
would the timetable be able to accommodate opportunities for sustained discussion or 
explanations? Curriculum pressures combined with teacher-domination of discourse 
could consequently be constraints to the development of engagement. 
The necessity for planning and preparation in order to introduce effective methods 
of engaging pupils in the questioning process, is an additional implication. Teacher and 
 
pupils must be prepared to explore their perceptions of interactivity and the role of 
speaking and listening in the classroom. The teacher must be prepared to devolve more 
responsibility for learning to the pupils. That is, there is likely to be a change in 
classroom dynamics as pupils become more dominant questioners and demonstrators. Yet 
teacher and pupil perceptions of listening may be a potential constraint to the introduction 
of such effective methods of engagement. Indeed studies by Coles (2001) determined that 
pupils asked their own questions about complex mathematical procedures when their 
teacher's type of listening style changed from one form (listening whereby contributions 
were judged as either right or wrong) to another (listening whereby ideas were considered 
and incorporated into responses). So, by implication, it would be necessary for teachers 
and pupils to alter their perceptions regarding the importance of listening. 
Interestingly, research by Pratt (2003) has shown that pupils may perceive 
listening to be more important than talking, but talking was not necessarily seen by pupil 
or teacher as a tool for learning. Pratt also recognised that teachers faced the conflicting 
responsibilities of requiring pupils to listen while facts are relayed to them, at the same 
time as requiring pupils to draw out knowledge interactively through discussion. So this 
suggests that pupil and teacher perceptions of speaking and listening may need to be 
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altered if methods of engagement involving pupil questioning or explanations are to be 
introduced. 
Finally, if the method of engaging pupils by encouraging explanation, questioning 
and querying is to be effective, there needs to be an ethos of trust within the classroom. 
That is, it is necessary for pupils to trust their teacher or peers to accept and value their 
contribution to the discussion. Indeed, research by Anderson (2000) has indicated that 
some pupils become disengaged if they make a mistake or as a result of a negative 
reaction by a peer or their teacher. In other words, some pupils may feel that their 
contributions are not valued and so there may be a temporary or long-term withdrawal 
from participating in discussions as a result of their reduced self-confidence. 
In summary, there are a number of important issues to consider regarding the 
implementation of effective methods of engagement, such as teacher and pupil perception 
of speaking and listening. In addition, there are implications regarding training and 
provision of information, for example, teachers' understanding of "interactive" teaching. 
Although these issues are of importance, it is not possible to fully examine their 
significance within the confines of this thesis. 
8.3 Future research 
As the research progressed, I became increasingly interested by the questioning of pupils 
by their peers, and in particular, those instances when pupils directly responded to a 
question or query and dialogue took place directly from one pupil to another, rather than 
via the teacher. The following example demonstrates a direct peer response to a pupil 
query, 
Teacher: is there a question there for C? Is there something that you 
think.. . (immediate question from pupil) 
Pupil 1: I wonder why you put 500 x 5? 
Pupil 2: because it's 450 approximately near 500 and then . . . (indistinct) 
Teacher: anybody else see anything ... that's a good question, well done for having 
a go E, house point for that ... J? (Appendix 16: 240). 
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This situation is of interest to me because, during a whole-class session, it is not usual for 
a pupil to control the direction of the discourse by choosing when, who and how other 
pupils participate. However, as the example demonstrates, it is possible for pupils to 
direct the course of the discussion under the guidance or supervision of their teacher; 
thereby showing responsibility for their learning. Also, the data indicates that pupils are 
capable of sustained exchanges whereby areas of difficulty or alternative methods can be 
discussed or consolidated. Together with comments from pupils which are evaluative or 
supportive, I feel that Pupil:Pupil participation in the questioning process, as 
demonstrated earlier, signifies engagement. In order to capture these different instances 
of engagement, it would be necessary for me to further develop my system of analysis 
using a combination of Archer's system (2005) and Bloom's Taxonomy (1964). 
Therefore, I would be interested in furthering research into pupil involvement in the 
questioning process. Indeed, I would like to examine if there are peak times during 
primary school years when pupils are motivated or willing participants in the questioning 
process. Questions I would seek to address include: are Year I pupils more likely to ask 
questions than Year 5 pupils and if so, why? Regarding the practicalities of questioning, 
do pupils know how to ask questions of their peers? And finally, would pupils who were 
engaged in the questioning process during their years as upper juniors, continue to ask 
questions during their first year of secondary school? 
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APPENDIX 1: KEY POINTS ARISING FROM EACH SESSION 
Lesson I 
Focus: systematic methods of calculation; using a grid to organise and record 
combinations of coins to make a given total. 
Much emphasis is placed on recording the combinations of coins in order to find a 
solution. 
Questions temporarily displayed on whiteboard easel. 
The teacher acts as a scribe and repeats pupil's working out as the she writes on the 
whiteboard easel. 
There are no requests for clarification from the pupils, nor do pupils compare methods. 
Almost the whole session is dominated by the teacher voice. 
Although pupils are asked questions, they tend to be closed, recall questions. 
A small number of pupils are invited to join in the discourse, but with one exception their 
responses are brief and without any elaboration. 
Many pupils seem uninterested in the calculations being shown and there is some off-task 
behaviour. 
Lesson 2 
Focus: "real-life" problem-solving involving money 
Teacher reinforces use of problem-solving acronym "QUACK" and therefore questions 
are mainly recall in order to reinforce meaning of each initial letter. 
Teacher's voice is dominant. 
Questions temporarily displayed on whiteboard easel. 
Pupils are asked how they worked out the problems, but they are not asked to extend their 
responses by giving reasons. 
Questions tend to be closed and teacher tums tend to be disproportionately lengthy. 
The teacher acts as a scribe and repeats pupil's working out as the she writes on the 
whiteboard easel. 
Many pupils seem uninterested in the calculations being shown and there is some off-task 
behaviour. 
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Lesson 3 
Focus: problems involving multiplication and division 
Teacher reinforces use of problem-solving acronym "QUACK" and therefore questions 
are mainly recall in order to reinforce meaning of each initial letter. 
Questions displayed on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils given opportunity to show their working-out on the interactive whiteboard. 
Teacher encourages pupils to show their working out and nominates participants. 
Pupils are excited at the prospect of being chosen to show their working out and express 
disappointment if they are not chosen. 
Pupils do not ask for clarification regarding calculations. 
Pupils quiet and seemingly interested while peer shows working-out. 
There is an immediate vocal response from the remainder of the class when a pupil 
reaches the solution. 
Background murmuring indicates agreement or disagreement with methods of 
calculation/solutions. 
Lesson 4 
Focus: problems involving multiplication and division. 
Teacher's voice is dominant. 
Teacher reinforces use of problem-solving acronym "QUACK" and therefore initial 
questions are mainly recall in order to reinforce meaning of each initial letter. 
Teacher controls the discourse. 
Evidence of many open questions being used. 
Questions displayed on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils given opportunity to show their working-out on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils are extending some of their answers e.g. giving reasons for choice of method, 
Background murmuring indicates agreement or disagreement with methods of 
calculation/solutions. 
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Lesson 5 
Focus: mixed measures (NB requires much em bedded factual knowledge) 
Teacher reinforces use of problem-solving acronym "QUACK" and therefore questions 
are mainly recall in order to reinforce meaning of each initial letter. 
Teacher's questioning style is mainly closed. 
Explanations are not requested and pupils do not offer to elaborate. 
Questions displayed on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils given opportunity to show their working-out on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils seem quite restless. 
Many pupils are struggling with conversion of units and knowledge of measurement 
facts. 
Three pupils predominantly involved in discourse. 
Lesson 6 
Focus: problems involving mass. 
Teacher introduces opportunity for pupils to question and query their peers' methods of 
calculation. 
Questions displayed on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils given opportunity to show their working-out on the interactive whiteboard. 
Several P:P exchanges. 
Many teacher and pupil questions are open.. 
Teacher's voice is noticeably less dominant. 
Pupils continue to show enthusiasm when chosen to use interactive board. 
Noticeable sustained interest and participation from all ability levels. 
Sustained dialogue. 
Pupils given opportunity to nominate next participant on two occasions. 
Teacher regularly reminds pupils to ask questions. 
Pupils willing to say that they did not undertand a point. 
Spontaneous applause from pupils following a series of exchanges during a method of 
calculation.. 
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Lesson 7 
Focus: "real-life" problem-solving involving money 
Teacher generally still has nominating role but is opening the discussion by providing an 
opportunity to ask questions. Questions displayed on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils given opportunity to show their working-out on the interactive whiteboard. 
Teacher uses inclusive terms: "we" and "us". 
Noticeable sustained interest and participation from all ability levels. 
Some P:P interaction. 
Background murmuring indicates agreement or disagreement with methods of 
calculation/solutions. 
Pupils keen to attempt their methods and to persevere to overcome calculation 
difficulties. 
Noticeable amount of pupil dialogue and questioning, often with longer pupil responses 
(>10 words) than those from the teacher. 
Pupils show enthusiasm when chosen to use interactive board. 
Lesson 8 
Focus: problem-solving involving time 
(NB teacher told me prior to the lesson, that pupils had demonstrated difficulties relating 
analogue to digital time during a science lesson requiring ability to read times) 
Pupils expressed their thoughts regarding calculations. 
One pupil provides a "running commentary" including an evaluative "well done" 
followed by a round of applause. 
Several pupils refer back to methods used by peers. 
Seems clear that pupils realise they are expected to participate by asking questions when 
one pupil says, "it's not really a question but..." 
Questions displayed on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils given opportunity to show their working-out on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils keen to ask questions/offer comments. 
Pupils continue to show enthusiasm when chosen to use interactive board. 
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Teacher regularly reminds pupils to ask questions. 
Teacher tends to keep own turns brief. 
Lesson 9 
Focus: a single problem to determine ages from given clues. 
(NB teacher reverted to being scribe during unusually long mental-maths warm-up: 
much restlessness from pupils) 
Interest and discussion taking place, yet seemingly restless atmosphere. 
Question displayed on the interactive whiteboard. 
Pupils given opportunity to show their working-out on the interactive whiteboard. 
Few examples of pupils' questions, but the exchanges are sustained, including a P:P 
exchange. 
Pupil asks to "take over" from their peer when they recognise an alternative method. 
When, for instance, there is a point of contention during the calculation, there are raised 
voices, background comments and acknowledgements. 
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APPENDIX 5: TURNS AND ACTS WITH PERCENTAGES 
Transcript 	 1 
23/1/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M=17 M8.7 
Total= 38 38 5= 9 S= 4.6 
N=18 N=9.2 
El=50 El=25.6 
D=12 0=6.2 
Acc17 Acc8.7 
Com= 18 Com 	 9.2 
Rep2 Repl 
Con8 Con4.1 
AckO AckO 
Cu3 Cu1.5 
Cl=2 Cl=1 
Ch=4 Ch=2 
P=5 P=2.6 
E=18 E=9.2 
1=3 1=1.5 
8=0 8=0 
L=0 L=0 
M-s9 M-s=4.6 
Total =195  
Pupil Male M=0 M0 
Total=41 32 S=O S0 
N=0 N=0 
(+lOmJf?) El=4 EI=7.1 
D=4 0=7.1 
AccO Acc=0 
Female Coml Com1.8 
9 Rep41 Rep=73.2 
ConO ConO 
Ack3 Ack'5.4 
Cu0 Cu=0 
Cl=0 Cl=0 
Ch=1 Ch=1.8 
P=Q P=0 
E=0 E=0 
1=0 1=0 
B=2 8=3.6 
L=0 L=0 
M-s0 M-s0 
Total =56 
102 
Transcript 	 2 
30/1/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M10 M5.8 
Total= 57 57 S= 15 S8.7 
N= 26 N=15.1 
El=51 EI=29.7 
D=1O D=5.8 
AcclO Acc5.8 
Com= 5 Com'2.9 
Rep=O Rep=O 
ConIO Con=5.8 
Ack2 AcIe1.2 
Cu2 Cu1.2 
Cl=O Cl=0 
Ch=l Ch=0.6 
P=0 P=0 
E= 22 E= 12.8 
1=2 1=1.2 
B=0 B=0 
L=2 L=1.2 
M-s4 M-s=2.3 
Total =172  
Pupil Male M0 M0 
Total= 48 30 S= 0 S0 
N=0 N=0 
(+14mJf'?) E12 El3.1 
D=O D=0 
AccO Acc=0 
ComO Com=0 
Female Rep=53 Rep82.8 
18 Con=M Con=0 
Ack2 Ack=3.1 
CuO Cu0 
cl=0 cl=o 
Ch=0 Ch=0 
P=o P=0 
E=1 E=1.6 
1=1 1=1.6 
B=5 B= 7.8 
L=0 L=0 
M-s0 M-s0 
Total =64 
103 
Transcript 	 3 
6/2/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M=30 M10.1 
Total= 102 S= 24 S8.1 
N= 23 N=7.8 
El=95 El=32.I 
D= 32 D= 10.8 
Acc12 Acc=4.1 
Com= 25 Com8.5 
Rep=0 Rep'O 
Con=9 Cow=3 
AckO Ack=O 
Cu1 Cu=0.3 
Cl= 7 Cl= 2.4 
Ch=0 Ch=O 
P=6 P=2 
E= 69 E= 23.3 
1=12 1=4.1 
B=O B=0 
L=1 L=O.3 
M-s=9 M-s=3 
Total =296  
Pupil Male M1 M0.8 
Total= 105 67 S= 0 S0 
N= 1 N=0.8 
(+5m/f?) El=3 E12.5 
D=2 D=1.7 
AccO Acc=O 
Female ComI Com0.8 
38 Rep86 Rep=72.3 
ConO ConO 
Ack=9 Acle7.6 
Cu0 
Cl=O Cl=0 
Ch=0 Ch=0 
P=0 P=0 
E= I E=0.8 
1=0 1=0 
B=5 B=4.2 
L=1 L=0.8 
M-s=0 M-s0 
Rea9 Rea=7.6 
Total =119  
104 
Transcript 	 4 
13/2/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M=42 M15 
Total= 62 S= 8 S=2.9 
N= 30 N=10.7 
El=58 El=20.6 
D=20 D=7.1 
Acc3 Acc=1.1 
Com27 Com=9.6 
Rep=0 Rep=O 
Con8 Con=2.9 
AckO Ack=0 
Cu1 Cu=0.4 
Cl=4 C1=1.4 
Ch=1 Ch=0.4 
P=1I P=3.9 
E=51 E=18.2 
1=13 1=4.6 
B=O B=0 
L=0 L=O 
M-s4 M-s1.4 
Total =281  
Pupil Male M=O M=O 
Total= 58 38 S= 0 S0 
N=0 N=0 
(+4m/f?) El=2 E1=3.4 
D=1 D=1.7 
AccO Acc=0 
Com2 Com3.4 
Female Rep49 Rep83.1 
20 ConO Con=0 
Ackl Ack=1.7 
Cu0 Cu=0 
Cl=0 CI=O 
Ch=0 Ch=0 
P=0 P=0 
E=O E=0 
1=1 1=1.7 
B=3 B=5.1 
L=0 L=0 
M-s=0 M-s=0 
Total =59 
105 
Transcript 	 5 
27/2/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M=28 M10.9 
Tota147 S8 S3.1 
N= 34 N=13.3 
El=61 EI=23.8 
0=18 0=7 
Acc7 Acc2.7 
Com20 Com7.8 
Repl Rep0.4 
Con6 Con=2.3 
Ackl Ack=0.4 
Cu1 Cu0.4 
Cl=5 CI=2 
Ch=6 Ch=2.3 
P=8 P=3.1 
E=32 E=12.5 
1=11 1=4.3 
B=0 B=0 
L=3 L=1.2 
M-s6 M-s2.3 
Total =256  
Pupil Male M0 M0 
Total= 57 30 S= 0 S0 
N=0 N=0 
(+17m/f?) EI=0 E10 
D=0 0=0 
AccO AccO 
Com= 2 Com=3.7 
Female Rep37 Rep=68.5 
27 ConO Con0 
AckS Ack9.3 
Cu0 Cu=0 
Cl=0 CI=0 
Ch=0 Ch=0 
E=0 E=0 
1=0 1=0 
13=10 B=18.5 
L=0 L=0 
M-s0 M-s0 
Total =54 
Transcript 	 6 
6/3/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M=27 M12.3 
Total= 71 S= 5 S2.3 
N=31 N=14.2 
El=33 El=15.1 
D=9 D=4.1 
Acc5 Acc=2.3 
Com= 29 Com13.2 
Rep2 Rep0.9 
Con5 Con=2.3 
Ack1 Ack0.5 
Cu1 Cu0.5 
CI= I C1= 0.5 
Ch=6 Ch=2.7 
P=19 P=8.7 
E=36 E=16.4 
1=4 1=1.8 
B=0 B=0 
L=4 L=1.8 
M-s=1 M-s=0.5 
Total =219  
Pupil Mate M=6 M=5.8 
Total= 82 47 S= 0 S=0 
N=1 N=1 
(+25m/f?) E1=13 El=12.6 
D=0 D=O 
Acc2 AccI .9 
Female Com18 Com 	 17.5 
35 Rep53 Rep=51.5 
ConO ConO 
Ackl Ack=I 
Cu0 Cu0 
Cl=J CI=1 
Ch0 Ch0 
P=0 P=0 
E=0 E=0 
1=3 1=2.9 
B=5 B= 4.9 
L=O L=0 
M-s0 M-s0 
Total =103 
107 
Transcript 	 7 
13/3/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M=8 M5.7 
Total= 60 S= 2 S=1A 
N=17 N=12.1 
El=27 EI=19.2 
D=13 D=9.2 
Acc5 Acc3.6 
Com20 Com14.2 
Repl Rep=0.7 
Con3 Con2.1 
AcleO AckO 
Cwl Cu0.7 
Cl= I Cl= 0.7 
Ch=2 Cb=1.4 
P=10 P=7.1 
E=23 E=16.3 
1=5 1=3.6 
B=0 B=0 
L=2 L=i.4 
M-s1 M-s=0.7 
Total =141  
Pupil Male M=1 M=1.3 
Total= 53 34 S= 0 S=0 
N=0 N=0 
(+34mJf?) El=8 El=10.4 
D=2 D=2.6 
Accl Acc=I.3 
Female Com= IS Com 	 19.5 
19 Rep32 Rep41.6 
ConO Con=0 
• Ack7 Ack9.1 
• Cu0 Cu0 
Cl=0 Cl=0 
Ch=0 Ch=0 
P=1 P=1.3 
E= 3 E=3.9 
1=3 1=3.9 
B=3 B=3.9 
L=0 L=0 
M-s1 M-s=1.3 
Total =77 
Transcript 	 8 
20/3/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M10 M=7.5 
Total= 50 S= 1 S0.8 
N=29 N=21.6 
El=21 El=15.7 
D=14 D=10.4 
AccI Acc0.8 
Com19 Com14.2 
Repl Rep0.8 
Conl Con0.8 
AckO AcleO 
Cu0 Cu0 
Cl=5 Cl=3.7 
Ch=l Ch=0.8 
P=6 P=4.5 
E= 20 E= 14.9 
1=3 1=2.2 
B=0 B=0 
L=1 L=0.8 
M-s=1 M-s0.8 
Total =134  
Pupil Male M=2 M=2.7 
Total= 53 25 S= 0 S0 
(14m/f?) N=0 N=0 
El=8 El=10.8 
D=0 D=0 
Acc=4 Acc5.4 
Female Com= 19 Com= 25.7 
28 Rep21 Rep28.4 
ConO ConO 
Ack=6 Ack8.1 
Cu0 çu=0 
Cl= 1 CI=1.4 
Ch=0 Ch=0 
P=0 p=0 
E=8 E=10.8 
1=0 1=0 
B=5 8=6.8 
L=0 L=0 
M-s0 M-s0 
Total =74 
iDE 
Transcript 	 9 
27/3/06 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Turns 
Total 	 number 	 of 
Acts  
% of each Act 
Teacher Teacher M=12 N1=10.5 
Total= 39 S= 7 S=6.1 
N=16 N=14 
El=25 El=22 
D=12 D=10.5 
AccS Acc4.4 
Com=7 Com=6.I 
Rep4 Rep=3.5 
Con=2 Con1.8 
AckO AckO 
Cu=2 Cu1.8 
Cl=0 Cl=O 
Ch=3 Ch=2.6 
P=9 P=7.9 
E=3 E=2.6 
1=4 1=3.5 
B=0 B=O 
L=1 L=0.9 
M-s2 M-s1.8 
Total =114  
Pupil Male M1 M1.5 
Total= 41 24 S= 0 S0 
N=O N=O 
(+12m/f?) El5 E17.4 
D=0 D=O 
Accl Acc=1.5 
Female Com= 7 Com 	 10.3 
17 Rep33 Rep48.5 
Con=0 ConO 
Ack9 Ack13.2 
Cu0 Cu0 
Cl= 1 Cl=1.5 
Ch=O Ch=0 
P=o P=o 
E= 2 E=2.9 
1=4 1=5.9 
B=4 B= 5.9 
L=0 L=0 
M-s=1 M-s1.5 
Total =68 
UE 
APPENDIX 6: CHARTS SHOWING PERCENTAGES OF TEACHER AND PUPIL 
UTTERANCES 
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FIgure 11 Percentage of teacher and pupil Follow-up utterances 
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Figure 13 Comparison of percentages of teacher and DuDil Response-Initiations and 
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APPENDIX 7: EXCHANGES FROM TRANSCRIPTS I TO 9 LEADING TO 
HIGHER OR LOWER LEVEL THINKING, BASED ON BLOOM'S TAXONOMY 
Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT I 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking skill 
used 	 in 
response 
T: 	 Now the biggest ff11 be systematic! RES knowledge 
thing that we're going 
to focus on today in 
our problem 	 solving 
is, is to be what? What 
do I always say?  
T: 	 OK. 	 If I 	 use six FOL-INI none RES application 
10ps, how many Sps 
will I use? 
If 	 I 	 have 	 six 	 lOps, 
how many 5ps will I 
need to make 60? H 
T: yes, good. So now FOL-INI 50 RES knowledge 
you've got five lOps, 
so five lOps are  
T: 50, but we need 60 FOL-INI 2 RES application 
so 	 how 	 many 	 5ps 
would we need then?  
• OK so we've still FOL-INI four lOps RES application 
got 	 60 	 haven't 	 we? 
Anybody else tell me 
what's 	 going 	 to 	 be 
next? E 
T: 	 four 	 lOps. 	 How FOL-INI 4 RES 
many Sps M? 
T: 4? (pause) INI as FOL S RES 
Eapplication T: 40 and we need 60 FOL-INI 20 RES 
so how much more do 
we need?  
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T: our 5ps. Next one, FOL-INI er, 	 take 	 three RES application 
let's 	 see who's 	 wide lops 
awake. C what do we 
do next?  
T: how many? IN! six Sps ICES knowledge 
T: 	 six Sps. Shall we FOLJNI 30 RES knowledge 
check? So we've got 
three 	 10ps 	 are 	 how 
much 	 R? ... 30, 	 three 
lOps_are  
T: 30, six Sps are FOL-IN! er, 30 RES knowledge 
T: can you see what's INI 2 RES application 
happening? 	 We've 
used 6, 5, 4, 3 (pause) 
what 	 else 	 could 	 we 
have a look at?  
1: 2 OK. So we've got FOL-lNl 8 RES application 
two 	 lOps 	 and 	 how 
many Sps would we 
need? J.  
T: 8 (pause) OK. And, FOL-INI er, one in 10 and RES application 
do 	 we 	 need 	 to 	 go ten in 5 
anymore? (pause) JW 
what would be next? 
T: lxlO is 10 and how FOL-IN! ten times 5 RES application 
many?  
T: 10x5, do we need FOL-INI you could do, no RES application 
to 	 go 	 any 	 further? tens 
(pause)_D  
F 	 ...Ok, 	 J 	 so how FOL-INI 5 RES application 
many 	 different 
combinations do you 
think there that is? 
T: 	 how 	 many IN! 6 RES application 
combinations do you 
think 	 that 	 there 	 are? 
(pause) Put your hand 
up 	 if you think that 
you've worked it out. 
OK B how many do 
you think? 
T: 	 . What's the score !Nl 35 RES knowledge 
OM 
of 	 the 	 beanbag 
throwers target? Some 
people are very quick 
there. Well done D for 
listening. Go on D 
T: 	 OK let's look at FOL-INI six lOps, RES application 
yours. So G got, you 
could have six 	 lOps, 
you could have twelve 
5ps, 	 three 	 10ps 	 and 
six 	 Sps, 	 she's 	 used 
multiplication 	 OK. 
Anyone 	 used 	 any 
other ways? C how 
did you do yours? 
we need another FOL-INI 4 RES application 
20p but we need to do 
it in the 5ps  
T: none good girl. The FOL-INI would 	 you 	 take RES application 
six 	 lops 	 are 	 60 one off the 6 and 
altogether aren't they, then 	 you 	 would 
so then no 5ps. What add 	 one 	 to 	 the 
would be the sensible nought? 	 (pause) 
to do next (pause) if Take (indistinct) 5 
we're 	 doing 	 it and then 
systematically 	 in 	 a 
table?  
T: B thinks 6. Is he FOL-INI (background RES knowledge? 
right? _ pupils: yes)  
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE FIIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 	 skill 
used in response 
(no clear examples 
found in text)  
Fuzzy (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional I Category of UTTERANCE Intent PUPIL'S Intent thinking 
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UTTERANCE skill used in 
response 
a table, so can you FOL-INI I think (indistinct) RES application 
use 	 a 	 table? 	 Think it's like you've got 
about 	 it 	 yourself to put the 3 dots, 
Would 	 you 	 use 	 a you've got to add 
table? 'What else did them 	 all 	 up 	 so 	 I 
you do when we did don't think you can 
our table? Go on J. J use a table to do it. 
doesn't think we can 
use 	 a 	 table 	 for 	 this 
one. Go on. 
T: 	 eight 	 5ps. 	 Who FOL-INI 40 RES knowledge 
thinks he's not right? 
What did you need to 
do M? You know that 
you've 	 got 	 iøps 
which is how much? 
How 	 much 	 is 	 four 
lOps?  
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Response 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category of 
thinking 
skill used in 
response 
T: superb. So what were FOL-INI 6 RES application 
you using to do that? It's a 
brilliant answer, good boy. 
(indistinct) 
That was a brilliant answer 
B 	 OK. 	 So, 	 you 	 could 
actually 	 draw 	 yourself 	 a 
table, then you could have, 
a number of 10ps and a - 
number of 5ps. Now B said 
a 	 really good 	 idea, 	 now 
what's the most number of 
lops that you could have? 
(pause) What's the biggest 
number of lops that you 
could have? (pause) If we  
120 
want to buy a monster at 
60p, 	 what's 	 the 	 biggest 
number of lOps that we 
could use? 
T: You could do. What did FOL-[NI er, a table RES knowledge 
we do on our last one that 
might 	 help 	 us 	 to 	 be 
systematic? What did we 
do then to make sure that 
we 	 got 	 all 	 the 	 different 
amounts G?  
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Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 2 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER' S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 	 skill 
used in response 
T: times, 6 times by FOL-INI £1.80 RES knowledge 
35. 	 So 	 you. 	 did 	 6 
times by 30 is how 
many?  
T: what is the 30? Is ff41 er 30p RES knowledge 
it £30? 
T: how do I know ff41 you can add on RES application 
that it's right 42p 0? 34 
T: excellent, because FOL-ENI 10 RES knowledge 
girls and boys are the 
same price, it's just to 
trick 	 you a little bit. 
You need to read the 
question, so we have 
6 girls and 4 boys; so 
we've got how many 
all together R? 
T: 	 C how did you [NI I 	 did 	 S 	 times RES application 
work it out then? £1.50 and then 4 
times 50  
T: so you've done 5 FOL equals 3.50 and RES application 
times £1.50 yes you 	 add 	 them 
T: Did everybody get [NI yes RES application 
the answer of £7.50?  
T: Read the question FOL-INI U 	 is 	 for RES knowledge 
OK. So Q is for the understand 	 the 
question. What's the question 
U for? JR _ ______ 
T: 	 understand 	 the FOL-INI 
______________
underline RES knowledge 
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question, or it could 
be 	 for 	 what? 	 (2 
second pause) B?  
T: brilliant. Underline FOL-I1'41 is it answer? RES-INI knowledge 
the 	 important 
information. 	 What 
about the A? A? M 
T: 	 not 	 answer. 	 (2 FOL-INI approximate RES knowledge 
second pause) S 
T: 	 approximate OK FOL-INI calculate RES knowledge 
so if this one says "5 
times 	 £1.50" 	 well 
even 	 if you 	 did 	 5 
times £1, you know 
the answer's roughly 
going 	 to 	 be, 	 a 	 bit 
more than the £5. If 
you get the answer 
£50 then you know 
somewhere along the 
line that your decima' 
points 	 gone 	 wrong. 
(indistinct) 	 The 	 C, 
what can we do for 
the C? K  
T: calculate. OK and FOL-INI equivalent RES knowledge 
the K is for what? J  
T: for what sorry? IN! equivalent RES knowledge 
T: no. G FOL-INI knowing 	 if it's RES knowledge 
sensible  
T: 	 B 	 approximated FOL-INI £1.50 RES application 
first (2 second pause) 
T: 	 you 	 thought 	 it [N! £1.50 RES knowledge 
might be  
T 	 ...Calculate 	 it. FOL-[NI I got 6 times by RES application 
How 	 do 	 people 35 
calculate 	 it? 	 E 	 how 
did you do it?  
T: add the 6 and the FOL-INI no RES comprehension 
4. Is it important that 
some are boys and 
some are girls?  
T: why not? IN! er, 	 because 	 it RES incomplete 
doesn't 	 really  answer 	 leading 
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matter to 	 re-initiation, 
T:(implicit evaluation (FOL) INI they're 	 all 	 the RES followed 	 by 
of incorrect answer) same price comprehension 
0?  
T: 	 we 	 know 	 that IN! (background RES knowledge 
we've got 
	
10, what pupil: I know! I 
do 	 I 	 do 	 with 	 the know!) 	 put 	 a 
numbers? J  nought on  
T: put a nought on. FOL-INI (background RES knowledge 
Put up your hand up pupil: 	 no, 	 no!) 
if 	 you 	 think 	 he's you can put a 
right, if you just put a nought 	 on 	 the 
nought on. OK, J tell end (indistinct) I 
me what happens can't remember 
T: when you say I put [NI in front of the 6 RES application 
the dot in the middle, 
where am I putting 
my dot?  
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRI F1's) 
TEACH ER' S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 	 skill 
used in response 
(no clear example 
in the text)  
FuzzY (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Response 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category of 
thinking 
skill used in 
response 
T: 	 If you 	 didn't 	 know [NI read 	 the RES knowledge 
what to do, what could the question 
acronym QUACK stand 
for? ... who can remember 
what the Q is for? E 
T: how much do we need INI add the 6 and RES application 
for all of them to get in? the 4 
So 	 what's the first thing 
that you will do (n)?  
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mmm... 	 what will 6 1141 Cr, £2.40 RES knowledge 
packs at 40p be? How will 
I do that? ... 6 times 40, 
what will that be R? 
1: well done. So you've FOL-[NI it's going to be RES application 
got 	 to 	 make 	 sure 	 that roughly 	 about 
you've 	 got 	 the 	 right one 	 or 	 two 
information 	 to 	 start 	 off pounds 
with. Sometimes it might 
give 	 you 	 some 
information 	 that's 	 right 
and 	 some 	 that's 	 wrong. 
But you have to make sure 
that 	 you 	 have 	 the 	 right 
information 	 in 	 the 
(indistinct) 	 well 	 done 
(indistinct). 	 But 	 if 	 K 
bought, let's say, let's say 
she had 6 sweets, K had 6 
sweets for herself and her 
friends and she's buying 6 
packets 	 altogether. 	 Each 
packet 	 costs 	 35p 	 how 
much would she spend? 
Can you work that out for 
me? She buys 6 packets. 
(pause) 	 (indistinct) 	 read 
the question, well I know 
you've read the question 
because 	 you've 	 already 
noticed 	 that 	 something 
was missing from it. You 
did 	 understand 	 the 
question, 	 because 
otherwise 	 you 	 wouldn't 
have 	 known 	 that 
important information was 
missing. 	 Now, 
approximate. 	 What's 	 it 
going to be roughly? How 
am I going to know that 
one?  
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MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent Intent thinking 	 skill 
PUPIL'S used in response 
UTTERANCE  
(no clear example 
in text)  
NB it has been difficult to provide examples due to the indistinct nature of many 
utterances 
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Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 3 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRAN SC RI rrs) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 
skill used in 
response 
T: J rNI understand RES knowledge 
T: 	 understand 	 the FOL-INI underline RES knowledge 
question or H  
T: know your answer flsJJ sensible RES knowledge 
is  
T: no, no, no, what do FOL-rNI read the question RES knowledge 
you have to do first? 
What's the Q? 
T: OK so then what INI Erm, underline RES knowledge 
do you have to do G?  
T: good boy, in two FOL-[NI 56 RES knowledge 
classes, super. There's 
two lots of 28 would 
be... how many K?  
T: 	 yeah, 	 yeah... lean FOL-INI 6 RES application 
on 	 it 	 M ... OK ... do 
you 	 know 	 what 
you've 	 done 	 there? 
We 	 had 	 62 	 didn't 
we? ... so 	 how 	 many 
does 	 that 	 mean 	 M, 
you've 	 done 	 some 
super calculating 
T: 	 she's 	 right. 	 She's FOL-INI because 	 it's RES knowledge 
underlining 	 the 	 right important 
thing, but why are you 
underlining it?  
T: 	 a 	 118 divided by FOL-INI what's 12 twelves, RES application 
12, OK then K, can a 120, 10 twelves a 
you work with that?  120, er,just take  
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T: fantastic. What did FOL-INT I rubbed this one RES application 
you do then?  out  
T: 	 you 	 tell 	 me RES-INI I 	 know 	 what 	 it RES application 
M... Does anyone not equals now! 
agree with M? 
T: 	 approximate 	 OK, FOL-INI 18 RES application 
you don't have to do a 
big long calculation to 
approximate  
T: 	 just 	 do 	 the INI approximate RES knowledge 
(indistinct) we've done 
the underlining, what's 
next? 
T: 	 underline 	 the FOL-INI approximate RES knowledge 
important parts that's 
the main one. A for, R  
T: 	 approximate. 	 OK, FOL-INI calculate RES knowledge 
so 	 roughly 	 what 
should 	 your 	 answer 
be? C for, M  
T: 	 she's FOL-ThTI around 30 RES application 
forgotten ...good 	 girl. 
Approximate. So what 
do think it would be 
roughly the answer?  
1: what's that special NI inverse RES knowledge, 
word that begins with 
an 	 "I"? 	 She 	 knows 
that a lake away is the 
T: brilliant yes, so he's FOL-INI so far I've got 16 RES application 
got 	 a 	 112, 	 so 	 how 
many boxes have you 
got there then M? 
T: 	 so R thinks you FOL-INI well, 	 18, 	 18 	 is 	 er RES application 
could 	 have 	 made 	 a near to 20 which is 
mistake M, so we're a 120, no a 118 is 
just going to have to near to 20 
listen to R. could you 
explain to us what you 
calculated?  
T: OK so he's got a FOL-INI er, 	 it 	 can't 	 be 	 10 RES application 
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rough 	 estimate boxes 	 because 
already. So how many that's, its two eggs 
boxes 	 were 	 you off, 	 so 	 it 	 would 
thinking 	 it 	 will 	 be have to put it down 
roughly then R, that 12 which would be 
was a good idea a 108 which is 9 
times  
T: 	 OK 	 so 	 you're FOL-IN! [background RES application 
thinking that there's 9 pupil:yes!] 
boxes of eggs yes 
T: which are a 108 so INI how 	 many 	 eggs RES application 
how many eggs would would be left, 10 
be 	 left 	 in 	 the 
(indistinct) then?  
T:) Don't worry there FOL-INI read the question RES knowledge 
are 	 more ... 0K 	 so 
what have you got to 
do first, remembering 
your QUACK? 
T: What operation has FOL-INI has he divided? (INI as)RES application 
he used for that? (1 
second 	 pause) 	 He's 
halved them, but what 
has he done J? 
T: That was a good FOL-INI he's cut it down RES application 
way of doing it M. 
brilliant idea that was, 
superb. So he started 
at 18, and what's he 
done with his 	 18 to 
make 	 it 	 easier 	 for 
him?C 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 
skill 	 used 
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in response 
How did M go wrong? [NI instead of doing RES analysis 
Did any body spot what 12s 	 he 	 started 
he 	 actually 	 did? 	 He's doing kind of 7s 
smiling now because the 
penny's dropped. C you 
tell him what he did? 
T: a division OK so just FOL-INI er, a 118 divided RES analysis 
explain to K what you by 12 
think she should do  
T: why do you think he [NI (is it) because he RES analysis 
did that? Why do you was using the .7 
think he started to do?  boxes?  
FuzzY (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent PUPIL'S Intent thinking 
UTTERANCE skill used in 
response 
T: 	 he's 	 cut 	 it 	 down. FOL-INI partitioned RES knowledge 
What's that for? What's 
the special word for it T? 
(pause) G?  
T: ssh... that's really good FOL-INI one RES application 
thinking 	 good 	 boy 	 M 
keep 	 going 	 (pause). 
Now, he's got 34, so what 
do you know about that 
calculation 	 that 	 you've 
done 	 there 	 M 	 so 	 far, 
(pause) how many classes 
has that told you? 
1: if you times 118 by 7 IINI er ? ? 
would that get you 
the right answer? 
(pause) What sort 
of 	 operation 	 are 
we looking at C? 
T: 	 how 	 many 	 boxes 
would 	 118 	 eggs 
fill? er, do a RES application 
T: 	 we've got 	 118 boxes division  
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and 12 eggs in each box 
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S 
UflERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Response 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category of 
thinking 
skill used in 
 response 
T: OK. So what you're FOL-[NI about 17 RES application 
going 	 to 	 do 	 then 	 M, 
you've 	 got 	 to ... for 	 that 
first 	 part 	 we've 	 got 	 to 
approximate the answer, 
haven't we, so what will 
it be roughly? ... what will 
it be roughly? 
T: roughly, you're trying Re-word er RES application 
to work it out (indistinct) (Re- 
before you do that, how initiate?) 
would you do it roughly 
E? 	 how 	 would 	 you 
approximate that one? 
NB it has been difficult to provide examples due to the indistinct nature ot many 
utterances 
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Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 4 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRI PTS) 
TEACHER' S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 
skill used in 
response 
T: so how are you IN! well if you add 5 RES application 
going 	 to 	 work 	 out and 	 8 	 together 
how 	 many 	 biscuits (pause) 	 that's 	 13 
she has left? and then take, and 
you've only got 35 
(pause) 	 take 
(indistinct) 
1: 54 divided by 6 = FOL-INI me! RES knowledge 
9. 	 brilliant. 	 How 
many of you got that 
one right? 
T: did anyone get one [NI I've got RES knowledge 
a 	 little bit 	 different? 9x654 
Anyone got anything 
slightly 	 different 	 to 
that? J what have you 
got? 
T: 	 How could you FOL-INI erm, 	 9 	 times 	 4 RES application 
make 	 2 equals 36 
multiplications? 
(indistinct) 	 (pause) 
(indistinct) 4 facts on 
their 	 board. 	 Go 	 on 
then B, you tell us 
T: 	 superb. 	 House FOL-INI me! Me! RES knowledge 
point 	 for 	 that. 	 He 
managed 	 to 	 get 	 4 
different 	 facts 
(indistinct) 	 how  
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many 	 other 	 people 
got that one? 
T: approximate. OK FOL-INI calculate RES knowledge 
work 	 out 	 roughly 
what 	 it 	 should 	 be. 
The "C" for, go on C 
T: 	 understand 	 it. FOL-INI underline RES knowledge 
Good the U stands 
for 	 "understand 	 the 
question " and J?  
T: 	 underline, FOL-I}11 (called out: I know! RES knowledge 
brilliant. The A. Mrs!) 
Go on. H, help him approximate 
out 
T: 	 calculate, FOL-INI knowing the answer RES knowledge 
excellent and the K is sensible 
for, 	 go on 	 J 	 today 
you ' re (indistinct)  
T: OK (indistinct) 48 FOL-[NI er well that one, er RES application 
divided by 6 equals that 6, no, 8 six ah! 
8, so what does that Yeah, 	 8 	 sixes are 
tell you then J? 48. work out er that 
one sixth of that 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSçRI PTS) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category 
of thinking 
skill 	 used 
in response 
T: you're right J, because FOL-IINI 3 RES analysis 
that's 	 the 	 actual 	 question 
isn't 	 it? 	 "how 	 many 
biscuits did she have left?" 
so it's very important the 
last one. OK so how many 
parts 	 is 	 this 	 calculation 
going to be do you think J? 
(pause)  
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FuzzY (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Response 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category 	 of 
thinking skill 
used in 
response 
T: 	 does 	 anyone 	 agree FOL-INI 30 RES knowledge 
with him there? Now I 
know 	 he 	 didn't 
approximate it when he 
came up did he? He did 
all 	 the 	 right 	 things, 	 he 
read the question and he 
underlined 	 it, 	 but 	 he 
didn't quite approximate 
it, what would it be if we 
approximated 	 the 
answer? 	 Roughly, 	 what 
do 	 you 	 think? 	 What 
numbers would he use? If 
we've got 29, what's that 
nearly? 
T: 30 OK, and then 37 is FOL-[NI I would have RES application? 
near to what? (pause) We done 	 66 	 take 
could 	 add 	 30 	 and 	 37 43 (indistinct) 
couldn't 	 we? 	 So 	 it's 
about 67and we need to 
take 	 away 	 the 	 43. 
Roughly. 	 Now, 	 could 
anyone suggest how he 
might have made that a 
little 	 bit 	 easier? 	 I 	 could 
see what he'd done. He'd 
had a great idea, he ended 
up with 66 and knew that 
he had to take away 43, 
do 	 you think he could 
have started with 66? Go  
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onG 
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent Intent thinking 	 skill 
PUPIL'S used in response 
UTTERANCE  
(no 	 clear 
examples in text) 
 
NB it has been difficult to provide examples due to the indistinct nature of many 
utterances 
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Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 5 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 	 skill 
used 	 in 
response 
T: 	 now, who can LNI read the question RES knowledge 
tell Z, you know all 
about 	 (indistinct) 
when we're solving 
a problem, you have 
to try and remember 
a 	 word QUACK. 
I'm 	 going to pick 
on people today. 5, 
what does Q stand 
for?  
T: calculate, work it FOL-INI know 	 if 	 your RES knowledge 
out. And the K is answer is sensible 
for, R? 
T: 	 good 	 girl ... so FOL-[NI A 1000 RES knowledge 
you're 	 going 	 to 
change 	 them 	 into 
the 	 same 	 units 
aren't you? Do you 
know 	 how 	 many 
grammes there are 
in 	 a 	 kilogramme? 
Oh, go on C 
 
T: 	 so what else is 1141 how much taller RES comprehension 
important 	 that 
you've 	 not 	 quite 
underlined 	 then? 
What 	 else 	 is 
important? 
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T: 	 read 	 the FOL-INI understand 	 and RES knowledge 
question, OK. The underline 
U is for? I-I 
T: 	 understand 	 the FOL-rNI approximate RES knowledge 
question 	 and 
underline 	 the 
important 	 bit. 	 The 
A is for? K 
T: 	 approximate, FOL-fl'4I calculate RES knowledge 
work 	 out 	 roughly 
what you think the 
answer is going to 
be. And C, T 
T: 	 in metres, OK, FOL-lNI underline it RES knowledge 
so, 	 now, 	 what do 
we have to do?  
T: 	 you've 	 got 	 to FOL-IN! 1.6 RES application 
approximate 	 it 	 in 
metres. You said it 
was cm, that's OK 
you 	 could 	 say it's 
about 	 160cm. 	 If it 
was a 160cm what 
would that be in m? 
what ' s a 160 in m?  
T: who can show INI well 	 in 	 a RES application 
me how they are 1000 ... take 	 away 
going 	 to 	 calculate . . . which 	 equals 
that one? ... come on, 650 
will 	 you 	 tell 
everybody how you 
are doing it? 
T: 	 So 	 you've FOL-lNI approximate RES knowledge 
underlined 	 the 
important bits, what 
are you going to do 
now? What are you 
going to do now? 
T: And C was very FOL-INI 200 RES knowledge 
wise, he knew that 
2m was how many?  
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T: OK, cm good. FOL-[NI it's 64 RES application 
How much taller is 
Sally's 	 sunflower 
than J?  
T: J said there was a FOL-INI just have 200 take RES application 
much easier way. J away 	 a 
what 	 would 	 you 100.. (indistinct) 
have done? answer 	 straight 
away 
T: good but what's FOL-IINI cm RES knowledge 
that 	 174? 	 "174 
what" 	 have 	 you 
worked out? 
T: 	 has 	 it 	 actually FOL-INI (indistinct) 	 im RES application 
answered 	 the and 74cm 
question? How tall 
is Sinita in m? how 
many would it be in 
m? 
T: good you could FOL-1NI could 	 you 	 say RES application 
say 	 Im 	 and 1.74? 
74cm .... what 	 else 
could you say? Can 
you 	 think 	 of 
anything else? ... R's 
got her hand up 
T: 	 everybody FOL-INI yes RES comprehension 
understand 	 that? 
When you've got 2 
different, 	 what 	 we 
call 	 mixed 
measurements, 	 you 
need to swap it for 
being the same ... so 
everybody ok with 
that? 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
MEN 
TEACHER' S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category of 
thinking 
skill 	 used 
in response 
T: is there anything else FOL-INI a bag holds 1kg RES analysis? 
that's 	 important? of 	 sugar 
You've 	 found 	 some underline 
important bits. E what ... (indistinct) 
do 	 think 	 could 	 be (audible 	 "no' 
important 	 there? 	 Do from 	 some 
want to tell J? pupils) 
T: OK some people are ff11 er I don't really RES analysis 
saying no. 	 S why are think 	 it's 	 that 
you saying no important 
FuzzY (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
(e.g. 	 unclear 
intentions) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Response 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
___  
Interactional 
Intent 
Category of 
thinking 
skill used in 
response 
T: so how do you think 
1_______ 
 ff4 find 	 out 	 how RES application 
that 	 you 	 will 	 tackle much 	 a 	 gram 
that one? What do you is ... a 	 kilogramme 
need to do first? How is 
are you going to make 
that one a lot easier J? 
T: 	 now 	 is 	 there ff41 mmm 	 cos 	 if RES application 
anything really, really there's 
important? 	 she's 400g.. .no. . .if 
calculated 	 it, 	 and there's a kg which 
knowing 	 its is a l000g and 400 
sensible ... we know its has been used... 
kind of sensible, how 
do we know what's a 
sensible answer R? 
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRI PTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent Intent thinking 
PUPIL'S skill used in 
UTI'ERANCE  response 
T: 	 . . he's 	 not FOL-INI about 600 RES application 
approximated it has he? 
Think about how you're 
going to approximate first 
OK ... what 	 will 	 it 	 be 
roughly?  
T: 1000. OK. So there are FOL-FNI about 600 RES application 
a 1000g in 	 1kg. And if 
400g have been used, how 
much 	 is going to have 
been left in the bag? Now 
approximate 	 the 	 answer. 
Who 	 thinks 	 that 	 they 
know roughly what they 
think it's going to be? E? 
T: approximate, so what FOLJNI 70 RES application 
do you think it's going to 
be roughly?  
NB it has been difficult to provide examples due to the indistinct nature of many 
utterances. 
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Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 6 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 
skill used in 
response 
1: 	 5 	 would, 	 well FOL-INI 3 RES knowledge 
done J. 	 How many 
S's 	 would 	 go 	 into 
15?  
1: 3. How many S's FOL-rNl 20 RES knowledge 
into 100?  
1: so then what do INl change them into kg RES application 
you need to do K? ___________ 
a 100g of butter. ff41 is it an eighth? RES application 
What would that be 
ofakg?a bOg  
1: 	 A 	 I SOg, 	 how FOL-ff41 is it one seventh? RES application 
would 	 you 	 write 
that? who can help K 
with 	 that 	 one, 	 a 
150g... 	 written as a 
kg? M? No? G 
T: Would you need FOL-I.NI oh, I was just saying RES application 
to change the next I don't think you can 
part 	 K? ... some 
people 	 are 	 saying 
you can't really have 
a 	 fraction 	 for 	 that 
one. 	 Now ... J 	 you 
think 	 you 	 can. 	 Go 
on, what would you 
say?  
1: 	 it is a remainder. FOL-INI . . just do 10x450 RES application 
Good girl for asking. 
Well 	 done 	 G. 
anybody else? 	 K... 
what 	 would 	 you  
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have done? 
T: do you understand ff11 right, 	 to 	 get 	 to RES application 
the 5x99 part J? So school each day ... in 
he 	 does 	 need 	 to a 	 week 	 she 	 will 
explain 	 it 	 from 	 the go .... 900m 	 each 
beginning does he? day... 
OK come on then C. 
Listen carefully 
T: which part? Try INI all the noughts RES application 
and be specific  
T: 	 what 	 might ff41 when 	 they 	 think RES application 
somebody 	 do 	 by (indistinct) 	 they 
mistake if they got might not know it's 
that? That's what I thousands, 	 so 
think about it when I (indistinct) 
see 	 it. 	 What 	 might 
somebody do, E? 
T: 	 go 	 on 	 0 INI er, I wouldn't put it RES application 
(indistinct) like that but I'd put 
it 	 like 	 1 	 did, but 	 if 
people 	 were 	 only 
just coming on and 
they 	 didn't 	 know 
what 	 a 	 kg 	 was, 	 I 
might put a 	 1000g 
and in brackets, a kg 
T: yes, did you think FOL-INI er no Ijust... RES application 
about doing that C? 
I: so what are you INI right if they're using RES application 
going to do then 0? 500g 	 . . . I'd 	 do 
1000g...  
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRI PTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 	 skill 
used 	 in 
response 
T: ah, C recognised FOL-INI well, 	 because 	 he's RES analysis? 
42 
that he might have timesed 	 by 	 5 	 he 
made 	 a 	 mistake. shouldn't 	 have 
Can 	 anyone 	 else timesed 	 by 	 5 
see 	 it? 	 E 	 you're because that would 
quite right. Go on mean 	 she 	 would 
E only go to 	 school, 
but she has to go 
from 	 school, 	 so 
that's 	 going 	 to 	 be 
xl0, 	 so 	 it 	 has 	 to 
be... 
T: 	 anybody 	 else FOL-INI why did you do it as RES-INI analysis? 
see 	 anything... 450 because..? (pupil 
that's 	 a 	 good 	 , understands 
well 	 done 	 for teacher's 
having 	 a 	 go 	 E, question 	 and 
house 	 point 	 for expects 	 an 
that ... J? explanation 
in response?) 
T: why did you do IN! to make it easier RES analysis 
it that way G? 
T: OK so was there ff41 yes 	 it's 	 because, 	 I RES evaluation 
a reason that you did 	 it 	 that 	 way 
did it that way G? because people who 
good at maths ... but 
the people who are 
bad. 
T: 	 some 	 people [NI why did you put 2 RES-INI analysis 
might 	 have 	 a noughts because it's (pupil 
question about this half ... and you could understands 
part ... anyone 	 got just put 4.5 . the 	 teacher's 
any Qs then, M? question 	 and 
has evaluated 
the 	 method; 
they 	 possibly 
expect 	 an 
explanation in 
response?) 
T: Ok anybody else FOL-[NT what if you had 4km RES-INI analysis 
got 	 a 	 question and you only had 5 
about that? That's m, 	 if 	 you 	 did 
a 	 good that ... (indislinc!) 
explanation... go  
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on J 
T: 	 that's 	 a 	 tricky FOL-INI I don't understand RES analysis 
question . . .that's a (Just 	 the 
good 	 way 	 of nomination is 
thinking 	 about 	 it now sufficient 
though... J? to 	 prompt 
pupils 	 to 
analyse 	 and 
_________ ____________________  
respond) 
1: 	 good 	 that's FOL-INI I 	 don't 	 get 	 what RES 	 (as analysis 
important 	 isn't 	 it? excess means RES-INI?) 
Well 	 done. 	 Has 
that helped you a 
little 	 bit 	 J? 
(spontaneous 
ripple of applause) 
that's very kind of 
you. G? 
T: 	 ok yes 	 airight. FOL-INI you know you put a RES-INI analysis 
hI? 1000, 	 why 	 did 
you... 
T: 	 could 	 do. 	 But FOL-INI why did you do it as RES-INI analysis 
does it actually ask an add, 	 you 	 could 
you 	 for that? ... but have 
on this occasion, it 
didn't actually ask 
you for that part so 
it's not necessarily 
wrong. L 
T: 	 Is 	 there 	 a 	 Q IN! I wonder why you RES-INI analysis 
there 	 for 	 C? 	 Is put 500x5? (pupil 
there 	 something understands 
that you think.., the 	 teacher's 
(immediate Qfrom question 	 and 
pupil) expects 
application 	 in 
FuzzY (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S 	 Interactional I Response 	 Interactional I Category 	 of 
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UTTERANCE Intent PUPIL'S Intent thinking 	 skill 
UTTERANCE  used in response 
(no 	 clear 
examples in text) 
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRI PTS) 
TEACI-IER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent Intent thinking skill 
PUPIL'S used 	 in 
UTTERANCE  response 
T: 	 (indistinct) 	 151100. ThU 5 	 . RES application 
How else could I make 
that smaller? 	 Are 	 there 
any multiples that can go 
into 15 and a 100? Any 
numbers that will go into 
both? [2 multiples called 
out]  
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Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 7 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS CIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE hIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UYI'ERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking skill 
used 	 in 
response 
T: this time I've got a ff41 OK I'm going to RES application 
£10 	 note ... put 	 your start with my £10. 
hand 	 down. 	 Who's I'm going to take 
not 	 had 	 a 	 go 	 at away £3.34 
showing? Listen very 
carefully 	 to 	 L 
explanation 	 and 	 see 
if you can think of 
any 	 good 	 questions 
to 	 ask 	 her ... 0K 	 L 
what would you do? 
T: OK C what are 1141 convert 	 it 	 into RES application 
you going to do? pence 
so now we've got 1141 3 RES knowledge 
10 take 7 is  
T: ... J 
	
is 	 saying 	 it's ff11 if you do 54 add RES application 
the wrong answer, go 56that 	 would 
on then J equal 	 110 	 that's 
like saying 73 add 
37 is going to be a 
110 so you take off 
the 	 10 	 on 	 the 
673.. .663  
T: OK so she's got FOL-INI you take away the RES application 
the 	 £543, 	 she's 60 	 and 	 then 
stuck on the next bit. . . .equals... 
What 	 did 	 you 	 do 
then? 
T: add what? You're FOL-INI £2.68 RES application 
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right ... add 	 which 
number to it?...that's 
a good question C. 
Which 	 would 	 you 
add to it 
T: OK so what's she IN! £2.30 RES application 
got then? 
1: 	 now 	 you're [NI you 	 start 	 at 	 the RES knowledge 
starting 	 there 	 with units? 
the thousands and the 
hundreds aren't you, 
where do you usually 
start for a take away? 
C 
1: I'm not sure why FOL-INI and 	 then, 	 what RES application 
you'd end up with a we've got to do is, 
minus 	 number you can safely say 
though 	 J. 	 Why that 	 it's 	 a 	 take- 
would 	 you... I'm away, 	 that which 
asking B. Come on would be £7 
B. 	 . . .you 	 were 
actually, 	 you 	 got to 
the right answer but 
some 	 people 	 were 
confused. 	 OK 	 B. 
listen 
T: 	 OK 	 so 	 you're IN! and then take off RES application 
taking 	 off 	 the 	 £3, this 	 one 	 which 
yes? would 	 be 	 3. 	 So, 
but, yes, and then, 
we 	 er, 	 so 	 we've 
taken away, but the 
£10 is not a £10 
anymore 	 (pupils 
laugh)... 
T: 	 3, 	 then 	 I would FOL-INI 6 RES knowledge 
have 9 take away 3 is 
T: and then I've got 9 [NI 6 RES knowledge 
take away 3 is  
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T: 	 and 	 if 	 I 	 added 
them together would 
IN! 
it make £10?  
yes RES knowledge 
T: can I just ask 0 er FOL-INI show something application 
C is that ok? Have 
you got a question or . . .a 	 1000 	 pence 
did you want to show take 	 away 
us something 0? (becomes confused 
by method)  
T: what would you l.NI can 	 I 	 show? ... I RES-INI application 
have done J? would 	 just 	 take (focus 	 is 
go on then. I know that into 10... RES application of 
what you mean about FOL-INI skill 	 of 
that 	 being 	 a 	 bit subtraction, 
confusing, 	 it 	 was rather 	 than 
good way to go about alternative 
it though M strategy) 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIP1'S) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category 	 of 
thinking skill 
used in 
response 
T: 	 I wanted to know NI because 	 a RES analysis 
• ...as well R. Go on then pound's 	 a 	 100, (because 
A. Can you explain that so you just take pupil 	 is 
one? We know how you off 68 	 . . .which explaining 
got your £3 but then you gives you 32 how a peer 
did something......we're seemingly 
a bit confused as to how applied 	 their 
you 	 got 	 your 	 answer calculation 
from 	 that 	 bit skills) 
(pause) .... can 	 anybody 
explain? 	 J 	 you 	 were 
helping 	 A 	 at 	 the 
beginning. How did she 
get this bit?  
T: 	 but 	 she's 	 got 	 take FOL-INl well she has the RES analysis (see 
away 	 60 	 , 	 then 	 take £3, 	 then 	 she above) 
away 8.. .J? takes away the 
60 so it makes  
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that easier __________  
T: ... does anybody have NI it's 	 the 	 wrong REStFUL evaluation 
any questions? answer! 
1: 	 shhh, 	 don't 	 distract FOL-INI why did you do RES-INI evaluation 
him. I know .... the only subtraction 
thing I would say there when you could 
B is I can see what you have 	 done 
are 	 trying 	 to 	 do ... let's adding, cos ... 68 
just 	 go 	 back 	 to 	 the add 2 which is 
question for A and what 70... 
she's 	 actually 	 written 
down. I know I'd like to 
ask her a question but I 
bet someone's going to 
ak before me. Go on I 
1: 	 shh, don't forget to IN! how would you RES-INI analysis 
put up your hand and check 	 your 
ask a question if you're answer? 
not sure ... er, C 
1: would you mind that [NI pretend you had RES application, 
L? ... (M 
	
asks 	 teacher £1 	 and 	 . . .it evaluation 
something as he erases doesn't work as 
L 's working out) it's up easy sometimes 
to you how you're going because 	 when 
to 	 explain 	 it, 	 the 	 best you take away (SELF- 
way for everybody to the 7 it's normal EVAL?) 
understand and 	 equals 	 3, 
yeah, 	 oh 	 I'm 
going 	 to 	 start 
• again... 
• (struggling with 
exchanging) 
T: go on C you tackle ff41 how've you got RES-INI analysis 
him 10 	 minus 	 3 
equals 6? 
T: 	 • anyone 	 got 	 any IN! I don't get how, RES-INI analysis 	 (& 
questions 	 for 	 A 	 that why 	 you've evaluation?) 
they'd like to ask? Go done the last bit 
on A, you choose where 	 take 	 60 
take 	 8 	 so 	 you  
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could just have 
done mmm 60 
take 	 8, 	 68 
instead 	 of 
separate 
ways... 
T: 	 that's 	 it! 	 Good 	 girl, FOL-[NI know where you RES-INI analysis 
well 	 done. 	 £2 .... makes took 	 away 	 the 
£5 ... 0K we'll just have 60 and the 8 
a couple more. R but how did you 
get 32?  
T: (teacher asks ito ask IN! that's 	 a 	 weird RES evaluation 
him a question) method.. there 
is 	 a 	 lot 	 easier 
way, you've just 
taken it the hard 
way 
FuzzY (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Response 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category 
of thinking 
skill 	 used 
in response 
T: can you see what you've FOL-[NI er, can I show IN! analysis 
done 	 L? ... this 	 column my method ... ? 
here ... 7 add 3 but you've 
got one on the doorstep 
haven't 	 you, 	 so 	 you've 
ended up with something 
too much.. but how would 
you explain that to her T? 
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent Intent thinking 	 skill 
PUPIL'S used 	 in 
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U117ERANCE  response 
T: good question, go on FOL-INI add RES application 
A 	 how 	 would 	 you 
check 	 your 	 answer? 
How do you know if 
you're right?...  
11.11 
Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPTS 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 	 of 
UTtERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking 	 skill 
used 	 in 
response 
T: how did you IN! what you do is you RES 	 . application 
get 	 it 	 with 	 all start off with the 30 
your 	 calculations and you add 40 on 
that 	 you 	 have to the 30 which adds 
there? 70 	 and 	 then 	 60 
minutes you know is 
1 	 hour 	 so 	 . . so 
you've 	 got 	 70 	 so 
you 	 add 	 I 	 more 
hour 	 onto 	 that 
and... (indistinct)  
T: OK so what've IN! er, 	 well 	 I've 	 got RES application 
we 	 got 	 then ... ? 10.20... 
We've 	 got 
(pause) 	 you 
explain to us what 
you've 	 worked 
out then 
T: 	 can 	 you 	 see IN! er, (pause) what do RES-INI comprehension 
what you've done you mean? - 
Ch? 	 (pause)You 
had 	 10.20 	 and 
then 	 you've 
added on 25 more 
minutes 	 but 
because 	 you've 
wrote 	 1.45 	 that 
means what time, - 
what's 1.45 JB? 
T: how else can IINI quarter to 2 RES knowledge 
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we say 1.45?  
T: 	 past 	 midday, FOL-rNI after midnight, RES knowledge 
OK, 	 so 	 its 	 not 
necessarily 	 night 
time it could just 
be 	 afternoon 
couldn't it? 'What 
does am mean? 
(pause) am, think 
about it, am, are 
we in am or are 
we in pm now? J.  
1: did you have a INI yes (response from RES application 	 (or 
different way L? pupil other than L) could 	 teacher 
be expecting an 
evaluative 
response?) 
T: 	 there's 1141 	 (Re- you don't need to RES application 
something initiate) borrow because that 
else... What 	 else doesn't work 
is 	 strange 	 about 
it? 
T: well done E, FOL-rNI ... 1pm take away 60 RES application 
that was a good minutes, 	 that's 	 an 
explanation. R. hour mmm which 
would be 12 o clock 
and then you add 10 
back 	 on 	 which 
would be 12.10 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Category 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent of thinking 
skill 	 used 
in response 
T: er some one else, er [NI well 	 instead 	 of RES(as evaluation 
making 	 that FOL) 
complicated 	 you 
could 	 have 	 just 
done, if you think 
of 40 minutes and  
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then knock off the 
10 add it on to 3.30 
then you get 4 o 
clock and then you 
add on the next 10 
T: I've got the clocks, RES-INI the way D did it, to RES(FOL) evaluation 
yes, don't worry... E make 	 it 	 slightly 	 a 
bit easier he could 
have just done 3.30, 
put 3.30 down and 
..3.30 	 plus 	 30 
which would make 
4 	 o' 	 clock 	 and 
you've still got your 
extra 10, to make it 
10 past 4 
T: that's what ci said FOL-[NI mmm I know he got RES(as 
wasn't it? Well done. 70 and I know he FOL) 
K. did that but . . .you 
know that 60 is an 
(sounds distracted): go hour... 
on 	 tell, 	 say 	 exactly p 
what you mean, I think (continues) 	 . . . .but evaluation 
I know what you mean you could have just 
but go on took away the 	 10 
cos you know 30 
add 30 is 60 which 
islhour  
T: what's important? L [NI is it pm or am RES analysis 
T: 	 anyone 	 got 	 a INI well you've got the RES(as evaluation 
question 	 back 	 about working 	 out 	 right FOL) 
that one? K? but 	 1.45 	 its 	 not 
really 1.45 because 
20add 25 is 10 
T: quarter to 2. So if FOL-[Ni you've got the right RES-INI evaluation 
we were on 20 past 10 answer, but if you 
Ch and we added on didn't 	 know 	 that 
25 	 minutes 	 we answer 	 and 	 you 
wouldn't have got to were working it out 
quarter 	 to 	 2, 	 so 	 can how else would you 
you 	 see? 	 [realises] do it ...? 
You've 	 missed 	 off 
your nought, good girl.  
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You've 	 got 	 your 
answer right but that's 
why 	 people 	 were 
confused. 	 Anymore 
questions 	 for 	 Ch? 
(Pause) L? 
T: any questions about IN! why did you need to RES-ITNI analysis 
that? 	 M 	 was 	 itching that, 	 well, 	 you 
then. M? know on that, how 
you put it, 3 	 take 
away 	 2 	 doesn't 
equal 2  
T: good, so why did FOL-!NI to 	 make 	 it 	 more RES evaluation 
you borrow one L? difficult 
T: any questions forE? IN! how did you do it RES-INI analysis 
so quick!y? 
T: 	 ! can hear people IN! [(calls out) Mrs B ! RES 	 (as analysis 
whispering the answer, didn't do it that way FOL) 
but you've got to get though 	 (pauses 
your 	 question 	 ready, while 	 teacher 
you 	 might 	 want 	 to chooses 	 someone 
ask... else) ! did an easy 
is 	 he absolutely 	 and way ] 	 I have the 
absolutely 	 correct? answer but I don't 
You might need to ask understand how he 
him something got it 
RES 
T: 	 anyone 	 got 	 any IN! (calls 	 out 	 quietly) FOL analysis 
questions? yes 	 she's 	 right 	 at 
the answer though 
T: yeah that's a good FOL-INI er, but 20 add 25 , RES 	 (as evaluation 
point though K you've, you've got that bit FOL) 
because, 	 you've 	 got right, 	 but 	 in 	 the 
the 	 answer 	 right 	 C, hour 	 it's 	 10 	 not 
you've 	 got 	 your 	 25 (indistinct) 
minutes but go on K 
carry 	 on 	 with 	 what 
you're saying  
T: can you not think of [N! 	 (Re- right, say if it was RES analysis 
a 	 time 	 when 	 that I initiate) 10.20 and you were  
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would be tricky to do minusing 	 9.45 
that though? 	 Quite a the... 	 minutes 	 that 
hard question this one, you're 	 minusing 
C? away in the minutes 
column is like 
T: she'd worked it out FOL-INI I'm not sure how RES analysis 
before. It was honest! J  she got it 
FuzzY (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOV HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent PUPIL'S Intent thinking 	 skill 
UTTERANCE used in response 
(no clear examples 
found in text)  
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-WORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category of 
UTTERANCE Intent Intent thinking 
PUPIL'S skill used in 
UTTERANCE  response 
T: what does pm mean? FOL-INI past midday? RES knowledge 
(someone calls out) no it 
doesn't mean per minute. 
T? (pause) pm, what does 
the p and the m stand for? 
Hang on, there are some - 
people shouting out and 
its not good today... K?  
Note pupil RES acting as FOL following an IN! 
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Exchanges leading to higher or lower level thinking 	 TRANSCRIPT 9 
Response: 
"lower level": knowledge, application, comprehension 
"higher level": analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
WHEN DO PUPILS GIVE LOWER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE BLUE HIGHLIGhTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S 	 - Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent UTTERANCE Intent thinking skill used 
in response 
T: OK so what are INI er I'm working RES application 
you 	 working 	 out out the year she 
there K? was born 
T: 	 so 	 "what year [NI yes RES application 
was 	 his 	 mum 
born?" 	 Does 	 it 
answer that? - 
T: 	 anybody 	 else? IN! I 	 would 	 do RES application 
Go on L, carry on 2009 take away 
just 	 8 	 which 
would 	 be 
(indistinct)  
T: put up your hand FOL-INI what I did was RES application 
if you think that K (Re-initiate) . . .take 	 away 
is right 	 so 	 far, do Fred's age 
you think that he 
was born in 1982? 
Anybody 	 agree? 
[several 	 voices 	 at 
once] OK K, could 
L 	 just 	 take 	 over 
from you from now 
and then 	 she can 
show 	 you 	 what 
she 's got OK? ______________ 
T: 	 So 	 what 	 year FOL-INI 2009.. .take RES application 
was his mum born? away 
That's what we've 75... [quiet 
got 	 to 	 establish whisper 	 in 
now. How would background] 
you do that? what 	 I 	 would 
do first  
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T: OK. How old is ff41 In 2009? RES-INI application?(pupil 
she this year then 
J? 
checks meaning of 
 teacher's question) 
T: in 2006, how old RES-INI if she's 75, take RES application 
is she this year? away 	 3 
(interrupted by 
teacher)  
T: 	 (interrupts) 	 If 1141 	 (Re- background RES application 
you think she was initiate) pupil: 72, 72 
born in 1934, how 
old 	 is 	 she 	 this 
year? (pause) 
T: go on G how old ff41 72 RES application 
is she?  
WI-lEN DO PUPILS GIVE HIGHER LEVEL REPLIES? (SEE GREEN HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional PUPIL'S Interactional Categ6ry 
UTTERANCE Intent UflERANCE Intent of thinking 
skill 	 used 
in 
response 
T: when was he born? FOL-INI er 	 read 	 the RES analysis 
19.. .80...2. Anyone got a question again, it 
question about that one? was "what year 
K thinks, K thinks that he was mum born?" 
was 	 born 	 in 	 1982. 
Anybody got a question 
about that? M  
T: come on C INI why do you think RES-INI analysis 
2009? 	 I 	 think 
2006 
T: ah, so something, has FOL-INI you start off, like RES analysis 
gone 	 wrong 	 with 	 the L 	 did 	 but 	 not 
taking away part. Mmm with 	 the 	 2 
M would you tell 	 her (indistinct) 
what's 	 gone 	 wrong? altogether 
Would you show her? 
You ' ve got the right idea  
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L, you've done well there 
but 
Ssh. Just write it at the 
side M. ___________  
T: 	 the 	 year 	 she 	 was FOL-INI er, 	 well, 	 you're RES analysis 
born.., put your hand up doing 	 that.. .year 
if you've got a question but ...will be 48 
for her. (pause) L in 2009 
Fuzzy (E.G. UNCLEAR INTENTIONS) (SEE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTING IN TRANSCRIPTS) 
TEACHER'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Response 
PUPIL'S 
UTTERANCE 
Interactional 
Intent 
Category. of 
thinking 
skill used in 
response 
T: 	 anybody agree with [NI [background RES application 
him 	 there? 	 (pause) pupil: his age is 
Anybody 	 think 	 they've 75!] 	 [another 
got 	 something background evaluation 
completely different? pupil: that's OK, 
that's OK] 
T: OK. Just put your lid FOL-INI er, 	 2009 	 take RES application 
on your pen where you're away 27 
up 	 to. 	 I 	 was 	 very 
impressed 	 to 	 hear 	 you 
discussing 	 with 	 each 
another 	 and 	 correcting 
each 	 another 	 as 	 well 
because you looked at it 
in a different way. Can I 
have 	 a 	 volunteer 	 who 
thinks they could come 
up 	 to 	 the 	 front of the 
board 	 and 	 explain 	 to 
everybody else and then 
the rest of the class are 
going 	 to 	 question 	 you, 
you've got very good at 
that? Well I think at this 
moment I'm going to ask 
KR. 	 (pause) 	 Now, 	 be 
ready 	 to 	 ask 	 her 	 a  
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question 	 or 	 two. 
[background murmuring] 
(pause) We'll come to 
that in a minute C. OK K 
so where are you going 
to start? Sshh please put 
your lid on your pen and 
be 	 looking 	 at 	 K, 	 be 
looking at your answer 
now, D lid on the pen. 
How're 	 you 	 going 	 to 
start K? 
MULTIPLE 	 (E.G. RE-VORDED BUT SAME INTENTION) (SEE PINK HIGHLIGHTING IN 
TRANSCRI PTS) 
TEACHER'S Interactional Response Interactional Category 	 of 
UTTERANCE Intent Intent thinking 	 skill 
PUPIL'S used in response 
UTTERANCE  
(no 	 clear 
examples in text)  
NB it has been difficult to provide examples due to the indistinct nature of many 
utterances 
Note P:P interaction 
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APPENDIX 8: INITIAL ANALYSIS OF TRANSCR1PTS USING LEVELS OF 
THINKING FRAMEWORK BASED ON BLOOM'S TAXONOMY 
Teacher: as a model 
o Questioning style- closed and little to no thinking time given- everybody happy 
with that? Did anyone draw the coins? 
o Skill of remembering: 4? 
o Mathematical procedure: used grid to organise data 
o Skill of comprehension: rephrases answers- So we've still got 60 haven't we? 
o Skill of comprehension: comparing info/methods/ideas- no overt comparison, but 
implicit reference to variety of methods given: there are lots of different ways that 
you could do it and they are all right 
o Skill of application: teacher used grid to organise data, but no clear reasons given 
o Skill of analysis: have you got all the combinations? This was seemingly the 
focus, but there didn't seem to be a flagged up as a rule 
o Skill of synthesis: did anyone draw the coins? there are lots of different ways that 
you could do it and they are all right 
o Skill of evaluation: so we can see how it has gone up but made a pattern 
o Opportunity for questions from pupils? Everyone understands that bit? Anyone 
struggling? (no pause between q) 
o Interaction: teacher-> pupils 
Pupil: as an active participant 
o Questioning style: closed: (one instance during lesson) how many ways can she 
pay for it? 
o Skill of remembering: read aloud working out from their whiteboards 
o Mathematical procedure: various listing methods used 
o Skill of application: various methods used- no reasons given and evident that not 
many had used a grid, again no reasons given or requested 
o Skill of analysis: none evident 
o Skill of synthesis: none evident 
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o Skill of evaluation: none evident 
o Interaction: pupils answered teachers questions 
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Tape 2 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style 
o closed questions 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
• So you added the pounds up first? 
• Repeats pupil working out whilst acting as a scribe 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
o Writes pupils working out on the easel 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower 
order skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
• Rephrases 
• There are lots of different ways you could have done it and its not always 
important 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
o? 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (1 think this because ... ) 
o none evident 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
a none evident 
Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
a There are lots of different ways you could have done it and its not always 
important 
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Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making their 
decisions 
o None evident 
Teacher dominated lesson 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Questioning style 
o None evident 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
o Recalled definitions for QUACK acronym 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
o Teacher acted as scribe 
Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
o None evident 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
o Yes 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (1 think this because...) 
o T: how did you know that? 
o P: because... (check) 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
o You can just put a nought on the end 
skill of synthesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
o He's got the answer right but it's just a weird method 
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Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
o None evident 
Interaction 
Teacher -3 pupil 
o Teacher dominated 
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Tape 3 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style 
- Mixture of open and closed 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- 	
- Teacher has handed over more control of lesson to pupils 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (tower 
order skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- I 8s nearly 20 so 80 take away 20 is about 60 
- Come on M show her what else you could do for that one 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
- Comments on pupil methods 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because ... ) 
- None evident 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
- What's he done with his 18 to make it easier for him? 
(referring to partitioning) 
Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
- Teacher invites further pupils to show their methods 
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Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making their 
decisions 
- None evident 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Questioning style 
- Is it like how you are going to work out which method you 
are going to use? 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
- He's cut it down (means partitioning) 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Several examples of own working out 
Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- 7 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
- yes 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- ..well that told me that this was too much so I need to put it 
down 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
- Not explicitly 
Skill of synthesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
Evidence of interjection when a different interpretation of 
the question was offered 
Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
- I know 120 equals 84 and then I tried to estimate what 
round about how much more it would be to get 184, 50 I said 
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about 50 equals 35 and then I added them two together and 
that equals 119. well that told me that this was too much so I 
need to put it down. 
Interaction 
Pupil -* pupil 
Teacher -* pupil 
Pupils showed more interest and were keen to show their methods 
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Tape 4 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style- open outweighs closed 
- Open: how do you know if an answer is sensible? 
- Closed: who thinks they would like to come and show us 
this one? 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- 54 divided by 6 = 9 have you got that one right? 
- Pupils showed their own working out 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower 
order skill) or by comparing informationlmethods/ideas 
- Good girl, finding the ... that's really, really good 
- Could anyone suggest how he might have made that a little 
bit easier? 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
- Guided pupils through questioning e.g. how can you tell if 
the answer is sensible? 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because ... ) 
- None evident 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
- So not only has she worked out the answer, she has used the 
inverse to see if she was right 
Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
HM 
- Implicitly: anyone got anything different to that? 
Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making the decisions 
- None evident 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Questioning style 
- No questions evident, but examples of statements acting as 
questions: I don't know where he got 40— 1 from 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Pupils showed their own methods of working out 
Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing informationlmethods/ideas 
- I would have done... 
- No evidence of rephrasing 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- Well, I had to have an estimate ... half of 60 is 30 so... 
- Explanation of how a pupil partitioned a number 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
- None evident 
Skill of synthesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
- I would have done... 
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- Pupils called out if they disagreed with or confirmed their 
methods of working out 
Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
- Well, I had to have an estimate ... half of 60 is 30 so... 
Interaction 
- Mixture of interaction evident 
- Teacher dominates dialogue and directs the order of 
interaction 
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Tape 5 
first day back after half term - mixed measures requires a lot of factual knowledge to be 
embedded 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style- mainly closed 
- So everybody ok with that? 
- Everybody understand that? 
- who'd like to have a go? 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Reinforced the QUACK procedure but not an individual 
aspect of this method 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower 
order skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- 600 add the 400 ok 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- Non evident 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
- 	 implicitly 
- So what else is important that you've not quite underlined? 
- He's not approximated it has he? 
- Explicitly: ...mixed measurements, you need to swap it for 
being the same 
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Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
- None evident 
Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making their 
decisions 
- None evident 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Questioning style- one example of a q: hesitant: could you say 1.74? 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Pupils showed own working out 
Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
-9 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- Used estimation and conversion of units 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
- None evident 
Skill of synthesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
Pupil responses tended to be short or descriptive rather than 
explanatory 
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Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
-9 
Interaction 
- Teacher tended to dominate the session 
- pupils were given opportunity to use interactive board 
during whole class introduction and not the plenary 
- Teacher - pupil 
- Pupils restless 
- Many pupils were struggling with conversion of units and 
knowledge of measurement facts 
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Tape 6 
Focus was again measure (mass) 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style- open questions 
- closed questions 
- mixture of types e.g. who can help K with that one? Go on, 
what would you say? What sort of units are we going to talk 
about? 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
I can see what you're going to write M, you're going to put 
1kg ... take away 500g... 
- Pupils showed their own working out 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower 
order skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- You're going to double all the ingredients. Ok let me see 
you do that then 
- Now I read that q a different way, did anyone else read that 
slightly differently to what C did ... ? 
- Rephrases explanation of "excess" with an example 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- Teacher facilitated the discussion of methods 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
- None evident 
Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
- Implicitly by asking other pupils to contribute their q and 
ideas? 
Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making the decisions 
- Good boy actually because otherwise you are calculating it 
not approximating it are you? 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Noticeable change in number of pupils actively participating in lesson - when use of 
interactive board was introduced, pupils showed (and continued to show) enthusiasm and 
willingness to be chosen, however, interest is not a'ways sustained 
Questioning style- open questions 
- closed questions 
- thinking time 
- why did you do it 450 cos ... ? 
- I wonder why you put 500x5 
- How did you get actually get the answer 2500? 
- Is it an eighth? 
- How many millilitres in a litre? 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Pupils showed own methods of working out 
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- You know you put a 1000, why did you...? 
- Why did you put 2 noughts because it's a half ... and you 
could just put 4.5 
- When you ... what measurement did you use? 
Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- So it's the remainder? 
- You could have done it... 
- Why did you do it as an add, you could have ... ? 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- I got the first bit 2x10 but where did you get 750 from? 
- Yes it's because, I did it that way because people who good 
at maths ... but the people who are bad... 
- Yes but if I was doing it to a younger [demonstrating their 
method] 
- 	 So... 
- Right, to get to school each day... in a week she will 
go ... 900m each day [justifying reasoning behind 
calculation?] 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
- Say someone in Year 3 didn't know how much a 
kilogramme was and then you put 1500g... [they] wouldn't 
understand 
- Well there's ten hundreds in a thousand so it's a tenth 
Skill of syTnhesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
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- Well you could do that but it doesn't matter because... 
- What if you had 4km and you only had 5m, if you did 
that... [regarding mixed measures] 
- You could have done it... 
- Why did you do it as an add, you could have ... ? 
Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
- Yes it's because, I did it that way because people who good 
at maths ... but the people who are bad... 
- Yes but if I was doing it to a younger [demonstrating their 
method] 
Interaction 
Varied interaction taking place 
Noticeable that teacher's "voice" is much less dominant 
At times, pupils were directing questions/answers directly to their peers 
Volunteers showed enthusiasm for using interactive board to show their own methods 
Sustained dialogue 
Sustained interest and participation from all abilities 
Pupil -, pupil 
Pupil 4 teacher 
Teacher 4 pupil 
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Tape 7 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style- open questions 
- closed questions 
- mainly questions to prompt further questioning or posed to 
peer teachers e.g. ok C what are you going to do? How did 
you get that M? now there's a problem there C, why are you 
not starting with the units, that's my question? what would 
you have done J? 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- what I would have done . . .looked at that number as being a 
hundred... 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower 
order skill) or by comparing informationlmethods/ideas 
- Rjust asked you a question, where did you get 10 from? 
- Teacher reminded pupils to ask questions if they had a query 
or had an alternative method 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because ... ) 
- Pupils solved the problems 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
- When you do a take away, normally you start with the units 
end don't you which would be... 
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Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
- Indirectly by asking other children to offer their 
ideas/methods e.g. come on C... come and show us how you 
would have done that bit 
Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making the decisions 
- None evident 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Questioning style- open questions 
- closed questions 
- generally open e.g. why did you ... ? 
- Can I show my method? 
- How would you check your answer? 
- How've you got 10 minus 3 equals 6? 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Pupils showed own methods of working out 
Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing informationlmethods/ideas 
- I don't get how, why you've done the last bit where 60 take 
8, so you could just have done... 60 take 8, 68 instead of.. 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
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- A lot of effort from several pupils went into trying to solve a 
subtraction calculation using the exchanging method 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
- Convert it into pence ... because that's 337p or £3.37 
Skill of synthesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
- Why did you double ... you could have just gone 10 x 4 
which equals 40 ... ? 
- Can I show my method? 
- That's a weird method ... there is a lot easier way, you've 
just taken it the hard way 
Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
- So I'm taking this away first because that's 9 so that gives 1 
from 10... 
Interaction 
Pupil -3 pupil 
Pupil 4 teacher 
Teacher 4 pupil 
- Variety of interaction, mainly teacher acting as go-between 
and controlling turn-taking 
- Noticeable amount of pupil dialogue and questioning, with 
often longer (>10 words) responses from pupils than 
teacher's utterances - 
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- Majority of pupils actively participating (evidence of 
multiple expressions, mouthing figures, whispering 
responses) for sustained periods 
- Volume rises and falls e.g. more vociferous when pupils 
realise there is a problem with the method of working out, 
near silence while pupil writinglexplainingldescribing their 
method 
- Pupils keen to show their methods and to provide questions 
or alternative ideas 
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Tape 8 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style- open questions 
- closed questions 
- thinking time 
- is there anything ... about time that you find a little difficult? 
- What's important L? 
- A bit like partitioning wasn't it? 
- anyone got a question back about that one? 
- Did you have a different way L? 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Pupils showed own working out 
- A bit like partitioning wasn't it? 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower 
order skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- IsitpmorisitamD? 
- Indirectly makes comparisons by encouraging pupils to 
share their ideas e.g. have you got another way that you 
could have worked it out C? 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- None evident 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
- Past midday ok, so its not necesarily night time it could just 
be afternoon couldn't it? 
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Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
- Implicitly: Have you got another way that you could have 
worked it out C? 
- Did you have a different way L? 
Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making their 
decisions 
- None evident 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Questioning style- open questions 
- closed questions 
- e.g. why are you going the wrong way? 
- Why did you need to do that? 
- Why does it include ... ? 
- How else would you do it? 
- how did you do it so quickly? 
- How did you get that 11? 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- pupils showed own working out 
- the way D did it, to make it slightly a bit easier, he could 
have just done 3.30, put 3.30 down and . . .3.30 plus 30 
which would make 4 o'clock and you've still got your extra 
10 to make it 10 past 4 
- well you've got the working out right but . . At's not really 
1.45 because... 
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Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing informationlmethods/ideas 
- there's an easy way, you just need to do the 45 and take 
away the 20, it's easy 
- Mrs B I didn't do it that way though... I did an easy way 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- Knowledge and understanding of measurement of time, 
addition and subtraction necessary 
- Because I'm a bit unsure about digital time I found it hard... 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
- None evident 
Skill of synthesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
- Indirectly e.g. by continuing to volunteer comments and 
questions, as well as offering to show their methods 
- Well instead of making that complicated you could have just 
done.... 
Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
I know he got 70 and . . .you know that 60 is an hour ..but 
you could have just... 
Interaction 
- Examples of Pupil -* pupil e.g. why did you need to do that 
..3 take away 2 doesn't equal 2 [inteijection] no but I've 
added that bit too 
- E.g. how did you get that 11? 
1* 
- Well.. because I'd worked out 7 and... 
Pupil -* teacher 
Teacher -) pupil 
- Focus of problem solving was time and this can be 
problematic if children do not have a secure understanding 
- Sustained responses from pupils 
- Keen to ask question/offer comments 
- Excitement when it was time to choose next volunteer to use 
interactive board 
- One child asked a question related to science topic 
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Tape 9 
Teacher: as a model 
Questioning style- open questions 
- closed questions 
- what did you do after your 9 times 10? 
- What numbers did you add? 
- How did you work that one out? 
- Where are you going to start? 
- Anyone agree with him there? 
Skill of remembering: did teacher make a summary 
Did teacher show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Pupils showed own working out 
- Well I think she's starting from the beginning bit aren't you 
K, is that right? 
Skill of comprehension: did teacher demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower 
order skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- Indirectly by asking pupils to commentlask questions to the 
pupil at the interactive board 
Skill of application: did teacher solve problems using required skills 
Did teacher give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- None evident 
Skill of analysis: did teacher identify a general rule 
- None evident 
Skill of synthesis: did teacher identify that there may be other ways of solving the 
problem 
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- Indirectly by asking pupils to comnientiask questions to the 
pupil at the interactive board 
Skill of evaluation: did teacher look for evidence/give reasons when making the decisions 
- [interjects] Where did you get 75 from? 
Pupil: as an active participant 
Questioning style- not many questions or comments, possibly due to nature of the 
problem which was particularly difficult e.g. determining ages of parents and children 
when only certain facts are known 
- how does she know ... ? 
- In 2009? 
- Can I take over? 
Skill of remembering: did pupil make a summary 
Did pupil show a mathematical procedure (working out) 
- Pupils showed own working out 
- 	
. . what I would do first... 
Skill of comprehension: did pupil demonstrate understanding by rephrasing (lower order 
skill) or by comparing information/methods/ideas 
- You start off like L did.. 
Skill of application: did pupil solve problems using required skills 
Did pupil give reasons for their conclusion (I think this because...) 
- Used skills of subtraction and addition 
Skill of analysis: did pupil identify a general rule 
- None evident 
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Skill of synthesis: did pupil identify that there may be other ways of solving the problem 
- No, you take 2009 take ... can I take over? (J higher 
achiever) 
- Indirectly e.g. what I did was... 
- And e.g. You start off like L did... 
Skill of evaluation: did pupil look for evidence/give reasons when making their decisions 
- Check tape: well instead of doing that first I would do 75 
take away... so that would leave that with... 
Interaction 
Teacher 3 pupil 
- Although teacher asked for volunteers and reminded pupils 
to ask questions, many pupils seemed reluctant to query the 
working out 
- Many pupils seemed restless, yet there was interest and 
discussion taking place 
- Enthusiastic confirmation of answer 
- Longer warm up than usual: teacher repeated answers and 
• wrote them on the easel 
- Many pupils keen to describe their calculation during warm 
up 
- Teacher asks for "hands up" twice e.g. hands up if you've 
got a question for... L; put up your hand if you think that K 
is right so far; and asked for agreement 3 times e.g. anybody 
agree?; anybody agree with him there?; who agrees that his 
mum was born in 1934? 41 think that these stifle 
questioning or comments and act that closed questions 
am 
- Teacher was controlling turn taking and was asking the peer 
teacher questions; this therefore may have reduced there 
likelihood of pupils asking questions/raising ideas? 
Ela 
APPENDIX 9: CATEGORISATION OF RESPONSES TO MULTIPLE AND FUZZY 
QUESTIONING 
Number of pupil responses to multiple types of question 
lesson/ 
transcript 
number knowledge application comprehension analysis synthesis evaluation 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 2 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 3 0 0 0 0 
6 0 1 0 0 0 0 
7 0 1 0 0 0 0 
8 I 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Number of nupil responses to fuzzy types of question 
lesson/ 
transcript 
number knowledge application comprehension analysis synthesis evaluation 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
3 1 2 0 0 0 0 
4 1 I 0 0 0 0 
5 0 2 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 1 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 2 0 0 0 1 
APPENDIX 10: CHARTS SHOWING PERCENTAGES OF TEACHER AND PUPIL 
REPLIES, COMMENTS AND ELICITATIONS 
CHART SHOWING COMPARISON OF REPLIES, EVALUATIONS AND 
ELICITATIONS 
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APPENDIX II: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT I 
• Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
Archer annotations are bracketed 
Bloom examples are highlighted 
Whole-class introductory session: 
NB: mental maths warm-up and whole class introduction seem to have been combined 
T. (IN!) OK, now, today, is anybody's whiteboard pen not working before we start? Just 
try your whiteboard pens. Put your hand up if your whiteboard pen doesn't work. 
[background murmuring and movement as pupils organise themselves]. e're having 
terrible trouble with our whiteboard pens, I don't know what. Put up your hand if, C there 
a few more, there's M, there's... Righi today, were going to be looking at pjqbeap_ 
solving, -1,' who's not really listening, learning to solve problems that investigate number, 
we're going to know subtraction and addition facts to 20, which I'm sure we can all do 
and add and subtract multiples of 5 and I 
(background pupil: 	 beisysttiIj to be systematic. 'Sol here's the first one, - 
problem. (pause) OK, I hope, its not too clear actually sometimes, is that OK for you J 
over there, can you still see? So a plastic monster in a toy shop costs 60p. but Kate's only 
got 5 and lop coins in her purse, she's got lots of them, lots and lots of them, how many 
different ways can she pay for it? Have a go on your whiteboards to see how many ways 
she, could pay, costs 60p. 'cad you think of a way JB, can you think of any? Give you 
another minute to think of as many as you can. (background pupil: (INI) how many?] As 
many as you can think oti [background pupil: (RES) random]. (pause) [quiet background 
noise]. iJusa few more seconds. (pause) Finist the one you're on. (pause) And I'd just - 
like you to have a look at the persons board next to you. There's lots and lots of very 
interesting and different ways to record, 'c- could I borrow yours a minute, right how 
many people have done what C done? 'c done, she could - have 
lO+l0-1-lO+lO+lO+IO=óOp. how many people have done it that way? '91(1  well done. 
Anyone done it a different way? G how did you do it? 
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:(RES)ldid. 	
- 	 [ ment(Msoffls8J:j 
[Comment [MSOfficel9j: m, 
T: (IN!) OK lets look at yours. So G got, you could have six lOps, you could have 	 s,eon,ei,n,ei 
twelve 5ps, three lops and six 5ps, she's used multiplication OK. nneiusediaiiyio.th''I 
[&mment fl4SOfflce201: repj 
I Comment (MSOffIce2l]: a, 
çr:(REP) he's got six lops, thafs abit like 0 one that one, but five 10ps 'pause) twenty 	 jcorn 
five Ips? 
1:(RES)noandtwo5psL 	
[ment(Msocnce22]J 
• 	 Icominent [MSOffice23j: e, 
T:(FOL-lNDoh, two 5ps,i beg your pardon,lcan see what you've done now. Anybody 	 1e1.e1 
draw the coins? (pause) No? Nobody think of drawing the coins? 'irhere  are lots and lots 	 {ccmment r14sotnce241:j 
of different ways that you could do it, but they're all right, but what if I said to you "have 
you got all of the combinations?' How do you know if you've got every single, 	 ____ 
fiunent (MSOffIce25]: s, 1 
combination that you can think of? (pause) Have another took on your board, anybody 	 LeLn. 
think that they've got all the combinations that they could have? 0 do you think?  
- _____ -- 
	 ( ComnwnnicSOfflee26l.ftv I 
• , 	 . . 	 [comment (MSOffice27l: 
IF0L-lNI) you could do yes, so we could have six times 10 and then youldswap 
them round (indistinct) 
Would that make itwryr thorough so that we've got every single combination? Anyone 	
[omment [Msoffla2a]: ci, 
think of a way that we could do it? B 	 __ [ 
P 	
comment [MSOfficel9]: rep] 
:(RES)youcoulddoi0pthenndzstznct)  
tl: (FOL-INI) 	 rr° C' 
jhavewan urn l'Tl&fI1[O p standlain urn 1Tfj .JO. fliflfliM lzgockIIit!e airnw 
ritnrnnlrDnth-mtezcoult1r2 	 ________ 
Il: 
 (RES) fl 	 rconflMsomsFH 
1 Comment (MSOfflce32]: aec 
tP: (FOL-lNl) 6,0K. If I use six lOps, how many 5ps will! use? Ah if I have six lOps, 
 
P(RES) 
	
rment [P4SOffIce33l: rep 
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[F: (FOL-IN I) 
B 
1: (RES) (as INI)l7o,uita1CeoneIoffgiH7fl7JUhenIy.OUtW,Qul'drd'dtOfleJJbIth1 
[11: (FOL-iNI) yes, good. So now you've got fiVC lOps,fl1I0p 	 - 
[F: (FQL-INI) 50, but we need 60 flhomanyi5psiwoul&w,eineedKfl 	 - 
- 	 - 
[F: (FOL-INI) good girl, 
1:(RES)1fl1t0 	 - 	 - 
IF: (FOL-INI) rziro1oimisn 
Th(RES)I 
 
t: (INI)(as FOL) M3 (pause) 
.P.(RES) 
[1 (FOL-iNi) eight 5ps [background pupil (RES) 8?]  1Whoinks he's not nght9 What 
did you need to do M9 You know that you've got lOps [background pupil (RES 9or 
INI?) (b)]which is how much? How much is four lOps? 
P: (RES)40 
Coninient (MSOffice34l:c
7 
 
corn, ci, ii 
rm (MSOffice3S]: 
koitimeta (HSOffice41]: rep ] 
[oinient (MSOffice42l: e, 
ci, n 
[Comment (MSOffIcM3): repj 
[Comment (HSOffice44]: cJ 
[Comment (MSOffIce45]: rwj 
Comment (HSOflice4o]: 
=J 
-{ Comment (NSOmce471:J 
ComIient [MSOffIce48]: 
t,ei,n, ci.ei 
[comment (MSOffice49]: I, 
[âument [MSOfficeSQl: rep 1 
[F: (FOL-INi) j[0JdLweJneed[&Uflhoy1much1moreIdoikeIneed1_ - - - 
- 	 - 
[F: (FOL-INi) welne -ebragn—gthMer  
T:(RES) 	 - 
[F: f(FOL-1N I) fl 
	
!tllEisJseeAwjrfflET5al1 Oflho1wezdö1iit 
l: (RES) 	 Tth'ThflEOV 
[F: (FOL) three lOps 
1: (RES) three lops and (indistinct) Sps 
T: (INI) howimanya 
Comment (MSOfficeSl]: ace 
ci 
Comment (MSOITiceSZj: rep 
Comment [MSOffice53]: ace, 
a? 
Comment [MSOffice54]: rep 
Comment [MSOfflceSS]: ace, 
d.n. ci 
Comment [MS01T1ce56]: rep 
LC0II1II.et* [MSOIflceSlj: ace 
[ConunentLMsoffice58]: rep 
[Comment (t4SOfficeS9l: ci 
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-- 	 - 	 - 
if-: (FOL-INI) [Comment (MSOffice6l3: acj 
[cc.nmentfnsonice62]:J [backgroundpupil: (INI)canitellyoutheextojiç7]_ 	 - 
-_____ 	 - 
tIWtrd)IN I) IIflht0pg 
(MSOfficeGa]: ci 
ktient (MSOffice64Jj 
4RES) M 	
- 	
- 
T (FOL-INI) 30, flpj [nient[nSoffice65] ace] 
P(RES) 	 - [comment(Msomce661:rq] 
T4:(FOL-INl) 30,so 30 and 30 are 60p. Pkw$t are we going to do next 
Comment [ [M507 	 ace.] 
mmentrMsome68]:ac
metit 
:(RES)er 	
- 	
- 
 
(MSOffice69]: ch, F 
rIseicouIlrIhaveiail5ThlfJ;1 
rrnent [MSOfficelO]: rep) 
4REs) E 
ti (FOL-INI) PI® 	 S'oWe!e1ot(@flIQps!andIhowAmany1pstWQul'dkwelnee(tfl [comment (MSOffW1]: 
(RESI 	 -- 	 - 	 -- 	 - - 	 -- - 	 mmentLMSOffi72 Co 
jT: (FOL-INI) Of,pawefl - 	 [tmrnt cHsofficel3I: e. 	 ] 
comm 	 (MSOffW4]: i': (RES) erioneiiIl:o1anirn 	 - 
[ment (MSOfflce75I:!i iH : 
 (FOL-INI) 
Comment [MSOffi76]:repj 
i: (RES) flhiFTS 
(FOL-INI) 	 [background pupil: (RES) 
(pause) ii - 	 LMSOffi78I: r 
- 	
- 
• 	 - 
P: (RES) 	 ouIcoufflrdoffoI1th 
(comment(Msoffia7aJ:n 
- [Comment (MsofflceBDJ: rep 
(FOL) brilliant good boy, no tens 	
- 
- (comment[Msomcesl]:e 
IS: 
 (RES) and 12 (indistinct) [&.ent (MSOIV$ceB2]: rep 
• jP.(FOL-INI) and 12 (inthstrnct). Superb. So,we can see how it's gone up and how it's IComment(HSOfflceSaI: e, 
- 	 tcomcton.ch.ch  
made a pattern? (pause) Everybody happy with that? We started with the biggest possible 
number of lOps that we could use and we went right down to the smallest number of 
lops. OK (indistinct) been systematic to make sure we got every single one. Everybody  
understand that bit? Anybody struggling? '0K1 then, (pause) what if the monster had only 
Comment 
 
cost us SOp? (pause) How many different ways would there be of doing it then? If it only 
cost 50p? How many different ways would there be? (pause) Have a go on your board. 
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Iimetit (MSOffice8S]: ci 
How many different ways [backgroun pupil: (INI) the same 10ps and 5ps?]. The same 	 [rep, corn 
lOps and 5ps, but it only costs this time, SOp. 
Icomment (MSOfficeBGJ:rn. 1 [slight background working noise] 0K how would you do it if it only cost SOp? (pause 	 t 1  e?,n, el, corn, ci, 	 J 
Seen some people are using a really, really good way. E what could C do? She's got a 
good idea, it only costs SOp but how can we make sure that we've got every single 	 _______________ 
iient [MSOfficea7J 
combination? 1' can see some brilliant answers. (pause) See how many different 	 [sm-se. 
combinations you could have. (pause) I'll give you one more minute. You're working 	 ________ 
	
_______________________________________________ 	
&.nment (MSOffice8B 
really hard. (pause) 	 L n, ci 
- [commentrMsomces9l:rep j 
	
_______________________ 	 1 comment [MSOffice9Oj: ci 
T: (lNl) (but implicit feedback re. incorrect answer) 	 [cu,rn.n,ei 	 , 
Y. (RES) 	 - [& m1eflt (MSOfflce9l]: repj 
T.(FOLiNl) nrkTot1htii [background pupils: (RES) M Wha would the 	 el 
biggest amount be? (pause) B 	 [comment (MSOffice93l: rJ 
[ment [MS0ffice94]:J 
- - - - -- -------- 	 [ment(Msowtce9s]:rw] 
[NB at this point, observation showed that most children had not used a grid to record 
their combinations 
One child was asked: what could C have done? 
But clear opportunity to explain was not given] 
IL(FOLANI) brilliant, so we could have five lOps, then we could do four IOP S,three-
IOps, two lOps, ten 1ps, and no lOps and sort out the 5ps at the same time. So well done 
if you've got a table and you've worked it out systematically [background pupil: (RES) 
yes!] giveyourselfapat on the back Goon, well done. Now got somethinga little bit 
trickier here on the board and, it's a "toss the beanbag" game. [audible voices in 
background] So the idea of the game is that somebody would toss three beanbags. If any 
of these bean bags miss the square, like it does when Mrs B throws (indistinct) direction, 
-[
comment [MSOfflce96]:c, (con. C, corn 
[Comment (t4S0tfice97]: ack 
Comment (MSOffsce98J: d, 
(p. ,n. S. 
[Comment (MSOffice99]: I. 
you have another go, so that all 3 of them are somewhere on the board OK. To get this  
- I Comment 	 rn, 
	
score you've got to add all 3 numbers. So çrn goingto call upon EH who's going to put a 	
LMSOfflcelOOI: 
	
- 	 lm-s. n,d 
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nice big dot on there for us on the number 15. You choose one of our pens there. (pause)  
OK [background pupil: (IN!) have black] Any colour, on the 15 yes. (background pupil: 	 Cmnmat  
- 
1&ment (MSOfficel02]; p 
yes!] Pki 	 A you could doeanother one on the 15 ackgrounpupil: (INI) yes, 	 V 
1 mment [MsOffl1O3] 
make it more noticeable] y'e, make it a bit bigger perhaps. (pause) Oh its going all over 	 [ack 
the show now, it looks like it's been shot now doesn't it? Who can sort it out? 
[background pupils: (RES)me!]R, can you sort it out? It looks like it's been shot at the 
moment. [background pupil: (INI) use the rubber!]fl!<so we need two on the 1 5.  
[several pupils continue to call out instructions and prompts to the pupil who is standing 
at the whiteboard] (indistinct) very small. jWhat'sttheisc.or.eIoI th'I6thr.oyi,eii - 
?tjA Some people are very quick there. Well done D for listening. Go on D 
i: (RES) 
(FOL-l) 31 how do you know? What have you done?  
i: (RES) (indistinct) 	 - 
[fl(FOL-lNl) absolutely brilliant, you're working hard today. So35 is the score. But what 
you are going to do is this; you're going to go back to your place for me and were going 
to see, not yet, oh, were going to see what other scores you could possibly get, but we've 
got to be systematic. I want to make sure that you've got all possible scores that you 
could get by playing this game. so  how do you think you might go about it? (pause) 
L 
IS: (RES) (indistinct) 
(lOL-lNl)(Re-initiate)you could do. 	 - - 
Comment (MSOffice101:n, 
[n. d, 
[comment [MSOfficelQ5]: d 
1 Comment [MSOfficelO6]: d. 1 [coin, ci, 
[comment [MSOffice107]: bJ 
comment LMSOfficelO8l: n, 1 
[ ei(d), corn 
[Comment (MSOWKe1O9]j4j 
Comment (MSOfficellO]:rn, 
[a? 
[Comment [MSOfflceflsJ: ci. 1 
Comment [MSOffice1121: 
rep 
Comment (4SOfficell3]: 
ace, ci, ci 
Comment [MSOffke114] 
Comment [MSOfflcell5J: e, 
corn, con, rn-a, corn, 
Comment fP4SOfficell6J:m, 
ci, n 
- 
 {
nment (MSOfficell7): j 
rep 
- [mment (MSOfficellBJ: 
[arc, ci (ci), ci, 
flmo.unt® 
IS: 
 (RES) 	 ajtal3l 
il': (FOL-lNl)a tab!e, so can you use a table? Think about it yourself. Would you use 
6ble9 What else did you do when we did our table 9 
(background pupil: (RES) (indistinct)]  
tid on J. J doesn't think we can use a table for this one. Go on.  
L 
 (RES)lthink (:nthst:nct) it's like you've got to put the3dots, you've got to add them 
all upso I don't think you can use a table to do it 
-
Comment (MSOfflcell9]: 
[rep 
-4 Comment [MSOffice120]: 
[am ci, d, ci, ci, 
Comment (MSOflIcet2l]: 
Lrep 
rnt (MSOffIce122I: p. 
[n,corn, p. 
Comment [MSOfflce123]: 
[rep. corn 
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Ccinment (MSOffIcel24J: m, 1 [1: OK, anyone think that you can? Bit of a challenge (indistinct) having a go. I'll let you 	 [eI.ms,d 	 J 
have a few minutes and then we'll come back, so very quietly move back to your place 
with our chairs... 
[Children not focussed on listening to explanations- eye contact and full attention not 
given by majority of children during explanations. 
Teacher does not insist on full attention or participation. 
Children do not write on the easel whiteboard. 
No record of methods e.g. whiteboard wiped/ interactive board used to project questions, 
not for working out/ key points.] 
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APPENDIX 12: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT 2 
• Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
• Archer annotations are bracketed 
• Bloom examples are highlighted 
Whole-class introductory session: ____ 
-. [ment EMsofficesi: n. ejj 
- - 	 -- 
'ument (I4SOffIceZJ: rep 
4RES) liuidflfiUjl!5j1t1rtFnhIii!TT5i1 	
- 
[Comment (MSOffice3]: e 
IF: (FOL) 
oniment (MsOffice4]: MP 
4RES) 
: (FOL-INI) (indistinct) the £1 ... yes, say the next bit again (indistinct) you did 5 times 
I Com 	 (uI4SOffice5J. 
[s?w), 
m 
el
ent 
 
IF: times 1 equals £5 	 - - Rmm 	 [MSOffl0e6]: rey_J 
comment (MSOfflcel]: e 
fF: yes, we got that one  
[comment [MSOffIce8]: rep J j(RES) then times the5 times 	 of seven pounds ay ______ 
ti: (INI) then you added them together. Eifl.exerJSttheiansw.ertoltf1A0il 
9] 
backgroundJils: 	 yefl.iherd are lots and lots of different ways you could ha IO]yri G;& ell]: I, done it and it's not always important, but if you've got the right answer that's the main 
thing or if you know the important information, but some ways are obviously quicker 
than others ... QIQ so we're going to see if we can try and find some of the quicker ones, - - 
well done if you got £750 (2 second pause) If you didn't know what to do, what could 
the ronym QUACK stand for? ... who can remember what the Q is for? 
Y. R4theqn
- - 
-- 
i(l)jHIiWfT'dtlrtherquestifl 	 - 	 - 
II(FOL-lN!) 	 -- 
4RES)  
P (RES) flitjaiser1 	 - - 
I'L!2!W _atfan&werjfr2is?condipause1 	 - ---------- - - 	 -- - 
?}RES) ppr.oxii 
[Comment (MSOfficel2J: m, 
- [comment (MSOfficel3I: rep j 
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	: (FOL-INI) pppr.oxifliWtUKc3Iiiiih'isToneIsa?.ss5fli!t4lw5DIIre2ienhitrUdi'dF1 	 rtrMs022]j 
- rMsofn!J 
-- - 	
[ëient[Msoffice24]:e 
] 
-[&mment(MSOfncezslaepJ 
lNlIfht(sonwj 	
- 	 - 	
- 	 { mment(Msofflce26]:i. ] 
- 	 -[ 
Comment (MSOtfice27]: rep I) 
?( 	 eguiI'fl   [comment(MsofI1ce28):j 
D(RES) 
	
its sensible, so if I said'5 times £150 isnos" it's 	 [: 
[Msffla291j 
not really sensible is it? Because you know that 5 lots of £1 is £5. So if you're really  
l 
	
[comment LMSOffice3Ol: s 3 
stuck, that's what you need to think about doing. Let's try number 2. I'm not even going 
to read this one for you I'm going to let you read it 
• 	
i ?; (INI) Mrs B, how many pence s there? 	 - - 
Comment (MSOffice3lJ: ci 
- [ëmment [HSOffice32]: d 	 3 ii: (REP) ssh 
- 	 - 	
- [Comment (MSOfflce33]: i 
1: (INI) it doesn't say how many pence 	 - 	 - 
[HSOfflce34I: ack] 
- (RES) Oh! 	 - 
P:(lNl)justsay2!  
Comment (MSOffice35]: corn 1 
Put your hand up if you think there's something wrongwith -- -[comnntLMsa6j:rn, 
it ... er, we might have, JW, what's wrong with it?  
[comment fMSOffice37]: rep] 
P:(to!sift Q 
 
• 	 ..  
T:(FOL-INI) well done. So you - 've got to make sure that you've got the right i_nforma .o 
ment [MSOffi38]: c, 
to start off with. Sometimes it might give you some information that's right and some  
that's wrong But you have to make sure that you have the right information in the  
_[ComtillMsoffiC39i_fL] (indistinct) well done (indistinct) Buiif K bought, let's say, let's say she had 6 sweets,j 
had 6 sweets for herself and her friends and she's buying 6 packets altogether. Each 
i,acket costs 35p how much would she spend? [comment [MSOffioe4O]: repj 
[backgroundpupjj'(RES) 	 2.I0]. Canr  you work that out for me? She buys 6 packets. [CommeflflMSOn:cLj 
— 	
-- 	 - 	 - 	
• 
[background pup 
	
(RES)£2.10!] jpgyç,)_('indistinctread. the question, well I kno 
- 1 	 ,imentfMsW&e43J I, Lm, ci. ci 
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[Comment [MSOfflce44I: 
[Comment (MSOfflce4S]: ace, 
id 
Comment (MSOffice46]: r,] 
[iament tMSOffice52: rep ] 
[ Cou ment (MSOffice53J: acc, 
ci 
[Comment [M5OffIce54]: 
Siou've read the question because you've already noticed that something was missing 
from it. You did understand the question, because otherwise you wouldn't have known 
'that important information was missing. Now, approximate. What's it going to be 
roughly? How am I going to know that one? 
P'(RES) it's going to be roughly about one or two pounds 
tt: (FOL-INI) (interrupts before child finishes) one or two pounds. How would you know 
that? 
(RES) because it (indistinct) 
(FOL-IN I) £2.30 how (indistinct) that answer? 
1: (RES) (indistinct) I just thought maybe (indistinct) 
[F: (FOL-INI) flppr.oxiFdLfi?iT(2ycecondip?iwePJJ 
[F: (IN I) 	 - 	 - 
(FOL-lNl) £1.50. So why did you think £1.50 
•JS) because it was (44stct)_ 
[teacher acts as scribe and continues to repeat pupil's working-out whilst recording it on 
the whiteboard easel] 
[F:(FOL-lN!) it was (indistinctL What you need to do is you need to look at, weve gotô 
packets and theyre 35p, so you either need to think about 6 packets at 30p or 6 packets at 
40.. .0K, so 6 packets at 40p would be, how many? Let's have a look, er J, how much 
would it be, 6 packets at 40p? 
P (RES) 6 packets at 40p? 
TIN!) inmm what will 6 packs at 40p be9 how willidothat9 [background pupil 
(RES) £2. 10] . üns 40, whM will that be R? 
Pr:(RES) er,O 
[I: (FOL-INI) £2.40p, so 6 fours are 24, add the nought back on, £2.40, so it should be 
roughly £2.40. So if your answer is something like that, you know you're on track. 
llTiil1 	 ci olpe op lfllThi??flho. lit I Td31ii 
1 unetit (MSOffictSS]: ace, 
ci, n, ci 
[mment (MSOfflce56j: ci 
Conunent [MSOfflce57]: ci, 
ci NB lbcsc aI questions with 
different intended outcomes 
(Comment (MSOfficeS8]: rep 
Comment (MSOffice59]: ci, n) 
Comment (MSOfflce6O 3: r, 
Comment [MSOfflce6l]: c, 
con, ci, n, ci 
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[iEnent (MSOtfice621: rcpj 
l:(RESIiJt6Iti1b' 	 - 
[F: (FOL-INI) [iTh6!fiflbt'J QJy.ourditr6Tfin601i1howimanYa 
P}RES) M - 
[F: (FOL-INI) £1.80, E 
PRES)6times5 	
- 	 ------ 	 - 
[F:(INI)is? 	 - 	 - 	 - 
r: (RES) is 30 and then  
41Norifliiih'opjliat3:oiL - -- 	 - - 
_________ 	 -- --------------- 	 --- - 	 - 
[l'JFOL-INI) you've got £2 andlO pence...put your hand up if you also got £2 and 10 
pence (backgroun4 sound of agreement from pupils) Oh! OK. So if you've calculated it, 
you should have been able to know if your answer was sensible. If you've got £210, and 
you've approximated it and you said "well perhaps maybe it should be £2.40" if you end 
up with 210 pence, or £210 should have said, you know that your answer is wrong. 'pld 
this time, I want you to look at number 3.. .and 
I'm going to give you just 2 minutes to work out number 3 then you are going to explain 
to the person next to you ... S'ot 
I
need to be able to explain to the person sitting next to you 
very shortly D OK ... I'm going to give you one minute. [background pupil: (RES) done 
it!] Ss1 you don't need to say you've done it, you just need to look at me and then I 
know that you're ready. Don't show anyone your board. Everyone looking at me, I'd like 
you now to explain the person sat next to you, how you got your answer. Compare 
answers and explain what you did for it. [appropriate discussion volume]. 'I4 if you stop 
there ... ssh. H what did your partner tell you how they did it? What did he tell you? 
P: (RES) (indistinct) 76 (indistinct) 
[fl(FOL-INI) so the important information was that he's got 76p in his pocket. OK. We 
know 34p is important, but what does he do with it? 
P:(RES)(indistinct<5 words) 	 - 	 - 
[F: (FOL-INI)so the important information is the 76 and the 34 and also to know that it's 
a take away. OK. Show me your board, what have you got? [background P: (RES) 
(indistinct)J 'pK don't rub it off until Isay. 42p. how can ! check MH that you're right? 
(I second pause) Lots of people have said 'Up how do I check that it's right? 
[MSOflice73]: 
[Comment [MSOfflce74]: rn-s] 
[.ment (HSOfflcelS]: b 
[Comment[I4SOffice76]: d. d 
r 1mt1* (MSOfficel7]1, 
Icommeiit [MSOfficelB ] :m, 
d. n. ci ci 
[comment fMSOfflcel9J: r WD 
Comment (MSOffkeSOl: con, 
m, ci 
[comment (MSOffice8lJ: rpj 
Commeiit (PiSOfflceB2]: con, 
Lrn, d, ci 
[ânment [MSOtflcc83]: rw I 
Commmt (HSOfficeS4J: d. 
aec, ci. (n). ci 
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Jst 
IrWIN I) 
4RES)piouicanyadliflhl 
t: (FOL-INI) well done, add on the 34p if you get 76 you're right. (no pause) 4o that 
hopefully, is quite easy .. .Oh, OK. Just try, one of these. We're going to try the one that 
says number I .....(indistinct) to visit a museum, there are 4 boys and 6 girls, how much 
does it cost for all of them to get in?" OK, do it on your own for just I minute. (5 second 
pause) X don't need to see your boards at the moment. [backgroun4P: (RES) £6] Kee it - 
to yourself (c. 20 second pause) , S how me... I don't want to know the answer just at the - 
minute but L, which is the important information do you think? 
-[&nent (MSOffIceBS]: revj 
- 
- [inment (MSOffIceB6]: ci, n] 
- 
- 
[nment (MSOffIce87J: repj 
[comment (MSOffIce8S]: 
[comment [MSOffice89ij 
P(RES)Ithhikthe(indistinct)________  
T: (FOL) yes 
- - -------. 
	 -- 	 -------------- 	 - 	 ------ 
-[tomttie..t (MSOffIce9S]: e 	 ] 
c - [omment (MSOffice96]: ack I] 
[coniment(Msofrice97):nj 
P:(INl)T 
me -[ 	 ntLMSOffice98:repJ 
:RES)4bys,6g 
T: (FOL-INI) the 4 boys and theó girls._Now, what dowe need to do? How do we kno. [ ,, MSOffl99 	 a, 
what sort of operation it is going to be? Is it going to be an add, a take away, or is it a  
times, a divide? [background P:(RES)times]G.  
[&nment(MSOff1:
rep 
(RES) (indistinct <5 word& [cOmment(Msoffice1O1l 	 ] rep 
T: (IND how willlknow how much, how doiknow how to work that out?G - - -[ëomment [MSOffIce1O2]: eij 
P (RES) (indistinct c. 20 words) 
--- [comment (MSOffice1O3] 
f. (INl) howmucii do we neei for all ofthenitd jet in? So what's the first thing that you rep (MSOfficelO4]: ci, 
. 
*iildo(n)? ks_n 
VRES)ddthe6andthe4 [ce1O5]: 	 ] 
I(FOL-INI) 	 -- -_ icelO6]: e.] 
Pl(RES)r -- fconimenuMsofnceso7]: 	 1 ______ 
T: (INI) 	 - 
rep 
- 	 [Comment [MSOffice1O8J:j 
'iS: 
 (RES) flbecausejii'V1jiEIITiiätti --1CommeM(MS0t 1o9]: 1 
- tr: (INI) 	 (1 	 - Lap - 	 - [cc.nment(Msoff1Ce110J 
l: (RES) ftjFUIlfiheisamejpj 	 - -- 	 - - [Comment [MSOffIcelll]: 	 1 
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[F: (FOL-INI) 
I 
mana!lfltliflR4 
.
PWRES) 
[F: (FOL-INI) 10 and then what do! do? I know that 65 is important and 10, er JI what 
do! do with my65 and my 10? 
IS: (RES) er 
[F: (EN!) (Re-initiate?)w&ve got (indistincQ fl1Eo7vM?ittW egotjJQflhtiT8ZI1Fd3Iitl1 - 
1hejnum'Thl 
[background P:(RES)H!flhII5WAi1 	 -- 
i: (RES) utjanoug1 
[background P: (FOL) no!... no!] [another background P: (FOL) yeah!... Yeah!] 
f: (FOL-!N!) 
[comment (MSOfflcell2]: c, 1 
a, ci, n 
[MSOfflceflJ 
rcotnt (t4SOfflcell4]: 
ace, ci, n, ci 
{&ment (Msof&ellsJ: i 
[mment (MSOfflcellG):!j 
-- [comment (MSOfflcellll: b 
[comment [MSOfflceflB]: n 
- 
 [
&ment (MSOffIcell9]: 
] rep 
- [Comment (MSOfflcel2O]: c?] 
[nment [MSOfflcel2l]: 
ace, Cu, 
[background P: (RES) nooJi1 
f: (INI) ØJfl!Hjmeiwh!flhapn 
1S: 
 (RES) 
[background P:(tES) I've got it!] - 	
- 	 - - 
[11: (!Nl) tell me again, you can put the nought on the end 
- 	
- 	 -- - - 
(REP?) I've got £60, I put my nought on the end 
•P.(RES)yes,t - 	 - 
(lioN!) 	 - 
- 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 
[Jj: (FOL-IN!) in front of the 6. How do you know its there? (pause) How do you know it 
is? 
- 	 -- 	 - -- 	 S---- 
fnment (MSOffIcel22]: b ] 
comment [MSOff1ceI23]: n, 
Is? (d) 
Comment fMSOtflce124J: 
rep 
(Comment (MSOfflce125l:pJ 
rcomment (MSOfflcel26J: a, 1 
flcomment (MSOfflcel27]: 
Comment (MSOfflce1281: a? 
comment (M50ff1ce1291: 
comment (I4SOfflcel30]: a, 
ci 
Rneot (MSOfficel3lj: 
11w 
Icoinment (MSOffice1323: 
ace, ci, ci 
kninetit (MSOfficel33J: 
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[[
comment (MSOffkel34J: d. 
el 
Comment (P4SOffice135] 
MP 
(comment [MSOffice136j 
ft mment (HSOfficc137J 
I coniment[MSOfflce138]:  ) 
La. coin, ci?, con, 
I [M5Offi13. S,Sd  
[F: (INI) (Re-initiate?)how do you know it is? how do you know it's £6.50? 
P: (RES) I just know (indistinct) 
UNDJ 	
- 
r:: (RES) well (indistinct c. 20 words) 
T: (FOL) (REP) That's it. tt'satimes isn't it? (indistin ,,1 It's a times, yes? So you know 
that 65 times by 10 is going to be about £6.50. (no pause) 
.
Nov), the other thing that's 
important is, if it asks you how much its going to cost, you need to be talking about 
money don't you? If it asks you how many blue sweets there are, you need to say there 
are so many blue sweets. Make sure that you have answered, answered the question that 
you have been given. Now, on your table... 
NB pupils not given chance to point out what they think is important 
Teacher goes straight onto giving instructions for independent task 
15 minutes "for as many as you can do", "1 would like to see your working out", 
Teacher says that she will expect children "to explain to me how you worked it out, not 
just the answer" 
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APPENDIX 13: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT 3 
. Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
. Archer annotations are bracketed 
Bloom examples are highlighted 
Whole-class introductory session: 
t1: (INI) Now what we're going to do today ... OK, now, I'm going to get you very shortly 
to see if you can come out to the board and show us the working out, but you have to 
think about, I don't want your answer J, its not the answer that's always, always 
important (in response to child showing answer on1y){jgood thing to know the right 
answer but, sometimes when you do tests or we're looking at something from (indistinci) 
sometimes they show your working out and some people might have got the right idea, 
they've got all the working out but might have got the answer part at the bottom wrong. 
But you might get points for the working out. OK so what I want you to do is to think 
about this acronym QUACK. Soil what does Q stand for in QUACK? 
[comment (MSOffIcell: m, S. 
iunentp2]: i,corn,m,d.m.J 
[s. n. ci 
:(RES)Ondistinct) 	
-- 	 mm 	 ()mp 
[IIL(!0L-lNl) read the question, good boy. Anything else i? what about the U" 	 omi)4L 	
cl(n).eJ 
: (RES) mmm, 	 - 	 - 	
(.15]: ada 
i 	 - 	
- 	 4commentp6j 
:(iNl 	
:n 
(RES)tE!l 	 - 	 -- -- 
	 [&nment pl]:rcp 	 j 
(FOL-INI) 	 WgtiR1UheiguestionioriliI 	 - - 
	 [comment 
 
: (RES) ElThi 
	
- 	 nmeM (19]: rep 
[j(FOLiNl)  
________ 	
cwnment 	 i 
(FOL-lNl)  - 	
(112]: e, in, ci,cl.n 
[itm.ent(]13]:rep 
: (FOL-lNl) calculate. And finally, K for what R 	 - 	
- 	
- 	 [imenti ccl.n 
Atment[J15:ack7 
EQJjjcnoic1%our1answeri 	 -_____ 	 ____-- - 
	
netit [116]: ci. 
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:(RES)iIfl 
	
-[co.nment[n7]: rep 
jcommentfnB]:c,m.com 1 
: (FOL-INI) sensible, good. OK. Know your answer is sensible so you're going back - 
	
m-s,&d.d.m-s, rn-a, m-s -- s.  
rn, 
the approximate one aren't you? So what we're going to do is we're going to have a look 
at this one and I want you to go through each of those points. I don't just want the 
answer. I want you, if I choose you, go through each of the points and first of all you're 
going to be thinking about the question. Then you're going to underline the important 
bits, you're going to approximate the answer, then you're going to calculate it and show 
us how you calculated it. And then, knowing your answer is sensible. So, we're going to 
I Comment(MSOfficel9]: in, 	 I 
s?,ei,n,m,ei 
start off with some fairly easy ones I think. Who would like to have a go coming to the 
front to show us? Erm, 00K. Right, first of all 0 what do you have to do? 
rnment(J2o:ack? if. (DCC ) \ L1k 	 erm  
-[comment(ni]:ei.(n) 
)whatdoyouhavetodo0? 	 -- 
- 
[comment (I22]: rep - 
: (RES) (indistinct) 	 - 	 - 	 - 
ft)(FOL-INI)(Re-initiate)nownoincl 
(323]: c, ci. ci 	 ] 
jQME St1jiheguesti 	 - 	 -- 	 - - - 
__1conunent [324]: rep 
: (FOL-INI) read the question. OK so out loud can you read us the question' _Jment (325]: e m, ci?(d) 
[co.nt (326]: rep 
Pj(RES)readsquest:onaloud 	 - 
(INi) IK 	 Tth'!h'!ij%oolh'1tb.Td3L®J1 
	
- 	 -- 	 -- 
-[jimment (327]: in, ei.(n) 	 ] 
. me [Comnt (328]: rep 
—_ ?RES)ermwunded1i Ji -- 
-omment (329]: e, m, ci 	 j (d) 
: (FOL-INI) underline the important bit, so can you underline the important bit 
c
____________________  -- 
(indistinct,) 	 what's important there 0?  - 	 - 
_.nment (no]:m. ci. n 	 3 o 
[comment(nh]:rep 	 ] (D1?Q\ 
U\ 	 JW 	 - 	 -- 
fl: (INI) 	 ou now y 	 put what you think. Who's tapping?  
(333], rep 
F: (RES)D] 	 tap. H is important 0 thinks ... right, subtract ... and the 
answer is 14, OK so that's the important bit that 0 thinks. Now what do (indistinct) '1comment (335]: ace, ace, ace, 
corn, in. ci 
: (RES) (indistinct) 	 - 	 - - 
-- —{ment (136]: rep 
[comment [337]: ic. mci 
FliIIihezansiera 
-. [ëment [338]: rep 
](RES) ucounditU 
ftjFOL-INI) So what do, so you think it's going to be around 30 ok 	 - ,,-" ,-Icomment (339]: m, acc.d. 
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Calculate, show us what you're going to do. So you have to tell everyone what you're 
doing first of all 
(RES)well,(indistinct) 	
jCommenf(Q1p 
: (FOL-INi) OK so you've already decided that your operation is an add OK. Equals 	 __ 
l: (RES) (indistinct) and then (indistinct) check it 	 [I.eIIt [MSOffIce421519j 
: (RES-INI) to check it? Yes you could do that, good girl. That's a good way to check it 	 [ ?t ji 	 31 
isn't it? How does G know to check it with the take away? How does (indistinct) check it 
with a take away F? 
Ii-: (RES) because 
(E](FOL-lNl) 	 - 
111: (FOL-lNI) well done B, good one, a house point for that. It's the inverse of that isn't 
it? Brilliant. OK thanks G that's super. Do want to (indistinct) then we'll choose someone 
else for the next one... [P: (RES) me!] Now OK have a read of the question first of all 	 ____ 
1 cxnment (MSOfflce5lI:n, 
before you decide to volunteer for me ... jj: (RES) J! P: (INI) what? Which J? That 
- 1d,com,P 
doesn't make sense! P: (RES) yeah it does!] RighI, who would like to have a go at going 	 [comment LMSOffice52l:CI.il 
through each of the points the same as G did and explain how you got it? T 
(pupils excited and disappointed if not chosen Don't&wormithereiazeimor.ew.€iKC6flh'i - - 
?: (RES)'nIrtherguesti9 	 - -- 	 - 	 - 
(T: (FOL-lNl) read the question OK. Big loud voice. 
P(RES)(readsquestiona1oud) 	
- -- 
[is: (INI) I've put J not J. OK erm so what've we got to now Ti 
.I:(RES)gndistincO 	 - 	
- 	 - 	 -- 
1H: (FOL-INI) underline the important bits ... 0K, 52.. .0K. Then what have we got to do? 
P(RES)(indistinct)
- 	 - 
tJ: (FOL-INI) OK. What would it be roughly then V. 	 - 	 - 	 -- - - 
	
-- 	
--- 
[F! (FOL-iNI) (Re-initiate?)roughly? Roughly 26.1would say roughly 25 really K. why 
would you say that? 
Comment (MSOfflce53l: I. 
[mel. ci 
[comment (MSOfflceS4]: rup] 
[ëment [MSOffice55kd 
Commat [MSOffIce561: rep J 
mcI.n 
ent (MSOfflceS7j: 
. 1 
[canm [MSOffice58]:j 
kzTlent tMSOfficeS9l: 
id 
Comment [MSOfflce6l]: C. 
ci, ii 
Comment (MSOffIcee3l: acc. 
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: (RES) because (indistinct) 	 - 	 — 	 -- 
(F: (FOL-INI) because half of it is 25. yes, plus I knows what the answer would be. 
Calculate, tell me what to show to the rest of the class and explain what your working out 
is 
T,: (REP) some people are chattering which is a bit rude 	 - 
P':(RES)Ondistinct) 	
- 	 - 
(I (FOL-INI) brilliant, Can you see how T has managed, to find his half of 52? He's not - 
sure about half of 52, he's partitioned the number which was a really, really good idea. 
a7JkI 
,P(RES)ht1h'Tairdrd 	 -- 	 - - -- 
II': (FOL-INI) he's divided them. Brilliant. OK. Well done I, superb. Let's try a slightly 
harder one (indistinct) Now, have a read of the question first of all yourself.. .oh bit 
harder this type. 	 different steps to it this one ... Who would like to have a go? M let's 
[mment [MSOfflce64J: rep 
Comment ttlSOffIcc65]: c. 1 
corn. s, this is an instruction and a 
linguistic respOnSe is required 	 J 
f C~Mfft [MSOffice6GJ: repj 
[iment (MSOffIce67]: d J 
[comment (MSOffice6sl: rj 
[&mment [MSOffice69]: c, 
ci. corn, e. ci. ci. ci, 
[ëment (MSOffIce7O]: rq ] 
1&nment (MSOff'uce7l ] : c, 
s, rn, d, I, 
Comment fMSOffice72]: 
ci, n, d. ci, ci 
have you this time. 
If you are not sure how to do it, have a little go on your white board see if you're going to 
get the same answer as M. OK M what you going to do for us? What do you do first?  
faient (MSOffIce73I: rep ] ii': (RES) (indistinct) 
ti':: (FOL-INI) brilliant, read the question. Read it out for us. 
comment cMso [ frice741J 
F: (RES) (reads question aloud) [if: (REP) (assistance) how many pence] 	 - -. -- H 	 lent (MSOffioe75i!j!i 
[&mment (MSOfflce761: i 
1T: (lNl) right, so quite a tricky one this one. So what are you going to do then M? 	
- 
Ccsniinent [MSOfflce77]: m, 
P ' 	 (RES) (indistinct) 
- 	 - 	 - 	 -- 	
- ------ 
,i.ei,(n)  
-- ------ --— 
	
- [mment(Msom7sI:rw 
ill: (FOL) underline the important bits rcomment [Msoffice79]: e 
P: (RES) (underlines) - - 	 - 	 - - Rflment [MSOfficeSO]rns 
t: (FOL-lNl) OK. A could you move back slightly so that M ... what's important there 
COM [7itMsowuce811. ace, 
then M?  
Rment (MSOffice82]: res 
?; (RES) :ndzsunct/pupzl underlining silently)  
(FOL-INI) U he first part definitely ... OK a box holds 80 pens, OK, anything else? ... got - 
e, 
lots of different parts to this one, what's the next important part M?  
[&snunent(MSofflces4]:  rep 
(backgroundP:(RES)18] ____ 	
- 	
- 
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ii(FOL-INI) [ 	 rj 
fllbeirougRl 
Riiinient tMSOffice86]:rj 
PIRES) flbi1IfrA 
ti: (FOL-INi) about 17. do you think he's right? (pause) C) what do you !hink? 	 - - 
'(RES)er,17
- 	 -- 	 - - - 	 - - 
-- [.mentrMsoffice881:rcp] 
t: (Re-word) {n.cI 	
[MSOffi89l: s, 	
] 
P (RES) - -- 
meLMsom9oJ:j  
iiI: (FOL-INi) he's doing 80 and then 18of them don't work, how would you approximat 
it? 
[comment(Msonice92]:rep J 
:(RES) (indistinct) 	
- 
[MSOff193]: e. tP: (FOL-INI) about 60. good girl how did you work that out? 
[ment[MsOffIce94]: IT ] 
i:(RES) (indistinct) 
: (FOL-INI) brilliant, superb. 18's nearly 20 so 80 take away 20 is about 60. so M we've ['? 
(Msomce9sl: e. J 
got to calculate it, so I want you to tell everyone what you're doing 
tMSOffi961. rj 
(RES) (indistinct) 
(MSOftIce97]: cJ 
fT: (FOL-INI) yes (indistinct)... B can you move away please? 
- 	 . 	 . 	 . 	
. 
(pupil continues to silently show his working out on the whiteboard) if you lean on the 
Icoinment (HSOffIce98J: rca, 
d, (n),, c, d, corn 
board M, it (indistinct)... I can see lots of people are trying to work it out, see if you've 
got the same idea as M. yes 80.. .yes. . .ssh, you don't know what he's doing yet... 
SsF let him show us. 
1,nt (MSOfflce99l. ii, e] 
: (RES) h'!A 
	
iuia 	 -- 	 - 	 - - Vm0nttM501001: 	 ] 
F 	 FOL-INI) he's cut !tdwn What's that for9i what's thesecialwordfor it T? (pause) {èoiennMsomoeloll: e, 
• 	 - 	 - 
iment [MSOfficelQ21: 
?.L( RES) partitioned 
T: (FOL-INI) partitioned it hasn't he, so he's done 80 take away 10 is 70, then we've got [nTtt (MSOfficelO3]: 
70 take away 8 is 62, so, "know that your answer was sensible", when we approximated 
it E, what did we say it would be roughly? 
1iment [MSOfflce1O4: 
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[Comment (MSOfficelO5]: 
iH : (FOL-INI) about 60 and he's got 62, so that's really good, but now we've got another 
step. We've got, what s the next part M? 
 
	
P
______________
nt (MSOfflcelO6]
(RES) (indistinct/reads out question)  	
ent (MSOffi1O
tJ: (INI) OK so, how many whole classes, could have, if there are 28, go on M show us  
how you would work that one out  
I Comment (MSOfflcelOfl: 
?L(lent RES) ('pupil continues to silently show working out on the whiteboard,)  
I:ONi) how many whole classes could have a pen if there are 28 children in each class? Comment (MSOffi1Q91: 
So he's got 62 (pause) here he goes 
[background P: (RES) (indistinct)] 
t:(FOL-INI)ssh...fpup/l works silent1y that's really goodtinking[rernainderqfclas3  
almost silent, one pupil supportively comments as work progressesJ good boy M keep  
- - 1 	 r 	 - 	 - 	 ImeM(M1fl]S?,1 going (pause,) nowL hes got 34, so what do you kno 	 bout that calculation that you've 	 Le!. (n), ci 
done there M so far. (pause) how many classes has that told you 9 
- 	 - ' 	 [&ment (MSOfI'lcell2J: 
jTJIOL-INI) so we know one class and w&ve still got 34 left, so how many classes can- 	 [cmn ment (MSOffi113]: coj 
have a pen if there are 28 children in each class, (pause) so how many classes would there 
be M? 
I Comment (MSOffIcel14] 
i: (RES) (indistinct) [rep 
l](FOL-lNI) 	 UfliT 	 itWo1fl&ft8rlt1IW 	 - - Comment [MSOfflCC1I5JH [ci,,, 
4RES) 0 
nient (MSOfflcell6]: 
[ re p 
T:(OL-lNt) 56, OK we have 56 pens there and it says "how many pens would be left" 
- 
r ,m 
[ 	
ment [MSOfflcelt7]: e, 
ci 
then M? we've got 56 and we've worked out that there's 62 in a class  
Iënment [MSOffkellB]: i: (silent RES) /pupil works silentlyj  
T: (FOL-INI) Icomment [MSQfficell9J: e, d, ci, con,, ci, 
:(RES)fl 
I Continent [MSOfilcel2OJ: 
[rep 
(FOL-INI) 6 brilliant there'd be 6 pens left. Give him a round of applause for that rd rm*M 
(t4SOfflcel2l]: 
(NB from observation, teacher remains away from whiteboard when rephrasing or 
interpreting, so unclear which part of the method is being questioned) 
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[Round of applause] 
T: I particularly like, before you rub it off M, I particularly like the way ... JW you're not 
listening to me, that he's taken away 18 and he wasn't sure at first how to do that so he 
partitioned his number and he's done a lot of partitioning work to get there, well done M 
(indistinct) very impressed with that one. Ok, one last one ... let's have a look ... whoops, 
now have a read of this one ... some people have put their hand up and they can't have 
read it yet (indicates enthusiastic willingness to work on whiteboard?) I Pow, again, lots of 
different stages is for this problem. Who thinks they like to have a go at it? Come on K 
[Comment (MSOfflcel22l: 
d, con. 
[MSOfflcel23]: a 
( S. corn, 
[comment (MSOfflcel24l: I 
L ci, p, (n), m-s? 
you've been bursting. You need to (indistinct) 
itment (MSOfticel25
MP ):(RES) (reads question aloud) 	 -   
[F. (FOL-INI) so there are lots of different parts, what have you got to do for the first part 	 1Cohhh1T.et LM5Officel26l.i, 
tel 
then?  
P: (silent RES) [works silently] 
[FJINI) so what you doing there then when you do that? -- 	 - 	 - 
J: (RES) (indistinct) 
T: (INI) what you doing there then, yeah, why "12 eggs in the box"? what are you 
underlining when you underline that .1? 
•f: (RES) (indistinct) 
[F: (FOL-INI) 
ijRltpaufeA 
[background! whispers: (RESI15-.ecaeifl1iIl 
f: (FOL-INI) its important information, I can hear M whispering to you. OK yes, come 
on then 
P: (silent RES) [works silently] 
[I':(FOL-INI) superb, so that's the first part isn't it, so what are we going to do next K? 
i: (RES) (indistinct) 
ITWINI) 	 - 
,PRE)pppixiifl 	 --- - - 
jT: (FOL-INI) 
pppr.oxit 
- ___--- 
Comment [MSOfficel27]: 
Comment FHS01ficel281: d I 
Comment D4SOfflcel29l: I 
Comment [MSOfflce13O]: el, I 
[iment (MSOfflcel3l]: 
] rep 
Icomment [MSOfflcel32]: 
corn, el 
[Comment (MSOfflcel33J: 
Lrep 
[Comment (MSOfflcel34]: 
v, 
Comment (MSOfflcel3SJ: 
ea 
Comment [MSOfflcel36]: c, 
corn, ci, (n) 
rcment [MSOfflcel37]: 
Irep 
[Comment (MSOffice1381:el 
Comment (MSOfflcel39J: 
'ep 
Continent [MSOfflcel4O]: e, 
ci 
1 Comment [MSOfflcel4l]: 
Lrep 
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f: (FOL-INI) about 18,0K fair enough. Next it's "calculate" but we need to know what 
you're doing. 
P:(siientRES) [pupil works silently] 	 - - 	
- 
(IT: (FOL) OK 
j:(silent_RES) [continues silently] 
(F0L-1Ni) (Re-initiate?)L are you trying to calculate the answer?...OK have a look 
what K got first of all, we've got 7 times by 10 is 70 OK keep going (pause) tell 
everybody what you're doing 
1jRES) (indistinct/working silently) 	 - - - 
1: (INl) if you are talking, please stop because K is trying to explain to you what she's 
doing. I know she's quiet. OK K what have we got there 
F:(RES) (indistinct) take away (indistinc) and (indistinct) - - - 
(IT: (FOL) OK 
?JLES)J!ist4ct) 	 - - 	 - ------------ 
f: (FOL-INI) brilliant OK, so that's the first part that's brilliant we've got 84 pence so 
what's the next part? 
i: (RES) how many (indistinct) 
1: (FOL-INI) how many boxes does 118 eggs fill? How can you do that one? 
i: (RES) (indistinct) 
i1: (IN!) ah, say what you think again T 
(RES)(indjstinct,) I l8timesby7 
 
(FIN!) if you times 118 by 7 would that get you the right answer' 7 &as)  Whasort of 
operation are we looking at C? 
1:(RES) er 
T:(!N!)howmanyboxeswou!dii8eggsfill? - 	 - - 
[background P: (IN!) what a 118 boxesPi 
(F (Re-word) we've got 118 boxes and 12 eggs in each box 	 -- 
[backgroundP: (RES) (indistinct) boxes?J 
P:'(RES)er,doadh4sion 	 - - 	 - - 	 - - 
1ffQHN 
[Comment (MSOfficel42]: e, 
] 
rmnt (MSOfficel4S]:d- 
Comment 
(Comment (MSOffIcel44]: 
(MSOfficel45]: 
(n.ent tlisofflcel46l: "_1 
,ei,s.p. 
Comment (MSOfflcel47j: 
Comment [MSOfficel48]: d, 
corn, m, (n). ci 
[Comment [MSOfflce153]: 
] 
Comment [MSOfficelS4]: eL 1 
flment (MSOfficelSSJ: 1 
rep 
[ëniment [MSOfficelS6]: I 
[&niment (MSOfticel57]: 
rep 
Comment (MSOfficet5S3: ci, 1 
Comment (MSOfflcel59J: 
ck7 
[Comment (MSOfficel6OI: ci] 
[coniment(nsonicel6l]: ci ] 
[Comment [MSOfflce162]j 
[Comment [MSOfficel63]: 
Nw 
[Comment [MSOfflce164]: 
rep 
Comment [MSOfflcel65]: e, 
Comment (MSOfiIcel66]: 
Lrw 
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: (FOL-INI) 	 (background 
murmuring from remainder ofpupils) 
[background pupil: (RES) 
IT: (INI) I may be asking you to take over if K gets stuck ... [remainder of pupils very 
quiet: just audible whispering heard] ... group 5 people be looking, we may need, you to 
come and help K out, OK so what have we got so far K? you're not explaining it to us too 
much 
?: (RES) er, (indistinct) 
T: (lNl) M's looking puzzled at you K... are you stuck with that part, with the dividing? 
OK, M do you think (indistinct) 
r:: (RES) (interrupts) I thought I could do er, 
jT.JIOL-INI)lcan see what you're trying 
Come on ML come and show her what else you could do for that one 
1 	 ES) This is (indistinct) knowthe tables 	 - -. 
ti: (FOL-INI) OK you know the tables, you can bring your board 
1: (RES) well er, first of all 
(F: (lNl) Come up, come up and show us. 
F: (RES) you know 12 times 
T: (FOL-INI) come and watch K, Let's see if he knows, he was pulling lots of strange 
faces. Do want to rub that part off M and then we can get ... 1 can see what you were 
trying to do K that was a really good idea you tried to partition it didn't you to make your 
12? That was good thinking but then you got stuck, so let's see what M's solution would 
be 
P: (RES) well I know 12x7equals 84, and then I fried to estimate what round about how 
much more it would be to get to 184, 
(1': (FOL)good, yes 	 - 
: (RES) so I said about 50 
(F: (FOL) brilliant 
•9: (RES) equals 35 
(F: (FOL) good 
P: (RES) and then I added them 2 together 
Rinment (M50ff1ce167] 
(n),ei 
1.ent [MSOfflalESJ d rep (ëomment 1MsOfflcel69J: m-s, ci, (n), corn 
fin1ment (MSOfflcellO]2j 
ci. (n), ci, (n) 
{
ment [MSOffice171]:j 
Mr 
1omn.ent (MSOfficel72l: 
C. corn, P  (n) 
F [MSOfflcel73l:  [MSOfficel74]: e,  (MSOfflcell5j: 
comment (MSOfficel76J: 
Comment [MSOfflcel77]: 
comment (MSOfflcel78): d. 
comment (MSOffice179): 
Irep 
[comment [MSOfflcelBOJ: 
comment [MSOfflcel8l]: 
1W 
comment [NSOfflce183]: 
Comment [M501Ta1B4J: 
comment [MSOfflce185]: 
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(ii.eut (MSOffice186j!j 
(fl(FOL)good 	 - 	 -- 
• 
fNSOfficel8l]: 	 1 
P: (RES) and that equals 119. rep 
i(4L-lNl .)*K3hE1i'd1ffl1Ti!ll_ [comment(Msofflcess8]: 	 ] -- 
4RES [iument (Ms)nke1sJ 
IF: 	 -- 	 - -- 	 - 	 -- — 	
---- Ms0tn11 E] 
Pt 	 IflbkedFthislonelQul 	 - 	 -- - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	
- 
 
Comment (MSOffice1911: 	 1 
t: (FOL) good 	 - 
- 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	
- 
rep 
mm[MSOffl19. 
P:(RES)andthis,soweput4x7 	 - 	 ----- 	
- ------------ Comment 
 
T: (FOL) got a good idea there 
-- 
- 	 -- 	 -. (Comossisat  
J'; (RES) and that equals 28, fcomment[Msofncel9s]: 	 1 
1: (FOL) good 
rep 
P: (RES-INI) andl add them together and it equals 102 I think, dsi 	
- --- 
.fuent(Msofncc197]: 	 1 
-, 
fl': (RES-INI) 
1rep 	 - 
[MS0fflce198]Comment 
ltkno,.v.&wh'I l ace?, ci, 
___________________________ 
[ient (HSOffIcel99l: 
ttegualsino!I1Iknoaw.h'flitfegualsIno!I1 [increased murmuring from remainder of 
pupils] J what do you think for that one? A 112 M. How do you know J? _______ 
(RES) er, cos 8 add 4 is 12, add 28 is a 100 (indistinct) 
[comment (MSofflce200).
rep 
4F0L-INI) 	 - 
- - [
D4SOfficc201]: e.] 
'P](RES) flfa?JIWeWglj[ 
[mment LMSoffice2OP 
tt•:(FOL)OK 	
- 	 - 	 -- 	 -- 	
- [coieiitpisomce2o3 
: (RES) yes. So I've got 16 boxes so far, and er, icounted onto a 118 and it equals er 6 
links with the remainin g pan ofhis I 
so! think the answer's 16 remainder 6. 
it: (FOL-INI) 16 remainder 6. [When M provides answer, there is an immediate vocal 1ra cM2o5]j 
response from remainder of class] Put your hand up if you think that he could have made 
a mistake there. 
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[pupils' bidding] Er R let's try you. OK Put your pen down M, that was a really, really 
good start. There was some really good working out there but R thinks he's spotted 
something that's not quite right M. [background, pupil: (INI) rub it out] , PKl rub - - 
(indistinct) it all out R, quick as you can R rub that bit out as well [backgroun4 pupil: 
(IN I) just use your hand R] 
P (RES) llhlfflII8JisreranearjtoWT0rfflnh1iTIlI2'0no1aul1fl8IisInearatW2O1 
[F:(FOL)al2O 	 - 
: (RES) yes,a hundred and 20, which is erlO times 12 
11': (FOL- INI) f 	 -- 
Iks U® !X 	 ft3 	 flu Ihin rnii 1 
fizti U 	 4uukiI 	 81Sfifl9thnx 
j €i 	 Bii 	 1flyni;iir , I 	 jjft 
• 	 '4 
thfi4ui 
• 
• 	 I 	 - 
L 	 -iC'v 
4tS'i'lI\' 
	
4t 	 \. 	 i'i 	 L4 	 Li' 	 ,xj''cjt w'fl:l 	 'lV' 	 tg' 	 I!EL 
	
C' 	 l"C1:)'L. 	 ' \' 	 A 	 1 	 •",, 	 'i, 	 tie 
• 	
'' 	 'j,'4tWt 	 J 	 d'i :kt 	 Ejffl 	 \IIC 	 W 
b'i t 	 4' 	 'l'I'. 
Continent [MSOfflce2l6]: 
[rcp 
Comment (MSOfflce217J: 
con 
Ran.nent [145001ce218J: 
ack 
Comment (MSOfflcie219] 
Comment [MSOffice22OJ: ci 
Comment [MSOfflce22ll: 
Continent (MSOffice222]: ci 
Comment [MSOffIce223]: 
ack? 
Comment [MSOfflce224]: ci 
Continent (MSOfflce225]: - 
Lrw 
Comment (MSOfflce226J: ci, 
ci 
kameiit [HSOfficeflh]: 
rep 
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Er: (FOL-INI) yes, he looked at eggs and 7 boxes and he's thought there were 7 eggs in a 
box so he went that way, yes, rather than thinking there were 12 eggs in a box 
[background pupil: (IN!) Mrs B!Mrs B!] [increased murmuring] 'youcounted upjn 12s - - 
yes, because there's 12 eggs in the box (2 second pause; pupil may have responded 
indistinctly) OK, (indistinct) each part you've got to underline the appropriate 
information, that's just where you went wrong. Right, listen very carefully [backgroun4 
pupil: (FOL) Mrs B! I like it the way R did it] 3oodjoy. Right this is your chance to 
prove what you understand for your problem solving. In the middle ... [instructions for 
independent task given] 
(real-life problems given for independent task, write on sheet, underline on sheet etc 
NB: Limited time of IS minutes and limit of 3 problems) 
Commeut [MSOfficeflB): e. 1 (a 
r
[ëument (MSOflIce229]:J 
(MSOfflce23 r ] 
[comment (14SOtfice2313: 
in.] 
f ment (MSOffIce232): b. 3 
[commetit (MSOffice23. 
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APPENDIX 14: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT 4 
Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
Archer annotations are bracketed 
. Bloom examples are highlighted 
Whole-class introductory session 
-i 	 I 
Comment (MSOf1iceIj: ci, n. 
jT: (INI) What do I mean by operations H? what do I mean by "recognise the nverse of 	 [ci 
the operation"...? 
j (RES) (indistinct) 	
[ent (MSOffice2]: rep j 
Icomment (MSOffIce3J: e, 1 
T:(FOL-1NI)good girl, finding the inverse that's really, !!!1Y good(distinct) so you're 	 Lcom, m, m.s.e.ei(n),ei(n).n 	 J 
going to check the answer using the inverse operation, good girl. Does anybody know 
what an operation is, anybody remember what we said, L  
[&.mment tI4SOffice4): IW 
P'JRESJ(indistincç) 
1comment (P4S0ffice5J; e, rn, 1 
ti: (FOL-lNl) brilliant OK. So if! happen to put this on the ...if I put that calculation up 	 s,n,, i, d. ci (a), d, rn d. ci, a, corn, 
on the board, (indistinct) you can work out the answer and also show me also show me 	
el 
what the inverse of that calculation is ... so we have 48 and 53 (indistinct) calculate the 
answer and then show me what the inverse of that will be. Anyone think they know the 
answer to that question? Give people a little bit more time. OK show me your boards, 
what have you got? OK R, you were veiy fast, can you tell us what you did? 
? QE,)e!!J!i14cdOnd1st1nct) 
[comment (MSOfflce6): rep J 
[comment (MSOffi1]: e,ci j 
1:(FOL-lNl) a 101. How did you (indistinct) 	
- 
[ifleut [MSOfflceS]: repj 
i(RES) (indistinct) 
Ro.iim 	 (MSOffice9J:c 	 ] 
T: (FOL) good 
[meat [MSOfflcelOj rcvj 
P (RES) (indistinct) 
 
OflhiflWlt (t4SOffice11]: c 	 ] 
T1: (FOL) good [iiminent (MSOfflCO 12I. r,  J 
: (ES) 	 ndistinct) R (i 
tPFOL-rNi) brilliant. Can you see how she managed to do iI2A 101 take away 53 	 48. C. drlj 
how did other people manage to get that one all correct? (pause) brilliant, well done, OK. 
Let's try a different one, C, can you (indistinct)? This time, were going to try a slightly 
I 
different one. Lets try ... this one ... got to know multiplication for this one. Sonot only do_I 
1iiimeat (HSOfficel4]: 
d. 	 . d, 	 i, corn, corn, C. corn 
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want the answer A. I want you to show me the inverse operation. How do I 
(indisuncO. Wow. I can see some good answers going up, there are some boards going up 
there. I can't see your calculations though, that's good, you've got the answers right 
[tnwnt [MSOfli151: rep J 
-- 
CMMMA (MSOffIal6]: cornj 
T. (INI) oh, you need to write this one out first of all, don't you? (indistinct) at the end. 
Background P: (RES) (indistinct) 
V.: (INI) Ondistinct) those people thought of something? G tell me what you've done 	
LMsoffice17]!L) 
: 	
on.ment [MSO 
(RES) well I (indistinct) 	
ffice18I9j 
11: (FOL) good 	
Jëmerit [MSOtti191: C 3 
: (RES) and (indistinct) divided by (indistinct) 	
Rmnent (MSOffl2O1 reJ 
V:(FOL-lNl) 	
- 	
mment (Msofflce2l):e,cij 
ehorugofP: (RES) 	
rcommentroffi221:5P !J 
li(INI) Drannget3nTfli 	 TanyzaU l 	
[comment [MSOffice23j 
eI(n), ciØ). ii, ci 
(RES) It1tt9X6 
- 	
- 	 me[MSOffl24]:a 
:(FOL)yeah
] 
- 	
- 	 [mment [F4SOffice2Sl: rep 3 
?JES)and then, 54 divided byóequals9 -- - 	 - - 	 - 	 — 	 - 
T:(F0L-lNI)wonderfiil.Did anyone get anything slightly dif!rent?E - __- 	 -- 	 r 1t1Ms0hh126  eli] 
?::lRcs) (indistinct) - 
- - - - nt(M27Ij 
ir(FOL-lNl) good 54 divided by 9=60K This time well try one more I'm going to  
put a multiplication on the board and I want you to tell me the two multiplications facts 
that I could have from that number sentence and also. the two division ones that I could  
I 	 . 	 . . 	 . 	 . .. 	
1iueut(MSOffia291:n 
get from it, so, try ... so 9 times 4, you want 2 multiplications and 2 divisions. Eluicicoufli 	 Li,ci.eL000l,p.o 
:P (RES) rTh!tflI9 	
[commeut (MsOfflce3 
4fi 	
O]: rep 
pL)_brilliy_c! 	
[ent(MS0ffIce311:e 
• , 	
[Comment (MSOfflce32]: rep 
P:(RES)4times9equals36 	 - 	 - - - 
• 
. 	 [nment [MSOffice33): p 
[F:(JNI)goon 	 -- 	 - 
JRES 36 divided by4 equals 9, and 36 divided by 9 equals 4 - - 	 - - 
	 k°'" 	 (MSOffIce34l. rep 
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[1: (FOL-INI) 	 {':'z ornce35]j 
_____ 	
- 	
- 	 [cnment[Msonicea6]:?j 
[MSOffiee3l): e, [F: (FOL-INI) excellent. Well done. So when you are, working out your problems, when - 	 m,con,m,s,n,eI 
you check the answers, sometimes (indistinct) inverse operation. Now before we start, to 
work out our problem solving, let's have a little peep at (indistinct). J what's a Q for? 
[: (RES) (indistinct) 	 - - 
Comment [MSOffi381J 
fJ: (FOL-INI) read the question, well done. J, what about the U? 	 -- 
- 	
[P
CI 	 cli 
ii-: (RES) (indistinct) t Conunent L14SOft1ca401ij 
1(F0L-lNo - 
?1(IcS)IdThi 
I1:(FOL1Nl)Iffl!b'rilliri%llhVN Lemnt(Mso4't1co43:e,eI1 
LcmmentrMsotr1ceiC -. 
P: (tNt) goionill%!lirniaTii 	 - Cwnmnt 
- 	
(HSOfflce4SJ: 	 1 
[MSOM~47]: c. 
RES)  - Lnmettiswncsvi 
4FOL-IN l)atexexcellemdrdforgoxonr)riayjoaThfli7?z { rlrnen (Msoffice49]:e. 
iQE) IMMUTathetans3&eai1flbackgroundfl()1ti 
	
fftItEiThThflThL— - [Colnlfleflt [MSOffl4ZthOJ: rep 
Ei6l 
[çniment fMSOffice5l]: d 
(FOL-INI) he is looking at the board. "Knowing it's sensible" so how do you know if 
an answer is sensible? What would you look at? How do you know if it's going to 
counted right? J 
:(RES)becauseif _ nmenC[1jLtpjfl  
L(fpk!Nt) what would you look at (indistinct, plus () response from pupil) look  
back to your approximation and if it's something like it, if it's very close, you know 
that's its sensible. OK let's have a look at this one. Some people last week did have their 
hand up to answer, some of these questions, and to come up and show us all ho'.v they 
worked out the answer 
. - 	 . 	
, 
: (IN I) (called out but indistinct) if you didn t get a chance 
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[Comment [356]: rn-s. m, el, p 
to this pupil) I'll be looking very carefi1Hyatsom-1 n,d 
different people, so lets have, who thinks they would like to come and show us this one? 
Go on C. 
(Supported child offers to demons frate his thinking) 
Do want to read it for us? 
:( S) (reads out question) 	
[comment [3571: 
ft(FOL-INI) brilliant OK. So where's the important information then C? show us what's 	
'i'fl [358]: e, m,ci,n,d j 
important 
that looks 
[pupil underlines silently] 
: (ff41) OK so how woud you. go about working this out? There's more th onep tp__jrmm0M (350): 
rn eI,ci,cI. 1] 
this so what do you think you will do first? 
(child shows working out but does not explain to class as he is writing- no-one asks for 
clarification) some of you saying "I know", try working it out on your whiteboard see if  
you get the same as C. ü,ause,)he's got the calculation sorted [361]. l,rn, e,dZ] 
C. can you explain to everybody how you know that you've got (indistinct) 
JRES)(indfrMnct) 	 --___ 	 &ment[362]:rep  
: (FOL-INI) OK so you took your 25 (indistinct) what will be the answer to that then? 
,, [cOmmeflt [363]: m, ci 
-' 	 . - - 
	 -[&.nment [364]: rep 
E)OSthflncf) 
	
- 
Conunent 
tll !9kiNL 	 ñhiWelI done C. and now have you got to do? 	
[365]: C, conz ci, 
(pause) he's got his 66, now (indistinct) got to do with it?  
(RES) (indistinct)____
[cmmeritp6s]cp 
- 	 _-[comment [357]: 
fl;_(FOL) 66, yes  
:(RES)(inth 	 t)stinc 	
- ---------- 
	 - -
_____ 	 4coniment[368]:rep 
[remainder of class almost silent] 
-rnnt [359]: rn, ci 
(indistinct)quals 24  	
_[comnient [370]: rep 
[background murmur of disagreement: (RES) 23! 24!1 
[IIL(INURe-initiate?)_4oes_anyone_agree with him therel Now I know he didni 	
n(eI).rn. corn, 
approximate it when he came up did he 9 he did all the nght things, he read the question 
and he underlined it, but he didn't quite approximate it, what would it be if we  
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approximated the answer? Roughly, what do you think? ftackgg4 pupil 	 ing_(fl1 	
[comment p72]: b 
Cmment (373]: ci. ci, el 
ii! numbers would he use? If we've got 29,what's that near1y_ - 	
-  
:(RES)3O 
it(FflI.-INl)30 OK. and then 37 is near to what? (pause) We could add 30 and 
couldn't we? So it's about 67and we need to take away the 43. roughly. Now, could, 
anyone suggest how he might have made that a little bit easier9 I could see what he'd 
done He'd had a great idea, he ended up with 66 and knew that he had to take away, 43, 
do you think he could have started with 66? Go on 
i: (RES) :1  would have done 66 take 43 (indistinct) 
:(FOL-lNl)OK just come and show us exactly what you mean (G to whiteboard)9 CF:me 
good boy, you've had a really good go there. Let's just see (indistinct) So it's not 66 G 
are you happy with that part? (pause) Yes. OK. So.  
PackgroundP:([Nl)it's hard isn't it? 	
(378]: corn 
(pause) 
- 	
. 	 -[Comment (379]: rn,i, C, npJ 
(F0L-lNl) now, that was the first time I've seen anybody, use it that way. Thatyry__-- 
good G. go on keep going. 
(pause) 
:(continued) OK so she's got 66 take away 43. that's agood_way of doing it. 	
, iujt't (380]. rn, con,e 	 ] 
:(RES)Ondistinct) take away (indistinct) and then I did 	 - 	 -- - 
[ ment (381]: rep 
_________ __________ _________________________________________ - -- 
	 1.--_-"..-, - ------- 1 
so not only has she 	 wer she has used - 
	
t.oqrnNeIn LJ"J; e, In, (JE.t, c, 
the inverse to see, if she was right. Excellent, house point for that G. and one for C as 	 __ 
rco.tuaai:conrn, 
well because he fried very hard (indistinct) it was a slightly easier way 
what that bit was. Let's fry, OK, (indistinct) volunteer. OK who thinks that they'd like to 
come to the front and follow QUACK routine and tell us what you think? Go on J you 
can, you've been very quiet so far. Can you read out the question for us?  
_rctnt (384]: rep 
fl:(RES) (reads question aloud) 
— 	
-- 1mment [385]: rn, el, m, ci, 
i [II: (INI) OK so, what's the mportant i_nformation then? (pupil underlining(silent RES)  
OK . how can you approximate it then J without sort of working it out accurately in your 
head? What will you (indistinct) 
JEJ(indistinct) 
&nment (386]: rep 
p,  
ffl (FOL-l) about 40. so if you've got 4 stacks and they've got 12 Commnt 
 (387]: e, ci 
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comment [3883: rep 
j)_ £1U.liJtt'U_4J 
(!9ir!N1)ft!!t is48 OK ,  that's working it out though, notroughly. An2 	 p89): e. 
cooej_J 
I 5('pause) 
(continued) so we have 30 now and then you sad4& [P:(RES)ndistinc]arqund 	
n. mj 
80, OK. So you've done an approximate, now we need to calculate it J(indistinct) 
[remainder of class very quiet] 
-[Comn,entPBl):d.e.m,ei, 1 
: (FOL-INI)sshh, some people are chattering, no need to cha tter. (Pupil continues to- [n), in, e, con, el 
calculate her answer (silent RES)) OK ... 78. So how can you tell if the answer is sensible 
J? So that was a really, really good way of going about it. She said it was going to be 
roughly 80 and she did 4 lots of, she just actually did 4 lots of 12. she did 2 lots of 12 
(indistinct) then she did another 2 lots of 12 so she did another 24, is 48 so she knew it 
was 48 and then what did you do?  
[Comment (392]: rep 
c 
: (IN!) you did your 2 stacks of 	
- 	 [ omment (393]: ci  
nent 
:(RES)(ind 	 t)istinc 	
[P 	 ep 94 r 
:(FOL-lNl) yes, whichwas 78, you knew that your estimation was about 80 didn't you 
, 	 [ , 95 e, coircd.j 
so you must know that your answer is quite sensible. D, D can you sit on your chair 
properly? Well done J... OK I'm looking for some (indistinct). Not many volunteers yet. 
Mr M saying "it's easy". 
Hands up if you're going to volunteer to have a go at this one [background pupil 	 _________________ 
Icomment(.J9&]: p.o. coni,m. 1 
discussing his signature with peer] (pause). 'çomd on Mr W,you've_been working very--" [ d,(n) 
hard there. OK, so you need to read it out for us then J  
[comment [397]: rep 
:(RES)('clearly reads question aloud)  
1ment p98]: in, S 
rnJlNI) OK so let's find what you need basically 	 -- 
(pupil works without explanation (silent RES), remainder of class quiet) 
gçgroundP:(NI) 	 t) what about the (indistinc?] 	
-Rhent (399]: ci 
iL0i)N) 	 rn cm 	
Iient (3100]:  
[  
[3101): rep 
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IIIL(FOL-INI) 3 parts OK, tell us how you're going to go_about it then. .J and C have 
already worked it out so they're going to try and see if they get the same as you. (pause) 
: (RES) 48 divided by 6 	 --- 
	 ____- - 	
[in.entp1o3]:rep 	 ] 
-[&ninent [3bs]: I 
	
[groun4 pupil:(REP) he's used to leaningon something] - 	 - 
en  
-- - - [
comment p105]: e, rn,ejjJ 
: (RES) flllrthat(onexergthtiT6 w8rirafft?nw8rixsIazeL48wrlutEeMth'rn -- - - 	
(3106]: rep 
IlQjflUItJltLILa 
mn 
: (FOL-INI)K. O so you've got 48 divided by 6equals ,what are we going to do with 	
nt[1107] e.S  
that 8 now? 
:(RES)(indistinct)  
fflJ!Pc±i) brilliant OK. I hope people are listening,jqçj__ 
fl: OK. So on Wednesday she's got 40 biscuits so wha 	 nxt? - 	 - 
(RES) well (indistinct)  
:(FOL)one fifth will be35,erm,OK(ndistinc 
(nun;1 rnntinuipc to  wnrk i-mt ciipntiv (client RPS)\ 
-Rnn.ent (3108]: rep 
_-rcont (3110]: C. TI LOUJ 
-comrnent (3111]: rep 
- — - -[comment p112]: 
: Yes (indistinct) equals...8,OK 
 
omm p1141: rep 
:(RES)that's one (indistinct)
[ 
Rmt P1151: aol 
[comment [J116]: rep 
: (FOL-INI) OK, before he thinks he's done it all wrong, somebody in Group 5 like), - _ 1ttflhhh7
rn _s_p. fl _e. 
no, no (indistinct) [background P: (INI) Mrs B, Mrs B!] come on J. He'd done really, 
really well right up to the very ending, wasn't quite sure what to do with it. Just watch 
where he got up to (indistinct) 
E:(RES)48divided byó..is 8..8...14... (indistinct) -- 
ilk (!9i) OK.sobyWednesday,she'd got 14, that's good, that'swhat you'ddid -
:(RES)thenLndistinct) 
___- - -----
: (FOL) (Re-initiate?) that's what you did, yes, but then, this is the bit you didn't get 
: (RES) tt away indistinct) 
:(REP)ldidthat 
4groundP:(RES)yes!] 
- - .-[comment [3118]:rep 
- 	
_1'ment (1119): in. con. e. 
- - 
__-{coniment(1120]:rep 
- _[ëient (11211:e, corn 
j&unent(3122]:rep 
- - -(commentpna]:corn 
- - [iment(1124):act 
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[cczn,nentpn5]:e-- 
:(FOL-lNl) well done (indistinct) work that one out/lots of murmuring e.g.comments - 	 -J 
called out if they disagreed with or confirmed their method of working out] Now, 
[quietness returns] in the middle of your table... 
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- 
Comment [MSOfficell]: e, 
corn, ci 
APPENDIX 15: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPTS 
• Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
• Archer annotations are bracketed 
• Bloom examples are highlighted 
(1fl day back after FlaIf Term) 
Whole-class introductory session 
jT](INI) - 
IJ whnte1gjrtjrfi 
I:(RES) 
jTJ (FOL-INI) 
[I(FOL-IN I) rdth iliheIg uestitrniandu ITh ifl Tilt lii 	 rtiTtjlittihi 411Wfd?! 	 - - 
?IRES)  
Nl) ppprxitewori.15TitUrhW1tffiMUheIan5Wer&itThlth16fl 
1(REs),II 
i(FOLNl)lffte*work1 1 fl Tfth'1K4fiP. (INI) Iknow]isff 
[ment [MSOffIcel]: ma 
-- 
[Comment (MSOfflce2]: rep 
P (RES) )iiIDurJanswer&isIsensi6l 
[F: (FOL-lNl) bnlliant. Know if it's sensible. OK, going back to the approximation, is it 
something like it? I've noticed as well how many of you are now putting your hands up 
to answer. You've obviously remembered some of those because more hands are going 
up, which is really, really good. They could be a little bit tricky, but we'll have a look. 
Let's have a look at the first one. Who would like to read that for me? Go on M. 
PES)freadsquestion)  
[F:(INI) so we've read the question. what's the importantinformation that we're going to 
underline? [background pupil: (RES) I've got it] 	 - 	 - 
[F: J come and underline the important information for me first 
(Supported child underlines information(silent RES)) 
Comment LMSOfficel4i: rep 
Comment (MSOfficelS]: e, 
m, cam, Learn, e, ci, d, ci, p, 
-[Comment (MSOfficel6]: rep j 
Comment (MSOfflcel7): s, 
Lei. 
iinment j MSOffice18]U] 
[comment (MSOffIcel9I: 
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- 	 II]UUIIJ 	 Ii& 	 i"lthq 	 'list mnxoi-r.iit' 	 4tliuJ(b]I'61 	 ' 	 laiitti c(Q)tft 
i,j 	 1GIII4DJi 	 ''ir1 Ct. 	 ,tfi,i: co. i 	 'iriijit 	 w'> \voi't m • 	 I2I'-t 	 ixid 	 y 	 :Tit.!4fi 	 ii:Jtitit ,,y?X1ti. 1 I 
fj,r41,1(.v 'ij 	 1I'JII 	 Y )uEt a'jmn __ 
	
___________ 
4 9 IIIIJ\ *)Tt1 	 -J)t- °I< 	 Ii)'I 	 i1t , \Y 1T' ) 'tO1I S±)?U) 
tc.nii:iiIt:.l'rvktfl 
• 	
i:c1i 
1: (INI) sai 	 dyJjJatyp 	 i:Ui!clk!thatofle?What:40 you heed to dofirst 
HoWitdUjdiI?toha1&tthatOfle.arIQteaSie!J 
- 	
- 	 -- . 
	 mment(MSOffi26F mp 
	
out howmuchlagnznis .4i1: (REP) how muchagram] a kilogramme is 	 (MSOffice27]fj 
ITWFOL-IN I) 	 (HsOffice2al: e, 3 ci, p, 
P (RES) flIIK&Q 	
- 	 [comment (MSOffIce291: rep 
mw~r1(FOL-INI) flg[oj .SihereiaijaylMO'fljiLk Va IiTWoThflbeeniusedt - 	
eJ 
&ilI1P]( 1NI) rJllP](REs) 	 1 
*REs) flbt't€oU 
jT: (IN I) 
?J!cS) 
T (1191) (Re-initiate 9) now is there anything reallyj Iyipportat 9 she's calcuIatedi 
and knowing its sensible we know its kind of sensible, how do we know what's a 
sensible answer R? 
P(RES) mmm cos if there's 400g no if there's a kg which isaI000g and 4OOjj 
been used..[1S:  (INI) I know!] 
fF,(fQLINl) good girl and you can check it by doing what? Flow would you check it? 
Go on R 
(ES) (indistinct) 
- 
 W 
 ] 
 3
ep]
j 
[comment (MSOffIce3S]: rpj 
[comment (MSOffice36]: 
ei, Corn, ci, 
[comment (MSOfflce37Jjfj 
[comment (MSOffioe38J 
comment [MSOffIcea9l: e, 1 
Iei, ci, p. n 
- [comment [MSOffice4O]: rep 
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ti: (FOL-INI) (Re-initiate?) 600 add the 400 ok. There's something very important ...and 	 Crn,ommeel,ntn (MSOffice4I) 
I'm very particular about this and I always say you're not really right [P(Nl)she's, 	 kommn (MSOffice42): bJ 
she's] she's forgotten what, 0? 	 ____________________ 
{ment (MSOffice4S3: repj 
P: (RES) (indistinct)  
7( (FOL-INI) she's forgottenthe g rammes[i:ah]becausçI tend to put "are we talking {&ument (1450mce45J: aj 
about pink elephants or rhinos" [pupils call out suggestions] So, OK, the answer is, 	 Ij,rnw,g (MSOflIce4öl: corn 
rn. con. d, s, I, rn, rn-s, 
óOOg ... let's have a go at another one. Now it is going to disappear your working out B, 
so, let's try number 2. Who'd like to have a go? Er C, come and show us 
(Supported child C is chosen) 
ou'rdchaueñng soithink you must (indistinct) Y  
so what else is important that you've not quite underlined? what else is important? 	 - 
((silent RES) child underlines) 
[iment (MSQfflce47]: co] 
reJ [P 	 ç 	 eM (MSOffice49]: (INI) underline the important bits!] 	
—jiison—oR4J 
:(ENl)anythhig else that7s important Ther&s lots of peopletalking.Iknow yo&re 
- 
1&n'nt (MSOlflaiieL 
Vd 	 J trying to work it out but give us a minute 
(noticeably restless atmosphere: pupils finding problems with interactive board amusing, 
calling out, fidgeting) 	 ____ 
: (RES) 136 	 - [e;1. [MSOfficeS2]: repj 
r?r Ms031 j 
PJRES) hoyjmuctfll1 	 f C.MMt [MSOfflceS4]: repj 
jT : (FOL-INI) how much taller. Brilliant,good boy. That's what we're after.Now, how, - 
what are you going to do now C, after you've done that? You've read it, now is, "how 
much taller", we've got "sunflower" underlined, is that, is that really important? Is it?  
__________ 	
- 
IComnient (i4SOfflce56]: 
j [pause] jusi "how much taller"l would say. That would be better. Good boy. jsouk - 	 km. e. m, con,eI,eI 
I: (RES)ppproxi!i 
-- 
E}__ 
ftem[MSOffice57]ncp 
1Con1nent (MSOfflce5B]: e, 
tmd 
- 
(Commnt(Msoffice59): rep 
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L.(FOL-INI) 	 what!] [i'.(indistinct) (RES) cm] 'sd, let's see 
how C going to go about calculating the answer. Go on C. you show us. Try not to rest 
your hand on it. [1jRES)6]  
9: (silent RES) (no explanation given while writing) [Pt: (FOL) he's right!] 
T:(lN I) ssl hupils laugh as_interactive boardproduces peculiar scribbles) 
thinks that the answer could be 206, is that right? ("no" is audible).. . nybody( agree or 
disagree? Anybody got anything to say about that one? (1 second pause) 'pow might 
you know (laughter from some pupils) how might you know why that one looks a bit 
strange? Anybody see any clues? Go on L. 
.J((tndistinctc1 0 word reply,) 
[1: (FOL-INI) OK so it's another one with mixed units. L. I hope you're listening. It's - - 
another one with mixed units.  
: (RES) 	 - [ mment (MSOffice72]: repj 
, IComment (MSOffl73 
1I(FOL-IND200cm_OK, so the calculation he needs to do is what? Anyone helphim out- Iei,ch,d, 
there? Sshh, you'll have to put your hand up 
(teacher notices humming) 
p 	
i 	 K omeonJ,come round here and show us ... he's_underlined the mportant_bits...O. -1 Camunent LMSOfflcel4]: 
p. 
When you approximate it .1, what do you think it's going to be? Who's the person who's 
humming? Can you stop? [disagreement in background regarding identity of humming  
pupil] ØIC, keep going, you're going to approximate the answer now J. So he thinks it's - - 
going to be. [P: ? yeah] 	 , some people are 
'1 - 	 Comment (M50ffic771: i, 
saying to him K? 
jj(RES)he'snotapproxthe4  CamMnt 	 I 
1P: (FOL-INI) L1meM (MSOffice79); e, 
____ 	 ____ 	 ____ 	 ___ 	 -- 
- 
ftanmeMsofncesD:rcp 
• 	 . 	 . 	
. [l':JFOL-INI) about 16 OK. Right, so now we've got to calculate it, so how 	 eyou going 1 coimnent (MSOfflceBlJ: e, .- 	 m, im, ci, ci 
to calculate it? What did C do wrong?  
k9niment (MSOfficeSZJ: r, 
?(RS±Qndistct) 
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[F: (INI) OK, you show us what you would do [pause] sshh, people can see an easier way. - 
Now can you see what he's doing? Sshh. OK. So "how much taller", what does all that 
calculation mean? 
P(RES)(indistinct) 	 - 
[F: (FOL-IN I) 
j':(RES)fli'!6!I1lPt 
[F: (FOL) it's 64 
P: (RES) cm 
(F: (FOL-INI) Good boy, cm. (j: (REP) or (INI?) Mrs B I've got an easier way] jusi write 
64cm there. 
- - 
[t•: (FOL) it does, but it's not wrong is it? Yes, you can start at . . .or. . .Brilliant. Thank you 
(teacher quietens class) 
ITLPN)ah, !'ve skipped one, so we're going to 1ook.n9g!  the one that says number 2, 
about Sinita. So, erm, {P': (INI)(b)] bomd on G see if you can fitthrougr.We 
haven't left a gap today, have we? L, if you stand up and then (indistinct). Sshh, I can 
hear that some people are actually reading the question, but there are a few people who 
are not. C, move away from J please and go and sit on the hard chair. Stay where you are 
there C. OK. So have a read of that then G 
: :(RES) (reads question aloud)  
i(INl) 
- - 	 -- 	 - 	 - 	 - 
[f-: (FOL-lNl) underline it OK. So what's the important? We could have done with a little 
step for you couldn't we? OK, 177cm tall, that's important. Yes. How tall is, yes, Sinita 
in metres. Anything else that's important? 
(RES) the (indistinct) 	
- - 	 - 
(FOL-iNl) well done, Sinita is twice as tall as her b!other. Brilliant. Sowe've got to 
work out roughly what you think the answer's going to be. So what do you think roughly 
it's going to be? 
P: (RES) (indistinct) 
Icommerit [MSOtflce83: 
?. d, in, ci?, d, in. ci 
[&mJnent [MSOfflce841: rep ] 
•[&ment (MSOfficeBS]: eJ 
io.ent [MSOffice95]: 
ack,i,rn,rn-s.rn 
(iment (MSOffice99!J 
1imeiit (HSOffice9l]: 1 
1Imetit (MSO#IIce98J: rep 
[&.mment (MSOffice9S): 
icc, in, ci 
Comment (MSOfflcelOOl:re 
kment (MSOtflcet011: c, 
in, ci, con,, C. Corn, C, ci 
rmm (MSOffice102]: 
I TCP 
Comment (HSOfflce103): c, 
corn, C, in, rn-i, rn, ci 
[Comment (MSOfTice104): 
Lrcp 
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(1': (FOL-INI) (Re-initiate?) now, I can see what she's done but there's something wrong 
straight away. Who can spot, what she said, how many did you say again G? 
P:(RES)170 
jT: (FOL-INI) a 170 she said. Who can spot something that might be wrong? Before she 
goes any further, C 
P:(RES) you've got to approximate it in metres 	 - 
IFFJ(FOL- INI) kou've got to approximate it in metres. You said it was cm, that's OK yoi4 - 
ould say it's about 160cm. If it was a 160cm what would that be in m? what's a 160 iij 
0. 
- 
(ideal opportunity here for children to ask for clar4fication) 
IFJF0L-LNOI.6 OK. So right, so you think it's about 1.6, OK, so how are you going to 
work it out then 0 
(RES) well, you could do (indistinct) 	 -- 	 - 	 - 
(Il: (FOL) good 
IS: (RES) (indistinct) and then if you add that together 
t: (FOL-INI) kood but what's that 174? "174 what" have you worked outi 
15:(RES) 
(F: (FOL-INI) good girl, cm, but now we've got to make sure, knowing it's sensible, 	 Jj 
ctually answered the question? Uow tall is Sinita in m? how many would it be in ml 
P:(RES)indistinct) Im and 74cnj - 
(F: (FOL-ENI) hood you could say Im and 74cm .... what else could you say? Can yo4 
khink of anything else? ... R's got her hand ui4 
P (RES) ould you say I .74 'i 
(F(FOL-lNi) exactly 1.74 m. brilliant. OK? [2 second pause] verybody understand thati 
when you've got 2 different, what we call mixed measurements, you need to swap it fo 
$eing the same ... so everybody ok with that? ( 	 Ill pupil says "yes"j - 	 - - 
Now I've got some problem solving sheets.... 
rinnient (MSOfficelO5]: 
-1 
ls?,ch,d. 0 
Rment (MSOfficelOGl: I 
[, rep 
[comment (MSOffIcetOl]: 
ch. coin, II 
f inment [MSOfficelOSl: 
[co.ent (MSOfflcelO9]: e, 
acc.cLcI 
fJëiuent (MSOfficetIOJ: ] 
Coinment (MSOtflceltl]: e, 
rn, con,ei.n 
[comment [MSOfficell2]: 
rep 
iiment fMSOmce113)j 
am 
 [
immtnt [MSOfflcell4): 
rap 
r"nff*M (MSOffkell5]: ej 
rcnt [MSOffIce115]: 
1p 
fmment (t4SOfflcell7): 
si, ci, el 
Icomment [MSOfflcellB]: 
rep 
Comment [MSOffice119]fl 
aco, corn, ci, ci, n 
[Comment (MSOfflee120]: 1 
rep 
fument (MSOffioel2l]: c, 1 
ci,, I?, M. ci,, 
I Comment [NSOfflce122]: ac 
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APPENDIX 16: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT 6 
• Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
• Archer annotations are bracketed 
• Bloom examples are highlighted 
Whole-class introductory session 
Icomment (.11]: Ms. d,con, day WI en we gothrough some of the problems... last week iremembera
- Im 
point where . . .was explaining .. .and .1 was almost bursting saying "there's a quicker way, 
there's a quicker way, why didn't he just take away instead of...? ...... and it was good 
because M had a way to work out .... but J had a different idea ... so what I would like you 
to do is, if somebody's explaining the way to do it or if you think you're not sure of 
something or perhaps you think the "teacher" the person standing here ... perhaps you 
could ask them a question ... perhaps ask why they haven't used take away instead of 
add ... you can ask them why they're using multiplication ...so I want to see if you can 
actually question the person teaching ... its quite hard, its harder than you might think 
 
- 	
. 	 Acomment P2]: M,ch, m, s. [: now, do you remember that one? (teacher reads out question). Now I want somebody ,.-- Lm d, corn, n, p. 
to come up and explain to us how they think they would work that out and you have to 
explain it to everybody. But if you're in the audience, maybe there's something that 
you're stuck on about it, maybe you could ask them a question about it, you could learn 
from other people's experiences. Who'd like to have a go? Come on then K come and 
show us 
(questions displayed on interactive whiteboard) 
(K 04 first volunteer) 
 
-. 	 . 	 [ Comment p3]: El, ci ffl:(lNl) how would you work It out then K? you've read the question, what would 
now? 
((RES) iiii indistinctly explains working out, teacher rephrases occasionally) 	 ., _ ftommiem p4]: rep 
OL-lNi) that's the tricky part isn't it, to write each amount in KG OK K Sc) you 	 0h1t [*3: corn. n 	 ] 
need to explain to everyone what you're doing.  
EL( 	 double all of them 	 , _-[ coniment [36]: rep 
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: (FOL-INI) you're going to double all the ingredients. Ok let's see you do that then 	 -" [coitinleift p71: c,m,p 	 3 
((silent RES) very quiet atmosphere while pupil is writing) 	 ____________________ 
:(FOL-lNi)OKso we've got 251. (indistinct) we need to write down it's flour 	 [comment [38]: rn, e?, d 
(([NI) x2 questions from pupils regarding use of interactive board and choice ofpen)  
J [background j3: (REP) you could have just drawn an arrow to it] 	 -[comment (39]:corn  
[comment 1aJ: el 
fl(iNl) othenwhatdoyou 	 ,- needtodoKi 
 
-fla 	
_-[mment (311]: rep 	 J RES)  
- 	 4 Comment (312]: [fl:(FOL)you'regoingtochangethemmtokgok - -  
-- 	
---- 	 -------------------_ 	 .-IComn,entFJl3l:eI 	 1 
-L.Comn1ent [314]: b 
L()j itan eighth 	
- 	 ----- - 	 ------ 
—[ ment[31s]:rcp 
LQN)_(Re-initiate?) have a look around some people might be able to help you K d o [uimt (316]: d,com, ci or 
you want to ask somebody? [no audible response] 	 _ 
L(jy!ll _there's 10 hundreds in a thousand so it's a tenth 	
CO.Thfleflt (317]: m,rep.conl 1 
, -1inment (318]: C, rn, s, corn, 
: (I OL-INI)  one tenth, one tenth ofakg...now we've got lSOg of sugar to write intokg,- 	 eI,com,d 
this is where a lot of people got stuck. k 150g, how would you write that? Some peopid 
ire listening and aren't going to know. J move your chair back pleas 
Comment [319]: ci, corn, n, 
n 
is it one seventh? No. Go on L 
(a pupil explains how they would convert into a fraction then a decimal- this would have 
been an opportunity for children to seek reinforcement gnecessary)  
____________________________ 	
[çment (322]: rep 
ft 	 dP ES) yes.]  	 A&nmentn3]:ack 
FOL-lNI) OK so you will put0.15kg. OK. Add that one on K. Now that's a good _[o 	 nt(324].rn.m,d 3 
point. It's not a fraction at the minute; that one's a decimal. 
khe next part K? ... some people are saying you can't really have a fraction for that one4 
Now .. . j you think you can. Go on, what would you say (this question is posed to a pupil 
who tends to call out)  
:(RES)bh, I was just saying I don't think you carj 	 -[Comment (325]: rep 
[flJlNl) well it's a I 50g out of a 1000. Does anybody know how... to make that intoa 	 C0Oiment [326]: m, ci, ci, n J 
smaller fraction? C 
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L(!iy0u could halve.. 
.Ondistinct) 
(3273: rep ____[comment 
IE OOL-lNl) 75.1 was thinking of something eask r.T 
_-[ 	 ago, corn, n J co.nn.ent (528]: 
jjRES) if you knocked [T interrupts]  com 	 (329]:  rep , [ment 
:(FOL-lNl)good_boy, if you knockedanought off the top, if you knock a nought Off Acomment (530]. e, ci 
the  
:(RES) bottom -[comment [131]: rep 
(332]: ci. ci 
lNl)t6!ThiA liflulOtil 
JS  -[co.nment (5333: rep 
LIoAmanye51stwo.ullifliIl!5Ji 	 - 
- [comment (534]: e, ci 
izKs -[iment (535]: rep 
](FOL-EN1)U[P:(RES)2O]IaoyAmanflffiiI1jOji -- .Jcommentp361:e.ei 	 i 
-[iniment p37]: rep 	 1 
L([)2yuyId have 3/2 	 So it is possible to do afractiorL Don't think ,.' -rment (138]: C, con, corn [m,e,corn,corn,n 
it's not possible. Now somebody explained that one and K did very, very well, but do you 
know no-body actually asked her any questions, no-body felt brave enough to ask her a 
question, so on the next one ... l'd like you to ask them a question. I'm going to choose 
someone, C 
(C from G5 is chosen as next volunteer= clear voice) 
calls out: (?) this is one I got stuck on 	 - ___-[coniment p39]: corn 
fl: (RES-INI) yes a few people did get stuck on this one. OK C, tellus what you're doing0mment (No]: ace. rn p] 
at the moment 
ES) well, I'm underlining. I'm going to approximate it [comment [341]: rep 
:(FO)you're going to approximateitOK. _(342]: e 
(RES)5x50O _4comment[343]: 
ffiL(tiQ!)_5x500OK -[comment [344]: e 
jyes, whichis2500 __-[comment (345]: rep 
[NI) [comment (346]: ci, corn 
La.tu.'imqi 	 swui 	 t.c..I.Nftar 
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E:(RES) because its 450 approximately near 500 and then .. .(indistinct) 	 ___[COfluneflt (348]: rw. corn LCX 
: ( OLIN 	
(349]: ci, c,corn,j!J 
:(RES-lNI) IMMMMMEN 
 
because.. .(indistinct and cut short) 	
jCOmmeflt (351]: r 
:(FOL)good boy actually because otherwise you are calculating it not 	
4du11h1eM [352]: e, corn 	 J 
are you? 
j_(lNl) how did you get actually get the answer 2500...? 	 [commeut (353]: ci 
(gS-1) it's an estimate, yes goodboy C. Go on L. 	
(.i.nient P541: e, . n 
:(RES-lNl) when you .. ..what measurement did you use.. .(indistinct)? 	 Romment (355]: ci 
:(ES)mmm.. .use kilometresbecause ... (indistinct) 	
__-[comment (356]: rep,com 	 ] 
1IL(FOL-J) ...ok so I'm not,I think,_go on L is that what you meant? 	 m,p,el 
:(RES)1thought...
- --------- 	
-[conunentps8]:cornorrcp9j 
: (RES) (indistinct) 	 I 
:(FOL-lNl)(Re-in±tiate?) now I read that a different way, did anyone else read that 	
HComment (360]:  
slightly differently to what C did, anyone see anything different? 5? 
(3 pupils asked and 3?1 child is asked to talk directly to peer teacher)  
L()JindistinctL 	
_-[cotninent (361]: rep 
rnLi) er, J 	
comment [362]: n 
Qti  
; (RES-INI) (indistinct) don't you need to... 	
_[commentp63]:a 	 I 
jFOL-lNi)h&s just approximated at the minute though J. talking about reading the 	 (364]: corn In 
Er, E  
P(S)hsayadfronf'  	 ,4comment ps5]:rcp 
:(FOL-lNI)_good girl. So, go on, say it to him again. What do you think's wrong with 	 _oment (366]: c p. ci, 
El'.] iii.:iltLittss& 
P1t afllVll 
rnma'&'O. J1t(W 	 ftt sffltffW)4 \vQç Etrfr4n h c 
Q 	 i}D 	 T:IM4 : 	 fTtAj1, ,1I.L U€+1 fa+i'; $t  
	
v1tUzIt, oLt fl4Ii PN, b4 friii fli 	 t: 'hltf i!fflUJt , 	 ¶0 
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ment (370]:  j:( OL-INI) superb. [rephrases pupil explanation] so carry on C. So let's approximate it  
again  
:(RES) then it would be 900 each day  calls out: (Rno!)... 
ftOoOOecIithY 	
-.-  
: (RES) and it's 5 days so it's 5x900... 	 ___[c!!ument 1)74]: r 
(teacher notices exasperation from a couple ofpupils)  
:(FOL-INl)good, ok be thinking of anysthat you need to ask C if you're flQ q 401ThT*11t (PS]: e. rn,d 
= 	 - 	 4Coqnment[376]:corn,ei,n 	 1 
Comment (377]: ci, corn 
E:(RES) well you could do that but it doesn't matter because.. .(indistinct) 	 konimeM 
(378]: m, a? repj 
('(REP) 2eacher provides reminder about importance of correctly placing noughts) 	 , [mentpn]: e. n J 
jS-1j) how did you change metres into kilometres? 	 p80]: ci 
:(FOL-lNl)that'sagoodquestion ... well done S... actuaLly being very brave and she's 	 [ffh1mem [381]: e.cornlj corn, C, rn, p 
smiling there to herself because she's not understood it and I think that's really good and 
really brave because put your hand up if you also really honestly and truly are not sure 
how C did that and S has actually been brave enough to . . .and has spoken for all these 
people.. well done, good girl. OK C, you need to explain 
Q) well.. .you put a point and that shows how many km ... ,1c0mmeM 
(382]: rn,rer corn 	 J 
[comment (383]:  
ME 
(384]: ci, corn 	 J 
p851: rep 	 3 _ft9mmem L(S)JP!4istinctresponse) 
_ 
Cwnmnt [386]: e, n 
-ftmment (387]: rep 
:(lNl) ok askC which part exactly you don't understhnd,Cwi Thlk directly to you thi— Lmment (]88]: m, 	 3 
time 
__-LQmment (289]: rep 	 1 
- 
(slight snigger from some pupils) 
rnL(N) rkTizh1 zIandIbeIsPeifi  
~ghtsl 
 
LOi)4?9 of the noughts are you meaning then? 
,_[c5nnment [390]: ci, corn 
[commentP91]:rei 
-LComment (192]: ci 
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(teacher determines which part pupil struggled with and acts as go-between before 
handing over to peer teacher) 
-[iment (.394]: (LN1i) flpjouIundeThtaffdth' y5t9SritpJR& IlMoestneedltolexylfliilfr Th'-1 ,, d 
Riment [395]: m,i 
(teacher rephrases slightly) 
-(ixiiment (396]: I, p 
that 900m. . .cany on C  
,,{Comment [397]: I 
J!) and then she . . .which makes 4500m. .(teacher checks that pupil er understands-"  
[comment (398]: ci, i1: (IND do you 2et that bit J? yeah. OK) 	 you've got to convert that.. .4km and then  
1 Comment - 
you've got 500 left and then you've got to .. .by separating it ... then you put the km on 
the end 
[Commeflt (3100]: C, con, 
:(RES)(actingasa RES-INI?) flrnxismeaira 	
-iomment (3101]: rep 
c 
Nt) oh okgoonC_- _[omment plo2]: ac : (l 	 k,p.n ] 
	
means the bit that's lefi over 	 - 	 - 	
olmeilt (3103] rep 
(REP) (rephrases with arnp1e 	
-- 	 Comment P1] rep 
(RES) (acting as an INJ) so it's the remainder 9  
	
(FOL-lNi) I] syaurmaffi tø rffilf 	 [comment [3106]: e, n, ci 
J(RES) t a6Il[0ia_ .  
fl: (FOL-IN 
(round of applause for C) 
(praise from teacher for and questioners and invited applause for responses from C) 
jjF0L-lNl) now, C breathes a sigh of relief. Now one morel think jlNl) number 8! 
Number 8!] think we'll do number 8.0K lots of people have their hand up for this one. 
I think we'll have, oh this is difficult, oh come on 0, you're bursting 
(lots of eager volunteers) 
(Lower mainstream pupil chosen) 
Comment [3107]: rep 
_[ment (3108]: e, ci 
comment 1091: rep, corn 
i comment [3110]: rn, corn, 
Comment 1)111]: b 
Comment [3112]: rn, s, corn, 
rn, I, corn, n, corn 
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:(RES) 	 - jcomment (3114]: rn,conrpj 
(pupils fry to point something out to G [j)igrammes] and teacher reminds children - - - 	 (3115]: ci? 
that they can ask her why) 
: 	 l (FOL)OK,OO5, OK 	 --  	 - E 	 (3116): 
(S) and then (indistinct) --____ 	 --_________________ 	 ____ 	 (3117]: rep 	 J 
:(lNl) oh there are lots of peoplewanting to ask you a question this 	 -[commentt31l8]: i.dorp' 
(peer teacher chooses pupil questioner with little hesitation)  
-fccmment (3119]: ci 
[fl:(RES-INI)(responds to underlining query) another question, come on G 	 - 
(IN!) (peer teacher chooses) 
R (RES) you could have done it... (indistinct) 
. 1c!mmeflt[3 120]:reP.P 	 j 
-[tnment (3121]: n 
- [comment (3122): rep, corn j 
E. (FOL-lNI)riali 	 --------- 	 [çmmentp12s:e,n 
g:JRES-IN1) 	 -_-- jmment(3126]:el 	 _J 
(peer teacher answers directly) 
:(RES)ljust--- - 	 — -Lcomment (3127]: rep 
(teacher interrupts with query) 
-9mment [3128]: ci, n 
LotnaxeaCifl 	 - 
[comment (3129]: rep 
L mertt (3130]: c. n 
A"° 	 (3131): ci 
: (RES-INI) you know your answer, why didn't you just change it into 1.5kg 
(teacher interjects) ____________________ 
: (FOL-INI) - 	
- Lr 	 (3132]: a, ci, 
- 
[omrtiem (3133): ci, corn 
- 
' Jcomment (3134]: rep 
"it's E: (RE)_(respondswithsotnething like 	 too complicated for me 	 - -- -- - 
[j{lO&n)  commentpl3s]:i,n 
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: (ItES-INI say someone in year3 didn't know how much a kilogramme was and then - 	 [!!!1ment (31361:' orcornJ 
you put l500g ... wouldn't understand 
(peer teacher responds without any hesitation and without seeking co&rmation  from 
teacher) 
I was doing it to youn ger...(indistinct)  
FOL)OK.ThanksG   
 ,
-[rnnent (31371: 
-ftmmentp138]:e 
(applause for G) 
[background E:(RE)  that's how I found it easier] 
__ [comnient (3139): corn 
(M chosen as next volunteer- writes without clear oral explanation) 
FOL-lNI)qç now I can see what you're going to write M, you're goingtoputlkg... 
- 
r?tt mm-soc 
take away 500g.. ..anyone got anything to say about that? B?  
..... (queries difficulty of mixing units,) (indistinct) ____________________ 
(JNI) what do you think about that M? 
. '(RES) (indistinct) 	 - 
E. (FOL-INI) anyone !ilhe's right or making it hard thrhi 	 seit'? Anyone think it is-'' 
__ 	 uncut (3141): rep 	 j 
- 	 ou.in.ent p1421: tEn 	 j {c 
--k,mme1ln314a rep  
ei.ei, eTII] 
easier? A good question to ask him  
LO!L (indistinct) ... he's really just got it... (indistinct) 
-Lrrnictit p146): ci, conti.fl 
p1471: reP, corn 
	
- 	
P148): ace 
	
-- 	 Co 
 Background:(lNi)i'ddoit! 	 - 
...k,.....e 	 1I - 
- [comment (315o]: coT 
I!EJEJLrIlVi 	 J USLd!I I L!C WV! I ICU WI ICI! JUU pUt!I._J U U! I L 	 — 
L7:(RES)(indistinct) might think "oh it's 1kg take 500g..." (indistinct) - - 
Background &(E)  oh no_ -- - - 
- - 
[IILffPL-lNl) that's fine the way M's done it as long as he understands it that way! - 
would just be a little bit concerned that he'd not changed them all into the same units... 
[çimment p151): rep, corn 
- (ç5xnnient (3152): b? 
- [ç9mn.ent (31531: p,n 
'[comment (3154]: rep, corn 
_-[conimcnt (3155): e, corn 
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APPENDIX 17: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT 7 
Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
• Archer annotations are bracketed 
• Bloom examples are highlighted 
Whole-class introductory session 
IF: (Ni) OK, now if I bought something for this amount of moneyand Pm going to 
give in £5, 
J: (RES) Oo 
IF: (INI) who can come and show me how they think they could work out the change for 
that one? Who's never had a go at showing us on the Smart board? A would you like to 
come and have a go?... How would you work out the change that you would get 
from5? 
jcomment (I4SOffIce13: 
[comment [MSOfflce2]: ack 
comment [MSOfflce3]: n, n. 
el 
((RES) oupil( quietly describes working out) 
	
(HSOfflcM]: rep J 
1 CommeM [MSOfflceS]: in f: (lNl) now you'll have to explain to us what you're doing as well. Watch very carefully 
 
because if she gets stuck you might want to take over 
(spontaneous I dialogue between A and Josh and another pupiljust in front of board) 	 — 1 COmment [MSOfflCe6]. PT1 
OK we cantell it's a5 ... and what would you do wiAhUhe otherpart A? 	 comment (MSOfflce7]. A 
(remainde4 of class praisedfor waiting patiently) 
	
[comment [MSOfflceB]: corn 
ti: that was really nice actually, people talking to each other and not just accepting what 
	
[comment (Msofflce9]: corn 
somebody said but asking them what they mean. Don't forget to ask questions if you're 
not quite sure ... or you want to ask why they did it in a certain way 
- (ixnment [HSOfflcelO]: ack ] 
- - [comment (MSOfflcefl]: ii 3 
Icomment [MSOfflce12]: p 
and pup11 nomination 
[ënsnent (MSOfflce13]: rep 
or ci? 
[comment (HSOfflcel4]: corn 
((RES) indistinct response from A) 
Ij: (NI) B? [Comment (MSOffla15]:] 
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I (RES) see what I would have done, as in... 	 Comment (MSOffIcel6]: rep.] 2, what you need to get to £5 is....km 
(unclear explanation of method) but because I know if you get the...  
]'fl shhh, don't distract him. I know .... the only thing I would say there B is j - 
'Romment (14SOfflcel7I: d. 
[corn, n 
an see what you are trying to do ... Iet's just go back to the question for A and what she' 
ctualIy written down. I know I'd like to ask her a question but I bet someone's going tj 
sk before me. Go on 
 
Comment [MSOffioe18]: ci, Pfl(RES-lNflk'hy did you do subtraction when you could have done adding, cos ... 68 ad4 	 cam 
which is 70.4 
(A did not respond before teacher asked next pupil questioner)  
IT, itwouao 	 - 	 -- 
- 
i: (RES) er, I know (indistinct) but we couldn't hear... - (Comment [MSOfflce2O]: cam] 
tJINl) OK which bit can you follow.. .which bit did you get? (MSoffice21]: ciComment 
P: (RES) (indistinct) [comment (MS0fflce221: rep 
- - Comment [MSOffl23R22]: 
Tc(FOL-INI)ØK so she's got the £543, she's stuck on the next bit. What did you dc4 
- 1 Comment (MSOfflce24]: con, 
P: (RES) Wou take away the 60 and then . . .equals.. 	 - - [Comment (MSOffice25]: rep - 
fF: (FOL) I think I can see what she's done now. I was a bit confused as she wrote it 
- 
[ 	 corn 
L,m 
comment fMSOffice26J: 
down. OK, so... 
P (continued RES?) it's 3 [comment [t4SOffice27]: mp - 
-- 
Comment (P4SOffice2SJ: cu?, jrfl(INI) hh, don't forget to put up your hand and ask a question if you're not sure.. .er, 	
-. 
Pfl(RES-INI)Iiowwouldyoucheckyouransweri -{coinmenttMsofnce29J:ei 	 ] 
[ Comment (MSOffice3O]: cyj [F: (FOL-INI) kood question, go on A how would you check your answer? How do yot4 - - 	 ____________________ 
Jcnow if you're right?.4 
___ 
PD(RES) { 
Comment [I4SOffice3l]: rep j 
{0mme' 	 (nsomce32]: ace] 1 (P 	 iA)idd what? You're right 	 add which number to it? that's a good ... 	 ... 	 questioi 
fl which would you add to i [coment (SOfficea3]: ci m 	 I4____________________ 
I5:(RES) 	 --.----- [comment[Msofficas]:rep] 
[TFOL-lNi)hat's it! Good girl, well done. £2 .... makes £5 ... OK we'll just have 4 - [Counent(Msofflce35]:e 
ouple more. 
- { 
9omment [HSOffice36]: e?, J!FS!)±now where you took away the 60 and the 8 but how did you get 321 
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% :c 	 jl4 \VJAI t. . 	 . 	 j, 	 it sçitti ThE 
. it 	 ir' xu q1 	 jig .3 'i4 vcas. 	 iR4iYiq 	 ftJ 
\3(J! I4t \Q2II !JOQ :)T, itj 'it flw'i 	 gfi: .iytxxi Sc)KLs' - 'cis \PA 
• • 
	 Jxwcuk7 	 t 
	 Comment f P4SOfftce38i!jJ 
I ''iJxi 	 f*sv OJ 
	 lI&mnient (MSOfflcea9]: e, n ] 
[F: (INI) KfhtjtIhThflh' 
I:(RES) 
feedback FOL) has she? 
1: (RES) no £2.40 
[F:(FOL)fl.40 
Il: (continued RES?) then if you take away the 8.. .then that gives you 32 
[FjFOL- IN!) bnTh ant. Good glit Was that hard to explain that A how you got that one? 
Comment (MSOfflce4Ol: rep. 
- 	 Leorn 
- Icomment (MSOfflce411:m, 
- - - (comment (MSOfflce42]: rep] 
1mment fMSOffIce3]: ace 
• (Comment (MSOffice44J 
•-.[ment (I4SOffice451: a 
- rment (MSOffice46]: rep 
-[Eomment (MSOfflce4ll: a, 
Lel, corn ci, i,e?,e,d,d 
Were you sure you worked it out or was it because J helped you at the last bit? (pause) be 	 ____________________ 
honest, it doesn't matter does it? Were you not sure about that bit yourself? Let's try [E. 	 -[comment [MSOffice48]: b 
(INI) me!] another one. Thanks A that was a good try that one. Well done. Do want to  
wipe it off for us? Ithink we'll try another one. [background pupil: (INI) use your finger! 	 Comment (MSOffice49) 
Use both of them. i: yeah] .. . bo' it's 	 4c0mmt(Mwm5o1c] 
-- 	 comment (MSOfflce5l]: corn 
this one this time (pause) let's have [P: (RES) oh, 37]..  
[comment (MSOffice52l: ack 3 
I Comment [MSOffice53]: s, 
(n, d, ni. ci, 
____________________________ 	
I Comment (MSOfflce54J: rn 
	
-
-- 	
(rep 
[1: (FOL) she's doing something that some people in this class have been avoiding a little .- [ Comment [MSOffice55]: e? 3 
bit  
[Comment (MSOfflce56]: i or 1 
1S: (RES Inc self-evaluation of method) (realises she is unable to use that method 	 saIf-evaIuaüon? 	 j 
successfully) I'm not going to do that one! ... (tries alternative method) .. 	 reason I've 	 -[comment (MSOfflce5 71:!J 
done that is because I've .. .(indistinct)  
I  
T: (FOL) [teacher and pupils laugh] we'll come back to that one. I thought you were 	 [rn-s.c comment (MSOffice5S] 
very brave then L 
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(majority of children still quietly paying attention to working out e.g. 
interested/confused/puzzled expressions, mouthing figures, whispering suggestions) 
1: (REP) I'm going to add... 
1 	 - 	 - 	
-- 
--------------- ------ ---------- 
rg(FOL-1Ni)uJ1iTiliiiilieiwtongtanserwgoxonith'PJ 	 -- - - - - 
PJ(RES) 
[background P: (FOL) see I told you it 
was 6631 
[comment [MSOffice59J: rep] 
Comment [MSOfflce6O]: a, 
corn 
fë.ment [MSOffIce6l]: nor 
ch? 
[Comment [P4SOfflce62]: a 
[coniment [MSOffice63]: 
L ci, p 
Comment (MSOffice64]: rcp, 1 
Comment (MSOffice65J: I or 
corn? 
• . 	 . 	 - - 	 - V 	 - 	 -- 	 1CommentLMSOffl66]:eL TFOL-1Nl) can you see what you've done L?...this column here ... 7 add 3 but you've - - 
got one on the doorstep haven't you, so you've ended up with something too much ... but 
how would you explain that to her T?  
- 	 - 	
. 	
tMSOffIceGll: eJ ?L(RES-1N1) er, can Ishow my method...?  
fjFOL-lNl) 	 oIrffltr 	
- 
[,ent (MSOffiee6SJ: ch] 
MMMM 
IjbackgroundCREP? praise) 
1(RES inc self-evaluation) 
IT:. (FOL-INI) shhh, don't talk because you won't be able to answer his question 
- [Comment (MSOffice69]: p? ] 
Comment (MSOfflcelO]: I?, 
-- 	 jcom 
-fiment [MSOffIce7l]: rn-s 
- 	 I (or self-evaluation?) 
(MSOffic02]: ci ] 
(children are fascinated by the effort taking place: there is an air of expectancy and 
interest) 
(M is struggling to make the answer "fIt" and so fudges the working out) 
(teacher spots this, laughs and light-heartedly says: 	 __________________ 
I Comment (MSOfflcel3J: p. Tconie on, you must have a question for him now,Ican see his face, you must have a. 
- cOrn,p 
question for him now 
(Mis smiling away from the gaze of the class and most children are smiling or laughing) 
Comment (MSOffI004): p.o 
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i(D.heiot ai_____ 
1: (FOL-INI) thank you C! how did you get that M? 
	 - 
PjRES)er! (most children laugh) 	 - - - 
II: (FOL-INI) he was trying to sneak .. .without you noticing that one ... M very cunningly 
known the answer but is not quite sure how it fits in with that method ... so there go L, 
that's going to make you feel better isn't it? (pause) Oh hang on... 
(onel pupil is audibly saying: (lNl) now what you doing M? ¼notheij P: (FOL) oh no, 
what's he doing?) 
ft: what's he trying to do now? ...he knows he's got the answer doesn't he, but he's trying 
to make his calculation fit his answer. Has anyone [ ... an alternative strategy]? Come on 
[Comment [MSOfflce75]: ci 
[Comment [HSOffke76]: ejjIr 
- 
- [Comment (MSOfflc071: ack 
- M t (MSOtflce7Sl: con, d 
[iEmeiit (MSOfflcel9l: ci 3 
- [comment (MSOfflceSOJ: corn] 
rm [MSOfflceSl]: ci, 
corn, n, p.  e 
C you're bunting, come and show us how you would have done that bit ... 1 like the way 
the way you trying to work it out M... 
(excited murmur from class) 
 
I Comment (MSOfficeB2]: j]7(continued)_actually he was trying to work with the numbers wasn't he? But when it .- [coiiorn 
comes to explaining how you got it, it doesn't quite work does it? 
-- -[Comment (MSOfficeSal: ci 
[Comment (MSOfflces4j; rep 
(MSOfflceSSJ: e 
[Comment (MSOffIce861: rep, 
WM 
---- 	 L 
- 	 -(comment[Msofflce87]: I 
YyRES) .. and then all you have to do is take 1000 minus 33p which is 7p and then you 	 [rmentr01: reP, 
have to [ft: OK] do .. . (realizes there's a problem) (Teacher and pupils laugh) and then , - [ Comment (MSOffIce89]: ack 
you've got 7 down here (murmurfrom pupils) and then you've got..(indistinct)..this is  
from 13 and then you've got 10 minus 7 which is 3... (udibld P: (IN!) Mrs. B!)... 
	 - - 
	 oiient [MsoffIce9o]. b 3 
-[ 	 3 11':. (FOL-INI) we ye come across 	 Comment (MSOffice9l]: c,d a problem! Hang on 	 -- - 
(increased murmuring and exc itement from pupils) 
 
• . 	 [Comment (MSOfflce92]: ci 3 FCt ll uswhatyourproNern is  	 -  [ 	 3 ? (RES) well when you ye done it 10rninus3 is 700 (becornesarnumble: :erruptdby 	 Comment (M50Thce93]: , _ 
T)  
[Comirnt [Ms01nce94]: 	
] mm 
flpwouiusualrsttifdfltkezawaygj 
?WRES) IonY.eEt!il1iwtoJpenc 
1: (FOL) convert it into pence C says, OK 
	 - 
i: (continued RES) ... because that's 337p or £3.37 and then £10 is 1000p (murmur) 
T: (REP) might have a question for you in a minute 
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Another(RES)Tffath'fli1
{commentcnsomce95]j  
ui 
It,: (FOL-INI) you start at the units. Now there's a problem there C, why are you not 	 iment (MSO ffice96] 
- 	
ci, m 
starting with the units? That's my question. 
(several pupils are loudly whispering that they have something to add)  
- [comment (MSOffice97j? 
(I (continued) when you do a take away normally ypistrt_syjt_te units end don't you 
which would be zero take away 7 and everybody started off doing that and they got very 
frightened and said "no it doesn't work" (pause as teacher looks to choose another pupil, 
audible discussion offigures/methods from pupils to each other or to peer/teacher) 'panfJ 
P:(RES)  
(pupils are more vociferous:  focus of their attention is still the subtraction) 
(pupils quieten again as G begins to show her working) 
Comment (MSOfflce9S3: ci,, 1 
Lel,n 
_,mment [MSOfflce99]: rep 
Comment (MSOfflcelOD]: 
(sudden eruption of disquiet as pupils realise the method isn't working) 
R 	 e, [1' 	 me nt (MSOfflce101]: : (FOL-INI) (Re-initiate) a 1000 pence, OK. Is everybody watching?...hang on, I'm - 
going to get M back because he 's just had a brainwave, so let ' s just see if he ' s got it this 
time 
audible call of (INI) "I had it!! had it!" from pupil who had shown working out ei!!)_ 
(near silence) 
IRE S)(conJIdently) so I'm taking this away first because that's9so that gives I from 
10, 1 cross out the lOso you can let this borrow so that's 10 take away 7 equals 3,9 take 
away 3 equals 6, 9 take away 3 equals 6 
(audible (FOL) "ye!" and "1did not understand that")
-- - - 
((lNl)teacherr!R.fl!iruzaawesain) 
:(RES) 
(EN!) httW5ulanldnThl 	 - 
}: (RES-INI) riirfiJ 
IF: (FOL-IN I) 	 RIM - - 
[comment (MSOfflce1O2]: I, 
Comment [l4SOfflce1031: re 
Comment [MSOfflcelOs]: 
ack 
Comment (P4SOfflcelOS]: 
corn 
jComment [MSOfflce106]: ci 
Comment (MSOft'Ice101]: c, 
WM 
[comment (MSOfficelOBJ: ci 
liomment [MSOtflce109]: ci 
[Comment (MSOfflcellO]: p, 
corn, 
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______ 	
I Comment fMSOfflcellI] 
i: (RES) 	 corn 
(J shows his working out but it is dWIcult to follow: confusing and indistinct Nb pupils 
are quiet and focused- slight discussion audible) 
________________ 	
1 qnment (MSOffIcell2 
1: (RES) 	 rep 	 ii 
1conunentIisotnceii3i IF: (I OL-INI)) (Re-initiate) 	 rn,cLn.p 
(pupils more voc?ferous  again, B volunteers to demons trate method and near silence 
falls) 
(pupils are very quiet while B describes his long confusing method using the interactive 
board) 
(pupils are vociferous when teacher indicates that there's a problem with the method) 
fJ: (continued) (FOL-INI) 
P:(RES) 
h'ihtV1'dIbWffi 
I1b(ft1!flhiKtcoiy.ouThWifl&ff1thWb3.r -- 	 - - -- 	 - 
P: (RE 5) 
IF:(lN!asFOL?)ah,doesit? 	
- 	 - 	 - 
'1: (RES) something like that [background pupil: (FOL) something like that!] so we have - 
to take a I off here so that equals 763 
j•: (FOL-INI) ) (Re-initiate) OK [voc(ferous response] B, put your pen down for a 
second ... what I would have done ... is would have looked at that number as being a 
hundred, so if I take a one off the hundred what number would I get 9 ...99, ok? And 
we've got I over here, so now we've got 10 take away 7 is ....3 and 9 take away 3 is....6 
and 9 take away 3 is . . .6 and if I added them together would it make £10? 
4 closed Q and A follow: 
- 
[ëment [MSOfflce1I4]: 1 [ace, corn,d 
- 
Rmmeiit (t4SOffIcellSJ: 
rep, corn 
- [Comment (MSOfflcell6]: rn, 1 
- [con. 
Comment [HSOffIcell7): 
Lrep 
Comment [MSOfflcc118]: 
ace 
IComment (MSOffIce1l9]: 
Comment [MSOfflce120]: e? 
Comment (MSOffkel2tJ: in, 
d, 7 
[Comment (MSOffice122]: ci 
Comment (MSOffice1233: 
[rep 
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IoN! ojnowswek 90ttt0r1fl11i 	 - 	 - 
4RES)U 
- - - 
F(RES)U 
:(lNDrdrtiflhthviflL9rthkeJaWaVlTh 	 - 
P:(RES)fl - 	 - 	 -. 	 - 
(tNt) fliTj1fl71'dThrthffi1ttherLwoul'dIiWa1witQ 	 -- 	 - 
P(RES) 	 - 
(F: (FOL) it would be...M yours was very close the way you did it (Al responds - 
'defensive/jE(RES)ididit,ididit! Ididitlikethat!)
- 
[comment (HSOfnce124j 
TeacherpraisesM for tackling this vertical methq4_ -- -- - - 
[comment (MSOffice134jj 
Clear time limit given for independent task 15 mins. 
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APPENDIX 18: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT 8 
. Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
Archer annotations are bracketed 
. Bloom examples are highlighted 
(prior to lesson, teacher told me that children had shown varying degrees of difficulty 
with time-related work during a recent science lesson e.g. they could often read a digital 
display but were unable to relate that to analogue time) 
Whole -class introductory session 
(teacher introduces problem solving involving time; audible groan from one pupil)  
• 	 I 	 [ient (MSOfflcelI: d 	 1 (reminderto ask questions) 	 - 	 - 
• . 	 Rment (M5OffI2]: m, s, 
T: (INI) now, I'm not saying that...but we've got ...so, Dread number I 	 rns,rn,n 
1: (RES) I know! (calls out quietly) got it, I've got it Mrs B 	 k0mmeMtM50ma31:tI 
TNyoushouldn'tbeaçp 	
(MSOffke4l:
pg 	 _______________ 
[comment 
• 	 . 	 . 
	
fim 
	
(MSOffIceS]: d 
T: watch to see if D gets it the same way 
[comment (MSOtftceG]: ack 
?L(RES) yeah ... ok  
[Comment (MSOfflce7]: ace 
(the pupil makes quiet running commentary as peer shows working out: (FOL) I'veI got 	 ____________________ 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 [comment (MSOffIceS]: corn it... you ye lost me Ii. .yeah. . .weIl done! (spontaneous applause) 	 - 
- 	
- 	
---- 	 -(comment(Msomna 
[F: (IN I) 	 ISFIMENNFIMMINIMOMEJUME=- 	 (comment [MSOfflce 10]: 
[tmehit (MSOffice1lJ: corn 
'wafi 	 [ment [1450ff1ce12]: ci 
MYO 	
Coniment [MSOfflee13]: rw 
(comment [MSOffice14]: corn 
P: (RE S-IN I) 	
- 	 (Comment (MS0ffice1S3: rq 
ping aiwma.,nanI.üt.saaasaa 	 - - [ COnffleiit (#4SOffice16]: corn 
P: (RES) 	 aaI [amei pupil as before: - 	
0uh1e (t4SOffioel7]: corn 
_____________ 	
- [ëment (MSOffIce18]: c or 
(INI as RES) did you not?] 	 Cl? 
4INi) 	 - - 	
[ comment (MSOfflcel9lI ci 
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P[](gS) what you do is you start off with the 30 and you add 40 on to the 30 which add 
	 [Comment [MSOff1ce2O]: rep 3 
0 and then 60 minutes you know is I hour so . .so you've got 70 so you add 1 mor 
(i.mment [MSOffice2l]: b. ci] 
[Comment (MSOfflce22): n ] 
ii ,mment (MSOfflce23I:c. 1 
com 
(without a pause, a pupil calls out and adds) I: (IN!) Mrs B, can I tell you my way? 
ii (tNt) ter some one else, er Gi 
PFJ(RES Inc evaluation) vell instead of making that complicated you could have jus4 
Ilone, if you think of 40 minutes and then knock off the 10 add it onto 3.30 then you ge4 
o clock and then you add on the next I4 
Il: (FOL) a bit like partitioning wasn't it? 
[P (tNl) have you got the clocks? 
[TfJ(RES - INi)'vcgottheclocks , yes , don'twony...0 
Pfl(RES Inc evaluation) jbe way D did it, to make it slightly a bit easier he could have jus 
tone 3.30, put 3.30 down and . ..3.30 plus 30 which would make 4 o' clock and you'v 
[iment (MSOff1ce24J: con, 1 
[tment [MSOffke25]: el 
[nment [t4SOfflce26]: rep, 
roan 
C~nmnt [M5Offlce27]: e, 
corn 
tilI got your extra 107to make it 10 past 4  
1 mefl [MSOfflce28]: con, 
fTfl(FOL-INl)hat's what C said wasn't it? Well done. K4 - - 	
--  
PLE)h1mm I know he got 70 and .. you know that 60 is an hour.. .[T(sound4 	 - IComment (MSOffICO29I: 
istracted): klNl) jo on tell, say exactly what you mean, I think I know what you mean 
I 	 (MSOfficeaOl: corn 
PFJRES) Icontinues) but you could have iust took away the 10 cos you know 30 add 	 [7 
0 is 60 which is I hour Napping sound from whiteboard and snigger] 
IF: (FOL-INI) ) (Re-initiate) OK D, K is actually talking to you when she's saying this 
and you're not really concentrating. There's something I think that was really important 
that he's missed. (pause) Nobody's actually mentioned that. (teacher asks pupil to rewrite 
calculation and then put pen down) 
l: (RES) (calls out) I know, I know! 	 -- 	
- -
--- 
T1j(lNl) txhat's important? U 
PFj(RES)Usitpmorami 	 -- 	 -- 	 -- 	 - 
[11: (FOL-IN!) is it pm or is it am 1)? Because it might, you might be thinking that they got 
out at 410am 
1: (INI) (calls out) D! D! look at where It says 13 and it'll tell you 
[Comment (MSOffice3l]: M. 
L d, ci. d, 
{çnment (MSOffice32]: b 
comntent (14S0ffice33]: ci, n 
Lcotiitt (MSOffIce34J: rep 
I Comment (MSOffice3S): C. II, 
[Comment (I4SOfflce36]: ci 
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Iconiment (MSOffice3l): ci, 
I e, n, ci, d?, corn, [1](FOL-lNl/Re-initiate?) hlT1oesipmimean?F(RES) omeoneieallStUfft)ItrO1iTdT'flh1 
?IRES) atttwiWdj 
15rjazeiweiinjpminow2fljceveral voices heard at once- P: (RES) Eft?Zitffiilii1 P: (RES) 
aft'fli7dThlTj/ ... we're am now so . . .0K, D could you just wipe that 
off and then sit down please because I want someone to come and have a look at number 
2. 
[audible excitement and (INI)  
(INI) who would like to have a go at this? Who's not had a go at explaining at all on 
the Smartboard9 .... put your hand down ... come on C have a go [(RES) P reads question 
aloud] 
- (ment I MSOffice38J:J 
rccnm (MSOffice39): 
com, ci, ci, ii, i, in, n, d, corn 
Comment (MSOfflce4O]: LJ 
-flco.nment (NSOffice4l]: n, 
d, n, p. 
-[Comment [IlSOffIce42]: rcp 
OK you work that out for us and some people could perhaps ask you 	 - [ Comment (Msofflce43J: d 
[audible (IN!) "i'vdgot it'."]  	 -- 	 [co.nment[Msoffke44I:b ] 
[Very quiet whispers from pupils] 
 
if you're chattering, think to yourself "why?" 	 -[comment(Msofflces]:d I 
- 
{rment [P4SOfflce46]: m, 
] 
_____ 	 ObOOC 
• 	 • 
P: (RES-INI) why does it include ... (indistinct) 
i•' 
!
&WtQU.{,LB Xx4t:.)1,f c' 
• Iw;f'- ',4j1L (Sjç or4fp wt 1I4t nui ' 
[Comment (MSOfflce47]: rep j 
[Comment [MSOfflce4S]: el/n 
[&.mment [MSOffice49]: e? 3 
[Comment (MSOfficeSOJ: 
[comment [MSOffice51]: ci 3 
[comment (MSOffice52I: 
[comment (MSOffice53J: c 3 
- [Ement (MSOffioe54J: 
Comment (KSOffice5S]: 
lcorn(c). 
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1Commeiit (MSOffice56): ace 
	
1: (FOL-INI) keah that's a good point though K you've, because, you've got the answe4 	 [e,corn,c.p 	 '1 
	
ight C, you've got your 25 minutes but go on K carry on with what you're sayin [ISL 	 [Comment tMSOfflceSfl: ackj 
(RES) oh, yeahj 
	
__________________ 	
I Comment (MSOfficeSS]: e, 
	
S: (RES as evaluation) br, but 20 add 25 ,you've got that bit right, but in the hour it's ig 	 [corn 
tEJ(1NI) an you see what you've done C? (pause)You had 10.20 and then you've adde4 tComment (MSOffice591: ci [ct.ci,n 	 I 
bn 25 more minutes but because you've wrote 1.45 that means what time, what's 1.45 Jj  
PS-lNl)r, (pause) what do you meani 1 Counment (MSOtfIceGO]: rw 1(d) 	 1 
i11J(RES - lN!) how else can we say l.45'i . 	 - 	 - 	 . (co.nmentcMsofnce6l]: I 
[comment [MSOffice62]: rep 
] 
PD(RES) huartertoi 
[Tfj(FOL-lNl) huarter to 2. So ifwe were on 20 past lOCh and we added on 25 minuted I Comment tMSOffIce631: c. 	 1 [con.com,e,com,eiorch?n 
we wouldn't have got to quarter to 2, so can you see? [realises/ You've missed off you 
friought, good girl. You've got your answer right but that's why people were confusedj 
4.nymore questions for Ch? (Pause) Li  
4j(RES-lN1) kou've got the right answer, but if you didn't know that answer and yo4 - 1 m Cosn [corn. ci ent[MSOfflce64]: c 
 
were working it out how else would you do it .. 
(pupils are listening quietly) 
(indistinct responses from pupils) ______________________ 
[F: (ff41) have you got another way that you could have worked it out C? 
- 
I Com ment (NSOfflce65]: I or 
tel? 
(lust audible response from a child other than L who seems to be responding to pupil's 
and teacher's questions) ________________ 
t1 (INI) did you have a different way Li [P (RES) .. Ienttisotce: cLn [Comment (MSOffIce671: ark 
P:(RES)l did ... (indistinct) 	 -- 	 - 	 --- . 	
- [iment(MSOfnce6e]irep 
IF: (FOL-INI) 10.45 take 10.20 (pause) OK do you want to show us? That's good C thank tcomment (MSOffice69]: e. [m.d. 
you 
(children continue to be quietly attentive) 
(sudden lively response from children when calculation is completed on board NB (silent 
RES)pupil teacher worked in silence)  
[Comment [MSOffice70]: ci. t11 any questions about that? M was itching then. Mi 
	
- 	 - 	
- 
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4(I-INI) 	 flaau 	 tneiflfflteM.fl1lS*PLRES) 
[comment (MSOfflce7l]: 
__ 
(additional indistinct comments from other pupils to [ent (MSOffice72ifL) 
support this observation?) 
(interjects) 	 : (RES) no but I've added that bit toe (additional indistinct comments from iiment 	
a [MSOffIce73]: 
, 	 rn 
other pupils) 
[iment (1450ffice74]: corn] 
IjcontinuedRES)there'san easy way, you just need todo the 45 and take away the 20 
oinment (MSOfficelS]: corn] 
it's easy... 'additional indistinct comments called out by other pupils - '0d don 't need to 
- 
add an extra on) 
NB comments although indistinct, seem to be task-related embellishments ___ 
_____________________ 
Comment (MSOffice76]:] 
t: (IN!)) (Re-initiate) 
((RES) fflhledWUtgcommeiit1) 
ffi (iment (NSOe77]:j 
F : (continued) ØNQr? I1THB!GM------------ 
 
IS: 
 (RES) 
Comment (MSOfflcelS 
corn 
(simultaneous excited comments generated) 
________________________ 
'Il(FOL-lN I) 	 atalrsoao&'a4n 
Comment (MSOfflce79 
ui," 
1(RES) 	 - [ment (MSOfflce8O]: rep 
IF: (FOL-INI) (laughs) well done G for saying that. Good girl, you did spot that 
Comment (MSOffice8lI: c, 
 
f: why would that sort of calculation become difficult in time? Can someone think of a fiment (1450ffice82]: ci, et 
reason why doing a subtraction like that would..  
IS: (RES)? 	 eminent (MSOffioe83j: rep 
[F: (FOL)? 	
[ aem (NS0ff1cc84J:c, 
IF: (INl)? 	 [coinment[Msofnce8s]:n 
(Msotnoea6j: corn 
P:(RES) I've got something to say. I think Lmight have done it the wrong way because_ 	
[ë. ment 
 
Ijiient [MSOfflce87]: n 
(INI)? 
P: (RES inc evaluation) the method's alright but I wouldn't do that for time because I [COiiiiiieMLMSOfficS88l.e, 
don't know  
jT: (INI)? 
koniment [MSOfflceB9]: ci, 
- 	
- 	
- Comment(MSOffice9Olirq 
RES)? 	 -- 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 
t: (IN!)) (Re-initiate) 
[ment [HSOffl91]: el, 
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_____ 	
[Comment !MSOfflcee2):J 
?L (RES) giiaa...t*_flI 	
- - 
rCr (MSOffice93]: acj 
mment (MSOffice94]j 
(unclear explanation that teacher tries to rephrase briefly and moves on without further 
clarWcation) 
Icosn 
fF: (FOL-INI) that's right because it makes it very strange doesn't it? Because when you 	 Lco. 
ment (MSOffice93]: c, 
start taking it away it doesn't always make the time easy does it?  
Icomment [MSOffice96J:rn. 1 
I' now, [reads out question] who's never had a go at explaining on the board? Do you 	 n.eI,p.dm.i,n.ei 	
_J 
want to have a go E? Come on. Good girl. Rub all that off for us. Right, it's very 
interesting to see how some people work it out because it's not always the way someone 
else would do it. Might give you some new ideas about how to go about it. OK, so E, 
how are you going to do that one then? 
(E chosen next; (RES) explains quietly as she is writing) 
_____________________ 	 - [ comment (MSOffice9l]: eUn 
IItINQmusTi 	 - 	 - 	 ______ 
I$RES-IN I) 	 [Comment (MSOffice9SJ: ci 
- [comment [p4sofnce99]: rep 
T-:(Ni)howdidyoudoitsoquicklyE? 	 - 
((RES) indistinct response) 
- 	 - 	
- 
	 C. 
- - - 
	 omment[MSOfflce1O1]: 
tf: (INI) you're not sure how she got it. [audible (RES) '9t'easy!"] go onE 	
- 
 
	
[MSOffl102]: I. 
((RES) 'quiet indistinct explanation) 	 (comment 
Il (FOL-INI) rllrd 	 - 	 - -- - - 	
- 
Comment (MS0ffice104 
!: (RES) 	 11W Comment (MSOfficelO5]: e, 
Comment (MSOfflcelOb]: 
IF: (FOL) good, that would be another way to do it... 	 rep 
- f Comment (MSOffice101J: e, I corn, 
:: (RES or REP?) she's too quiet I can't hear her 
- F: (FOL-INI) well you'll have to listen very carefully because E's being very brave, I 
don't think I've ever known E to come up to the board ... C.  
l: (RES) it's not really a question, but (indistinct) 
1 nment (MSOffieelOS]: 
leom 
Comment (MSOfficelQ9J: 
 
i 	 m, 
1 omine,it (PiSOfikellO]: 
[corn 
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tr: (FOL-INI) good girl, I was waiting for someone to spot that one. OK so it says pm, 
OK any body else got any questions before we go and have a look at the questions in our 
places? (3 sec pause) We'rdall happy with that? If you need a clock... - 
1iment (MSOfflcelIl]: c. 
corn 
[conimeilt (HSOffIcell2]: d.) 
[instructions for Independent Task follow] 
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APPENDIX 19: ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT 9 
Sinclair and Coulthard annotations are "comments" 
Archer annotations are bracketed 
• Bloom examples are highlighted 
(children entered area with whiteboards and pens) 
Whole-class introductory session: 
Teacher displays "Today's Problem" 
•  [I: (IN!) OK, before you show me any more,Lwoulo have a look [background 	 [Comment (MSOfflcel] 
I 	
s 	
I 	 : md, 
murmuring] just at this one today. Now,  today' problem, [background murmuring] ssh, 	 Comment (MSOffke2J 
listen, "Fred will be 48 in 2009, his mum was 27 when he was born. What year was his  
mum born and how old is she this year?"[Eackgrouix( pupil. (RES) oh my.] 	 [Epmmnt(Msoffice3]: actcj 
P (RES-INI) in 2006? 	 [comment [14SOffice4]: ci 
-[comment (MSOfflce5J: rep J ?:() thats the problem ofthedy   
[comment (MSOffIceG 
IF: 	
J: d, I, j (lNl) listen carefully. When we were doing some subtractions last week and there - 
were lots and lots of borrowing things going on, it was quite tricky because sometimes 
you looked at it and you were blinded by so much information that you have to do one 
step at once. I will give you a couple of minutes to discuss with the person next to you - - -[comment (MSOfflce7l: 
mj 
how you think you could do the first step of that calculation... 
P: (REP?) [calls out] the person who was next to me has disappeared 
T: (FOL) ...OK, discuss somebody next to you. WeIIJ'snext to you. 
S)hdlloi 
- 
- fMSOfficeSJ: ci) 
- Jconiment(nsomce9]:reJ 
- - - 
	 - 
Comment [MSOfflcelO]: 
- Lack? 
[appropriate volume for paired discussion; teacher supporting] 
fFJLNI) OK Just put your lid on your pen where you're up to I was very impressed to 
hear you discussing with each another and correcting each anither as well because you 
looked at it in a different way. Can I have a volunteer [P (RES) me'] who thinks they 
'could come up to the front of the board and explain to everybody else and then the rest of 
the class are going to question you, you've got very good at that 9 [several voices heard 
but unclear what they are saying] ]Wellithink at this moment I'm going to ask KR 
(ause) Now, be ready to ask her a question or two_ Jbackground murmuring] (pause) 
-- -i comment (MSOfficell]: m. 1 [d, corn (a), ci (d), com 
- [Comment (14SOffice12]:b 
1 Comment (MSOfr6t3J: n, 
nzs(d) 
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We'lllcorneto thaiwarnintCOK% 	 héte 	 ygoingt6stattffishl4pIase put - 
- 	
(MsofuIcel4J: rw.] 
3'our lid-on 	 Kbë1lóaIiñj'at yotfrhswéfWo\y, I) !idton the [comment (HSOfiIcelSJ: dj 
$1. 
[Comment (MSOfficel6J: !!J 
:P(RES) 	 O 	 ajb27(JitJflhä*E7activq boakd; ethainder of clasi 
almostts:lent) 
_____ __________________ T](lNl) 	 RcwhtrareIouiworkiiiaOUt1tfi1Kci 	 - 	 - 	
-- 	 -------- 
[COO1IIICIIt (HSOfficell]: ci, 	 1 
- 
4RES)II1mtw.orlihutItheIgearEsh etwas1b 	 - 	 - - 	 - 	 -- [co.nment(r'isomcels): rep ] 
• 	 __________________ 
-------- 
[comment (MSOffIcel9]: aj 
[pupil voices in background quietly dispute the working but it is indistinct] 
•__________________________________________ lEomment (MSOffloeZO]: cu. 
- 	 - - 	 - 	 -- 	 -- - I" 
3R ES) [comma (MSOtYlce2l]: rep,] 
away from er 2007, 	 - .MS0fftce2Zl: 
J5(L): (RES) no I would do it [comment (MSOffice23]:e,ij 
- - 	 --- 	 --- ---• 	 •— 	 --- 
comment 
- 	 L 1Mso0.J 
i: (RES)  (MSOfflce25J: 
(IN!) OK, anybody else got a question about what K done there? E 
&Cwnment
- 	 t (MSOffIce26]: m, 
er, I don't, (indistinct) how does she know (indistinct)? ______(RES-IN!) t (t4SOffice2l]: ci 
P: (RES-INI) well! think she's starting from the beginning bit aren't you K, is that right? 1commeM(Ms0 1: 
corn, a 
.1 think Im a bit puzzled like L ... C 
ROmTIiCIa (Msomce29]:J 
IS: (RES) I don't know if it's years or days, 27 days she's.. 	 t) (indistinc 
• 	 just let's see what your next part would be,[sorneone i1: (INI) keep going then K, rco.nment [MSOftIce3O]: ps, 
- 
interrupts] hang on  
- [comment [MSOffIce3lJ: acJ 
[very quiet, a whisper can be heard as K writes on whiteboard] imment (MSOffIce32J: rep 1 
(TtFOL-INI) 	 ie&rvin flflnother(RES) ReaflyoneL (Comment (MSOffIce33]: ci 	 1 
mYawakwnwna1 
	
Q!Ct1rt 	
- (COUlIfla [MSOtflce34]: 
Icomment [MSOmce33]: s, 
ci, a 
4RES-!N1) 	 [back ground 1iime'n [14S0ff1en36]: rep, 
pupil: it isn't him] P (RES) she (indisuinct) 76] 	 -_ 	 _ 	 --- 	 - 	 - 	 _ 	
_ [comment(Mn:lw 
[comment [MSOffke38]: rep 
P](RESINI) 	 seirnitSanhtnWWkd 	 _ 	 -- 	 -_ - — [ChIna [MSdf39] p. [comment [MSOffiCO4O]: ci, 
P(RES) just keep it as (indistinct) Icom 
ICommentiMSOtflceaii: corn 
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t: (IN!) I'm just saying in the future he will be 48 (indistinct) 	 - 	 - 	 [ canmentcMsonics2l: corn: 
: (RES?) (indistinct) 	 kom1nrft (MSOffice43]: rep? 
i': (RES?) (indistinct) saying he is 48 	 - [ comnient (14S0ffice44]: rep 
T: (INI) I don't think [several pupil voices ca/I out at once] Ah, come on L 	 oi'nu't't [MSOffice45]: p, a 
'J: (RES) (indistinct) -- 	 - 	 -- -- 	 [ ment(MSOfflce46]: rep 
TP:(FOL?)oh(indistincQ! 	
- 	 - -- 	 - - 
	 [ ccmment(Msofncesl]:ack 
(F: (FOL-INI) (Re-initiate) 511MMUMMUMHUME 	 [comment (HSOfflce4S]: cu, 
-
[MSOfftce49]:nz 
Vh'flh'Wott@Xi [background murmuring] Just go and sit over that way K then you 
can see what's she's doing. 
[very quiet, slight murmur]. Sshh 	 ____________________ 
RES)brdiaLwasAkeIawayiir - 	
- 	 -------------
(Comment(MsOfnceso]:rep  
• . 	
. 	 I Comment (MSOfllce5l]: e, 
TJFOL)Fred'sage,yes...Ithinkiwouidhavedonethat - - -- 
	 [ corn 
[(silent RES) pupil continues to calculate silently; very quiet background murmur]  
[comment [MSOffke52]:m, [F: (REP) now, we did lots of borrowmg Iasweeks• - - 
	 - - - 
 
and_then 9ake 4 is Sand I haven't got anything els to 	 - (commet(.sotnce53]: rep  
- 	 [ Cement (MSOfficeS4): ack 
exchange, so she was born in 1951 [background P: (RES) yes!] and then (indistinct) - 	 - ___________________ 
[audible but indistinct voices from background]  
• . 	 . 	 . 	 . , 
	
[Comment (MSOffice5SJ: ci, n (F: (lNl) any.. anybody got any questions about that one? (4 sec pause during this time 
there is a quiet discussion taking place) E?  
1: (RES) (indistinct) 	 [comment [MSOffice56]: rep 
tI: ([NI) L if you added that to check it, what answer would you get? - 
	 - 	
- 	 (MSOffi57): tel 
(lengthy pause)  
P (RES) (indistinct) - 	 -- - 	 [comment (MSOffice58l: rep 
tll(FOL-IN!) 	 fexasperateawamaamD- 	 [ comment (MSOfficeS9j: con, 
- 
Icomment [MSOffice61]:n, 
Lel, e, d, (n) 
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PJRES) 	 - 	 [comment (1450ff1ce621: rep] 
(FOL) good yes 	 [nient (MSOtflce63j: c, J IT:  
P(RES continued) with 20 you can put I onto this, because it's OK this 1 	 [iment [MSOffl eG4]: rep - c] 
IT: (FOL) 9 take away is OK with the 1, yes 	 Comment (MSOfflce6S]:  [ 	 accj 
1: (RES continued) yes, but 10takeaway4  flcomment (MSOfflce66]: rep 
[murmur is slightly louder] 	 __ 
[comment (MSOtfIceE7j: d, 
i1 	 (FOL-INI) er, there are a lot of people making a bit of a fuss  [nment (MSOfflce6Sj: rep?] [background pupil: (tNt) ('indistinc) is drawing on his whiteboard]  
so it would have been 1961 when he was born [background pupil: (RES) yes!] 	 that 	 ment (Msoffice69]: oH (comment [MSOfficelO]: ackj 
OK, yes? [background pupil'. (RES) yes!] "1Whed was he was born" OK. L you canyon 	 (ctnent(Msofflce71]: oh? 
from that. What year was his mum born then? flow are you going to do that? 	 (comment [MSOffl0e72]: ack 
1(RES)er(indistincQhisage[backgroundpupil:(RES)oh!] 	
-- 	
1iI.I 
(comment (MSOfflce73J: I, 
IT-: (INI) and how would you do that then? 	 (comment (MSOffIce74J: reP (comment (t4SOffice75): ack 
?L(J 	 what I'm 	 ndistinct,) P':(Nl) you said I could do that!] Pm not going to - 
	
ci 
take it away like (indistinct) 	 (comment [I4SOfflce77]: rep 
 [1 (FOL)OK 	 Comment [MSOfflce78]: b -- 	 -- 
 
I 
-P~:JRES continued) tm_going todo erthend4inct,)ladd 8 is [background pupil: 	 {comment(MSoffi791ia 
(RES) 15115, and then 2 add 4 (indistinct) [background pupil: (RES) yeah] 	
- 	
omment (HSOfflceBlJ: rep 
[comment (MSOffkeBOI: rn-s 
- - - 	 (comment fMSOfflceS2J: ack 
PWRES)M 	 1Comment [I4SOffIce83]: ci, 
J: (RES continued) yes, you take it (indistinct) 	 [comment [HSOfflce84]: rep 
P (FOL?) no 	 [corn (iient [MSOffke85]: rep, 
}: (RES-INI) no,no that one. No, you take_2909 talc. ... can hake over? 	 - 	 - 	 - - 	 -. 	 [couttme 	 (MSOffl86): rw 
IF: (FOL-INl) come on L, you pass over to J then. (pause) You've done well so far, s 	 (comment [MSOfflce87]: rep, o, - 
	 Icorn,ei 
(pause), "when he was born I?' Just write the year when he was born J just above the, yes, 	 &mment (MSOfflceSSJ: p, (n), d, corn, 
(pause) just wTite the answer so that we don't forget what it was, it was 1961 OK 	 (iument(MSOfflce89]: 
[ackgrounc pupil: (RES) yesj 	
- 	 [coniment [MSOffice9O]: ack 
mTegtaIiThinoiEIoy&woul'dtyDrd31ih'l You can wipe that bit off J at the bottom 	 tCamment (MSOWIce9IJ: ci, 
rn-s. ci, d 
[quiet murmur]  
[ament (MSOfficeg23: corn [background pupil: (REP) I didn't see that bottom bit] 
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1:0K 	 - 	 - 	 -- 	 [CommentIMSOfflceY3l:p 
l: (RES) 	 rep, 
 
fl'.(INl)(:nterjects)wheredidyouget75 from 	 ci? 	 - 	 - 	 -  [comment (MSOfflceYS]: 
P: (RES) because her age . . .(wlnspered dates) 
	
comment (MSOtflce96J: r, [ 
T (INI) anybody agree with him there'? (pause) Anybody thrnk they've got something 	 [iunent (MSOffIceY7] ciCh 
completely different?  
[background pupil (RES) Ais age is 75'] [another background pupil ([DL) that's OK, 
 
that's OK]  
T(lNflOKkeepgoingthenJ  Rnmetit [MSOfflce99]: in, 
(RES continued) well instead of doing that flrsti would do 75 take away (indistinct,) so 
	
[rmeitt (NSOfflcelOO]:m, 
that would leave that with ... 66 and that with 2000(pa use) 
[remainder of class very quiet, faint whispers] 
 
fI(FOL)EjhT€i)'S 	 - 	 - 	 - -- 	 [comment(Msofflcelol]: 
PtRES continued) rdIiTLafl3Tih'ijfrflhiättyo.ujwo.ulZfl9l9B!l 	 - 	 [Comment 
1934? - -[comment(Msofficelo3]:ei 
[(RES) several voices heard simultaneously but unclear what they are saying] 
 
-- - 	 - - - 	 _--_-- 	 LmM50ttb04, 
P(RES-lNl) jiO®P7fiffkgizoundjmu,jmwjffT?.4 
	
(commennMsomceso5l: ci 
----------- 
	
-- 	 [commennMsomceso6]i 
:(RES)nfla!11rmkezawa 	 ----------------- 	
- 	
-- 	 coniment[MSOffi1o7]: 
rep 
fJ: ([NI) ) (Re-initiate) 	 comment fMSOfficelOS]:s. 
Iel 
[background murmuring] EbackgroundIil: 
	
7p2WJáj'J 	 [Co77,ent (Msofficelo9): 
([NI) gozongiiIh'fl5ltfJiTlij 	 - 	 - 	
- 	
[ffment (MSOfflcellOJ: P. 
F: (RES) 	 {Conunent[MSofficenl]: 
(FOL-LNI) 72. Now that was actually very difficult. [lots ofsquealing voices and - 
	
- 	 Ico.nment(Msomcen2): 
muttering] OK, now we haven't got an awful lot of time because we've been practising 
	
I m, corn, in, I 
that, but in the middle of your table there are some problems.... (instructions for 
Independent Tasks; time reduced to 10 minutes) 
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